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Un modele de simulation de la production v~getale et du bilan hydrique
est construit par la reunion de modeles pre-existant (BACROS, SUCROS,
ARID CROP), ouquels des modifications ont ete apportees. Il n'y a pas
de carence nutritionelle.
Les intrans necessaires a son fonctionnement sont des parameteres de
climat, du sol et des caracteristiques de la plante dont les
productions sont simulees.
Ensuite, ce modele est confronte a des resultats provenant de culture
cerealiere de mil (Pennisetum americanum) realisee ou Mali en climat
sud sahelien. Finalement, il est utilise pour voir comment les
productions varient eu egard a des variations de pluviometrie,
ruisellement, de date de semis et de biomasse initiale.
Ce modele, ainsi que ses composantes, est valide, et pour les
productions vegetatives et !'utilisation de l'eau.
Mais des developpements concernant la physiologie et la phenologie,
surtout a partir de la floraison, et en fonction des divers niveaux de
stress hydrique, lui permettraient d'etre plus performant.
Abstract
By combining and slightly changing already existing models (BACROS,
SUCROS, ARID CROP), a new mode\ has been constructed to simulate crop
production and the related water balance.
Effects of lack of
nutrients are not taken into account.
To run the model, data have to be available about the weather, the
soil, and the crop.
In this study, the behaviour of the model is
compared
with
observations of production of millet (Pennisetum americanum) in
experiments in the south sahelian part of Mali.
Alsothe outcome of the model is discussed when rainfall and runoff or
planting date and initial biomass were changed.
Both for production of vegetative biomass as for the water balance,
the model yielded acceptable results. Better performance of the model
with respect to growth after flowering probably can be achieved when
the changes in physiology and phenology during that period are made
more dynamic, especially in situations with waterstress.

-
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The model described in this report is based upon existing models of
CABO (Centrum voor AgroBiologisch Onderzoek) and TPE (Theoretical
Production Ecology), both in Wageningen. The crop-growth part of it
is derived from SUCROS (Van Keulen et al, 1982) which in turn is a
'summary' model of BACROS (De Wit et al, 1978). The term 'summary' is
used to indicate that a model in itself is relatively simple, but
relies heavily for its functional relationships on more detailed
models.
Some changes have been made in this crop-growth part related to
SUCROS, and these will be discussed in Chapter 2.
The water-balance part is based upon the parametric model ARID CROP
(Van Keulen, 1975) and some later developments (Stroosnijder, 1982a).
Parametric models make use of overall parameters that describe
physical (and physiological) processes on a large time scale that in
fact take place on a small time scale.
Calculation of the 'real'
processes is done in deterministic models, that use basic physical
principles (laws).
For dry sand for instance,
simulation
of
infiltration of water using a deterministic model needs a timestep of
0.04 seconds (Stroosnijder, l982a, p.
179).
This is very small
compared to the timestep of 1 day used in the present model.
Very much calculation time, and much detail to account for other
processes with short relaxation time is needed when using a timestep
of 0.04 s in the simulation of a whole cropping season.
The use of
deterministic
models
therefore is restricted to simulation of
relatively short periods (days, maybe weeks, but certainly not
months).
Some changes have been made to the parametric model described by
Stroosnijder (1982a)e These will be discussed in Chapter 3.
The effect of lack of nutrients is not taken into account in the
model. Therefore only crops can be simulated that are not stressed by
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The present model was meant to simulate the production and water use
of
millet Pennisetum typhoides (BURM.) STAFF & HUBBARD, syne:
Pennisetum americanum (L.) LEEKE; english:
pearl millet, bulrush
millet).
To validate the model, a comparison is made with data of
experiments of ILCA (International Livestock Centre for Africa), with
a local Sauna variety, collected in Niono, Mali (Gosseye, in prep.).
Niono has a hot semi-arid climate with an average summer precipitation
of less than 500 mm in 4 months, the rest of the year being dry.
Three kinds of input are needed in the model: weather, soil and plant
characteristics.
The relevant weather variables are radiation, temperature (daily
minimum and maximum), windspeed, air humidity and rain (+ irrigation).
Daily rainfall and amount of irrigation of the model were as i.n the
experimental fields, for the other variables data were used of the
meteorological station of Nara -Mali (Chapter 4).
Soil characteristics (initial amount of water, field capacity, wilting
point) are based upon observations in Niono.
Plant characteristics such as rate of development, specific leaf area,
maximum photosynthetic capacity & initial photosynthetic efficiency,
were partially based upon literature and partially derived from
observations in Niono.
As part of the observations in Niono concerning plant weights (divided
over roots, stems, leaves, combs and seeds) also were used to compare
with the outcome of the model, some 'autocorrelation' between the
model outcome and the field observations occurs.
The input variables will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 4 and
a comparison between model outcome and field observations will be made
in Chapter S.
The figures referred to in the text are in Appendix A, the complete
listing of the model is in Appendix B.
The observed weights of the plant organs that are distinguished, are
in Appendix C through I (in each Appendix the results of only one
experiment).
These appendices contain also the
rainfall
plus
irrigation data, as these are different for the various experiments.
Other weather data than rainfall, of 1982 and 1983 are in Appendices J
and K respectively.
Finally, the list of acronyms used in the model is in Appendix L.
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CHAPTER 2
GROWTH

2.1

INTRODUCTION

Basically, the crop growth part of the model is the same as in SUCROS
(Van Keulen et al, 1982). Calculation of growth occurs with timesteps
of one day, assuming constant conditions throughout the day.
Some characteristics of the model are:
Daily gross C02 assimilation is calculated from daily incoming
radiation, fraction overcast, average daily temperature, LAI,and
maximum photosynthetic rate and initial efficiency of photosynthesis,
both for individual leaves, as input.
In the model maximum photosynthetic rate (P~X) is considered to
depend on the specific leaf weight. As this specific leaf weight
changes with development of the plants, PMAX becomes smaller when
maturity is approached.
Maintenance respiration of the crop is calculated as a function of
standing dry weight and temperature.
The remaining net C02 assimilation is partitioned over the plant
organs (roots, leaves, stems, grains, flowers) and converted into
daily growth of dry matter, using organ specific conversion factors.
Growth respiration is considered implicitly in these conversion
factors.
The fraction of carbohydrates available for total growth to each organ
depends on the development stage of the crop, which also is simulated.
When parts of the plant die, their weight is substracted from the
daily growth, so the net daily growth rate can be negative.
Starting from an initial weight per organ, and integrating this net
daily growth rate yields for each day the standing dry matter.
Because leaf area has to be known to calculate the amount of
intercepted radiation (for transpiration and assimilation), it is
simulated from daily dry matter growth of the leaves and a development
stage dependent specific leaf area.
Also the rooting depth is simulated,
rate (in wet soil) of 0.04 m d-1. It is assumed that after anthesis
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roots will die, starting with the deeper ones.
After anthesis the
rooted depth therefore will become less, till a minimum of 0.5 m.
This is in accordance with observations in the experimental fields.
Probably this dying of roots is caused by the drought in the deeper
soil layers. In situations where the subsoil is wet, roots probably
will not die that fast, and the model should be changed accordingly.
Deviations from SUCROS are presented below
extensively in the following paragraphs.

in

principle

and

more

In most graminae a considerable part of the dry weight in the grains
comes from the reserves (e.g. Penning de Vries et al, 1983; Yoshida,
1981, p.231). In unfavorable conditions (e.g. drought) when actual
photosynthesis is low, grain filling will not cease immidiately at the
start of the stress situation but will continue as long as reserve
carbohydrates and proteins are at hand. For rice, the reserves start
to build up some weeks before heading and can amount to about 25-30%
of the total standing dry weight at heading and probably about 60-70%
of these reserves will be allocated to the grains from heading till
maturity (Yoshida, 1981).
In wheat up to about 20% of the grain weight may come from the
carbohydrate reserves (e.g.
500-1500 kg ha-l) being 30-50% of the
total reserves formed during the growing season (Spiertz, 1982).
As it is clear that reserves play an important role in the grain
filling stage, the present model also simulates the daily increase and
the weight of the reserves (Paragraph 2.2)
In graminae a great deal of the reserves are located in the stem.
In
the model it is assumed that this holds also for millet.
An other difference with SUCROS is in
material, as will be described in par.

the redistribution
2.3.

of

dying

The last main difference with SUCROS is that the present model also
simulates the influence of drought on growth. This will be discussed
in par. 2. 4.
A special section is therefore added to the model to calculate the
watercontent in the soil and the evapotranspiration out of it (Chapter

3).

2.2

GROWTH OF RESERVES

Growth of reserves starts in the model some days after emerience.
ctn-lnc reas~ing--pa rt -of~the-as s1-rrri~at e~s -that- are~~~-~-~
allocated to the shoot will end up as reserves, till a maximum is

-~-~F~r~om-~h{~~-s ~ag~~-en
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reached just before anthesis (Figure 2.2.1).
This might not be correct, as, after finishing the simulations, the
authors learned that in wheat, the maximum is reached about 10 days
after anthesis (Van Keulen, pers. comm.).
The gross assimilation rate is calculated in kg C02 per day, and the
reserves are considered to be in the form of starch. The glucose
produced is allocated to the stem, so some transport in the plant will
occur from leaves to the stem. This is an energy consuming proces (as
it goes by phloeem). The costs of transport are considered to be 5.3
% of the amount of transported material (Penning de Vries, pers.
comm.), so multiplying the amount of glucose with a factor (1-0.053)
yields the amount of glucose that will reach the stem.
Furthermore account has to be taken of the loss of water when
converting glucose to starch.
This can be done using a conversion
factor of 1/1.111 (Penning de Vries, pers. comm.).
After anthesis it is assumed that the reserves become available for
growth (especially for grains as these are the main growing parts
after anthesis). From then on, 10 % of the reserves present are
'released' each day.
Sometimes the demand for carbohydrates for maintenance, will become
higher than the C02 assimilation rate (as in a period of drought when
assimilation virtually has ceased, but maintenance respiration still
exists).
In that case reserves are consumed to compensate the
negative net photosynthesis.
The above is reflected in the following equations used in the model:
GRE = GRES -REDIST - FCRS

2.2.1

GRES = CAGRE * 0.947/1.111

2.2.2

REDIST
FCRS

=

INSW(DVS-1., 0., 0.10*WRE)

= FCR

* (30./44.) * Oo947/1.111

FCR = AMAXl(O., RMCR-PCGA-CEXTRA*44./30.
-REDIST*1.111*0.947*44./30.)
Where:
GRE
GRES
FCRS

= growth
=

2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5

of reserves (kg starch ha-l d-1)
growth of reserves from newly assimilated material (kg
starch ha-l d-1)
flow out of reserves in case of negative net photosynthesis
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2.3

REALLOCATION OF DYING VEGETATIVE MATERIAL

Very often, dying of leaves starts (or increases) after anthesis.
This might be caused by hormones or by lack of carbohydrates to be
used for maintenance respiration. In the model, dying of leaves and
stems is ·related only to development stage, thus implicitly assuming
that lack of carbohydrates is not a cause for dying. This probably is
not correct, but the simulation of short term and long term reserves
(that is necesary to be able to account for the effect of lack of
reserves) was thought to be too imperfect at the moment the model was
constructed.
In the model then, the amount of green leaves and living stems
declines after anthesis.
A daily relative loss is used, that rises
from 0 % at anthesis till 5 % at maturity.
This means that at
maturity per day 5 % of the existing green leaf and stem material is
lost.
Not all the loss of green material results in loss of functional
structure.
A fraction of the lost material is considered to be
allocated in plant parts that still will function afterwards, although
leaves will then have a lower photosynthetic capacity.
As with ageing of the plant, resources in the vegetative parts
decline, also this fraction reallocatable material will decline.
Leaves are considered
(reserves not taken
leaves is higher than
for leaves is 1.5
comm.).

to contain more non structural matter than stems
into account), so the reallocatable fraction for
for stems. A guestimation is that this fraction
times that for stems (Penning de Vries, pers.

The calculation of the material that is reallocated is:
CEXTRA=30./12.*(1.5*FRLLD*FCLV*LLV+FRLLD*FCST*LST)
2.3.1
With CEXTRA = reallocated CH20; FRLLD = fraction reallocatable
material; FCi = fraction carbon in dry weight of organ i; Li = loss of
dry weight of organ i because of dying and reallocation; LV = leaves;
ST = stems.
The factor 30./12.

accounts for the conversion of C to CH20.

CEXTRA and REDIST (Paragraph 2.2) are combined with the gross
assimilation (PCGA) and the maintenance respiration (RMCR) to yield
the net CH20 assimilation rate:
CAGCR = AMAXl(O., REDIST*l.lll*0.947+CEXTRA+
PCGA*30./44.-RMCR*30./44.)
This net

CH20

assimilation

is

partitioned
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over

the

organs,

the

fraction each organ recieves being dependent on development stage.

2.4

INFLUENCE OF DROUGHT ON PRODUCTION

Short term effects of drought can be simulated assuming a constant
relation between C02 assimilation and transpiration of water under
optimum and waterstressed cond.itions (Van Keulen, 1975, p.59).
This means that if transpiration is reduced by X %, gross C02
assim.ilation also will be reduced by X % :
PCGA = PCGAP * TRAN / TRP
Where PCGA = actual gross photosynthesis (kg C02 ha-l d-1); PCGAP =
potential gross photosynthesis regarding radiation, temperature, and
leaf characteristics; TRAN = actual transpiration (mm d-1) and TRP =
potential transpiration (mm d-1)
When a strong waterstress has occurred, C02 assimilation will not
immediately recover after relieve of the stress. It will take some
t1me to repair the damage done to the photosynthetic apparatus.
This is simulated in the model, assuming that maximal photosynthetic
rate (PMAX) will decline when drought stress occurs with a rate
dependent on the actual transpiration as a fraction of potential
transpiration.
To account for the buffer capacity of the plant
against waterstress, a time constant of 5 days is assumed.
After relieve of waterstress, PMAX also will recover with that time
constant:
PMAX=INTGRL(PMAXP,(PMAXP*AFGEN(PMXTT,TMPD)*SLWA/SLWMAX*
TRAN/TRP-PMAX)/5.)
2.4.2
With
PMAX
= actual maximum photosynthetic capacity (kg C02 ha-l d-1)
PMAXP = idem, potential
PMXTT = tabulated effect of temperature on PMAXP
TMPD
= average temperature during the day (oC)
SLWA
= actual specific leaf weight (kg ha-l)
SLWMAX = maximum specific leaf weight (kg ha-l)
INTGRL(x,y)= CSMP statement that integrates with rate y per
timestep, starting from initial value x at start of simulation.
AFGEN(x,y)= CSMP subroutine to calculate the dependent variable y
from the independent variable x, interpolating between tabled data
of x,y pairs
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CHAPTER 3
PLANT-SOIL-WATER RELATIONS

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The water in the soil is a mobile substance.
By evapotranspiration
water leaves the soil, while it enters the soil as rain or irrigation
water. The resulting amount of water and the distribution over the
depth in the soil is important to simulate because it influences the
amount of water that is available for the plants.
The way this is done in the model (the soil physical part of the
model) is discussed in the next paragraph.
Because of the absorbed radiation and the drying power of the air,
plants evaporate water. In the model these environmental conditions
are combined with crop characteristics to determine the potential rate
of transpiration of the plants, e.g. the amount of water plants will
transpire in absence of water stress.
The processes that determine the evaporation from the soilsurface
resemble much the processes determining the transpiration. Therefore
the discussion of how the model deals with (potential) evaporation and
transpiration is in the same paragraph (3.3).
When the water content in the soil becomes low, plants are not able to
achieve the potential transpiration rate, nor will the soil evaporate
as much as in wet conditions. The calculation method of the influence
of drought on transpiration and evaporation will be dealt with in
paragraph 3.4.
As in general the major framework of the model consists of models
described
earlier (Van Keulen, 1975; Stroosnijder, 1982a) most
subjects will be discussed rather briefly.
Only where the model
differs from its 'ancestors', the modifications will be discussed more
thoroughly.

- 9 -

3.2

WATER BALANCE

3.2.1

Introduction

Each day the balance of the incoming minus the outgoing water flow is
calculated per soil layer. This is done for 10 soil layers of 10 em
thickness each according to the procedure originally described by Van
Keulen (1975) and modified by Stroosnijder (1982a).
Incoming water flow consists of rain (for the first layer) or the
difference between incoming water flow and storage capacity (=
percolation) of the layer above.
Outgoing water flow is the sum of three flows:
1.
2.
3.

percolation
evaporation from the soil surface
water uptake by the plants

3.2.2

Percolation

The actual storage capacity of the soil layer is defined as the
maximum storage capacity minus the actual stored amount. The maximal
storage capacity of a layer one day after a shower of rain is equal to
the thickness of the layer times the water content at fieldcapacity
(Paragraph 4.2).
STCAP(I)=FLD*TCK(I)*lOOO-WL(I)*O.l

3.2.1

Where:
storage capacity of layer I (mm)
STCAP(I)
= field capacity (m3 m-3)
FLD
= thickness of layer I (m)
TCK(I)
= actual water content of layer I (m3 ha-l)
WL(I)
= factor to convert m to mm
1000
= factor to convert m3 ha-l to mm
0.1
When more water enters the layer, the excess flows to the next layer:
3.2.2

WLFL(I+l)=AMAXl(O.,WLFL(I)-STCAP(I))
Where:
WLFL(I)

= water flow at top of layer I from layer I-1
Equal to EFRAIN (rate of infiltration of rain) for I

AMAXl(x,y)=

function to
parenthesis

take

largest
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of

variables

=

between

The infiltration in the top layer depends on the
the fraction runoff:
EFRAIN = RAIN * RUNOF

rain

intensity

and

3.2.3

The interception of rain by the crop is assumed to be negligible as it
is less than 1 mm.

3.2.3

Evaporation

The model doesn't calculate the water flow from deeper layers to upper
layers. This upward flow is quite common in situations with dry upper
soil and wet subsoil because of the potential gradient between soil
layers which develops under influence of the drying power of the
atmosphere (the evaporative demand). Therefore a mimick procedure has
to be used to determine the contribution of each soil layer to the
evaporation.
No modifications were made to the procedure described earlier (Van
Keulen, 1975) but for a better understanding of the model it will be
discussed briefly.
Per soil layer the fraction of the total evaporation that has to be
withdrawn from that layer is calculated assuming an exponential
extinction of the contribution with depth:
F(I)=VAR(I)/TOTVAR
VAR(I)=AW(I) * EXP(-EESL*DEPTH(I))
Where:
F(I)
VAR(I)
TOTVAR
AW(I)

EESL
DEPTH( I)

3.2.5

= fraction

of total actual evaporation withdrawn from
layer I
= moisture weighted extinction (with depth) factor
= sum of VAR(I) over all the soil layers
= amount of water in layer I available for evaporation,
e.g.
the actual water content of the layer minus the
water content when layer is airdry.
(m3 ha-l)
= extinction factor
= depth of centre of layer I (m)

Then the rate of evaporation from each layer is calculated as:
EVSL(I) = EVSLT * F(I)
---EV~~:L-T-=

ac eua-1-ev<ttto
(mm d-1)

rat-~on-rat~e- ~~~ -~- ~~ ~~-~-~~-~-~---~- -~~~- ~~~-~~-~~-~~~~~~-~~--~-~-~~--~~-~~~""
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Calculation of EVSLT will be explained in paragraph 3.4.

3.2.4

Water Uptake By Plants

As for evaporation, water uptake by plants has to be divided over the
soil layers.
It is assumed in the model that the root density is not limiting water
uptake.
This results probably not in a too big overestimation of
water uptake, because only at low root density (less than 1.5 - 2 em
cm-3) this assumption seems not to be correct (Van Noordwijk, 1982).
In the model the rooted part of each compartment is calculated, in the
following
called
the
rooted depth of each soil layer.
The
effectiveness of the roots depends on the water content of the soil
(Paragraph 3.4.), therefore first the total 'effective' rooted depth
is calculated:
ERLT(I)
Where:
ERLT(I)
WRED(I)
RTL(I)

WRED(I)

* RTL(I)

3.2.7

= effective
=

rooted depth in layer I (m)
reduction factor depending on water
(Paragraph 3.4).
rooted depth in layer I (m)

content

of

layer

The fraction of total effective rooted depth per soil layer determines
the fraction of transpiration that has to be absorbed from that layer:
FRACTR(I)
with:
TRP
TOTERL

= TRP *

ERLT(I)/TOTERL

= potential

transpiration (mm d-1)
sum of ERLT over the layers (m)

Whether or not the layer can supply enough water depends on its
content:
PTRL(I)

FRACTR(I)

*

WRED(I)

water

3.2.9

When the potential transpiration rate is high and very few roots are
in wet soil, either the actual amount of water in the layer or the
maximum uptake capacity of the roots limits the rate of wateruptake:

where:
TRAMX

maximum transpiration rate per m rooted depth (mm m-1 d-1)
- 12 -

AW(I) = amount of water tn the layer above wilting point (mm)
A crop can transpire at most about 20 mm d-1. The depth down to which
roots are present in a density which doesn't reduce the uptake of
water is often in the order of 0.4 m. Therefore TRAMX should be about
50 mm m-1 d-1.

3.2.5

Daily Total Change In Moisture Content Of Each Compartment.

Each day the
calculated:

balance

the

incoming

minus

the

outgoing

flows

is

DWAT(I)=(WLFL(I)-WLFL(I+l)-TRA(I)-EVSL(I))*lO
Where DWAT(I) is in kg ha-l d-1 and the factor 10 converts mm d-1 into
kg ha-l d-1.
By adding each day the (often negative) DWAT(I) to the actual amount
of water in the layer, the actual amount at the start of the next day
can be calculated:
WL(I)

3.3
3.3.1

=

INTGRL(WLI(I), DWAT(I))

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
Introduction

Incoming radiation and drying power of the air, are together the
driving forces for evapotranspiration.
Properties of the evaporating or transpiring surface (like roughness,
emissivity,
reflectance, resistance for water(vapour) transport)
co-determine the magnitude of the resulting water flow.
These forces and properties are included in the
of Penman:

combination

s*Rn+(VPs-VPa)*RHOCP*3600*DL/ra
LE

= ---------------------------------(s + GAMMA)

With:
L
E

=
=

heat of vapourization of water (J kg-1 H20)
evaporation (mm d-1)
- 13 -

3.3.1

equation

s
Rn
VPs =
VPa =
RHOCP
ra
GAMMA
DL
3600

= slope of the curve of saturated vapour pressure
temperature (mbar K-1)
= net absorbed radiation (J m-2 d-1)
Saturated vapour pressure in the air
Actual vapour pressure in the air
= volumetric heat capacity of the air (J m-3 K-1)
= aerodynamic resistance for vapour transfer (s m-1)
= psychrometer constant (mbar K-1)
= daylength (hr)
= seconds per hour

against

The
first
important
factor
in
the
calculation
of
the
evapotranspiration is the net incoming radiation, being the difference
between incoming and emitted radiation:

Rn = (1-a)
With:
R
n
sw
lwi
lwo
a

=
=
=
=
=

*

3.3.2

Rsw + Rlwi - Rlwo

radiation (J m-2 d-1)
net
short wave
incoming long wave
outgoing long wave
soil reflection coefficient (albedo)

The second factor is the drying power of the air, which depends on the
vapour pressure deficit in the air:
DRYP = (VPs - VPa)

*

RHOCP

*

3600

*

DL / ra

3.3.3

With:
DRYP= Drying power (J mbar m-2 K-1 d-1)
Rbh = boundary layer resistance against exchange of heat

known equation but in
Eq. 3.3.1 is the most simple form of this well
evaporation of a wet
this form only usable for calculating the
surface.
calculation of
By changing some parameters, it also can be used for
19) and of
Menenti, 1984, P·
a soil (e.g.
of
evaporat.ion
27).
transpiration of a crop (e.g. De Wit et al, 1978, P•
As the basic equations are described thoroughly in Goudriaan (1977),
De Wit et al (1978), Van Keulen (1975) and Stroosnijder (1982a), in
~hts~chapte~r---on-1-y~-the~reGent--mod~iilcations::to~ these models will be
discussed.
- 14 -

3.3.2

General Modifications

The only change which affects the calculation of evaporation of an
open pan, evaporation of a wet soil as well as potential transpiration
of a crop, is the different way of calculating the net long wave
radiation.
From measurements it appeared that the incoming long wave radiation in
Niamey (Niger) could be calculated with:
Rlwi = dT * s * (Ta + 273)**4 * (a + b VVPa)
(Van de Sanden, 197?)
Where:
dT =
s
=
VVPa=
a,b =
Ta =

seconds per timestep (here: s d-1)
Stefan-Boltzman constant; 5.668 E-8 J m-2 s-1 K-4
square root of actual vapour pressure in the air (mbar)
empirical factors
average air temperature (oC)

The factors a and b are not constant, but depend on various factors.
Van Wijk (1963) lists values of a and b in dependence of the
geographical position, Van de Sanden (197?) gives values for various
environmental conditions (dry/wet season, low clouds etc.)
The outgoing long wave
temperature:
Rlwo
With:
e
Ts

=e

radiation

strongly

* s * (Ts + 273)**4 * dT

depends

on

the

surface

3.3.5

= emissivity

factor of surface
surface temperature (oC)

Strongly simplifying (i.e. assuming e=1 and Ts=Ta) the difference
between in- and outgoing long wave radiation can be written as:
Rlwo-Rlwi= dT*s*(Ta+273)**4*(1-a-b*VVPa)

For the wet season in Niamey a=0.618 and
197?), and 1-a thus equal to 0.382.
In this case the constants 1-a and b are
in ARID CROP, as described by Stroosni

- 15 -

b=0.0365

(Van

de

Sanden,

the ones used
0.38 and

It can be about
Soil emissivity (e) very often is not equal to 1.
0.95 (according to Menenti, 1984, p.
83) or be described as a
function of the water content of the surface (Van Bavel & Hillel,
1976):
e = 0.90 + 0.08
TPSP
WVL

* WVL

I TPSP

= total

pore space (cm3 cm-3)
water content of surface layer
(cm3 cm-3)

= volumetric

The surface temperature (Ts) often is not equal to air temperature
(Ta).
Dry surfaces in daytime for instance, in general have a
higher temperature than the air.

To estimate the importance of these refinements, a small calculation
model was made where eq. 3.3.6 was compared with a less simplifying
calculation method, using equation 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 while estimating e
with eq. 3.3.7 and Ts with eq. 3.3.8 •
Ts

= Ta *

(1.33 - (0.33

*

WVL I TPSP) )

3.3.8

This latter equation reflects the assumptions that a wet soil, with a
freely evaporating surface (WVL approaching TPSP), has the same
temperature as the air, while a dry soil (WVL approaching 0), under
the radiation as in the Sahelian region, might be about 55 oC at an
air temperature of 40 oC.
In a wet soil and with low air temperature, the combination equation
yields a higher net (outgoing) radiation than the more complex method
(Table 3.3.1).
In many cases the difference between the two methods is more than 10%,
and the more complex method was used in the model. However, because
of the (lack of) accuracy of both methods, it can be argued whether it
is worthwhile to use this more complex method.
The difference between surface temperature and average air temperature
in the growing season is probably exaggerated by eq.3.3.8 (Penning de
Vries, pers.comm.). Therefore in the model it is assumed that Ts is
maximally 1.22 * Ta (by replacing the factors 1.33 and 0.33 in
equation 3.3.8 by 1.22 and 0.22 resp.).
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~--------~---------------------------------------------------

Table 3.3.1: Outgoing net longwave radiation according to 2
methods of calculation:
1. using equations 3.3.4, 3.3.5, 3.3.7 and 3.3.8
2. using equation 3.3.6

Parameters used in the equations are given in the
text

7
Rlwn (*10 J m-2 d-1)
(method 1)
Ta
VPs
%RH
40
VPa
6.8

15
17.1
60
80
10.2 13.7

40
9.4

WVL
.84
.86
.89
.90
.90

.77
.79
.81
.83
.83

(method 2)
.97

.89

.1

.2
.3
.4
.45

(method 1)
Ta
VPs
%RH
40
VPa
22.6

.71
.73
.75
.76
.77

35
56.4
60
80
33.8 45.1

WVL

20
23.4
60
80
14.1 18.7

.so

.92
.92
.92
.91
.91

.83
.83
.82
.82
.82

.75
• 75
.75
.74
.74

1.05
1.02
.94
.90
.88

.91
.88
• 80
.76
.74

• 76
• 68
.64
.62

.98

.89

.81

• 96

.82

.70

40
29.6

40
74.0
60
80
44.4 59.2

1.11
1.05
.99
.87
.84

.94
.88
.82
.70
.67

.80
.74
.68
.55
.52

1.15
1.07
.99
.82
.77

.94
.86
.79
.61
.56

.77
.68
.60
.43
.39

(method 2)
.92

.75

.60

.86

.65

.48

.1

.2
.3
.4
.45

40
17.0

30
42.5
60
80
25.5 34.0

---------------------------------------------------------------

3.3.3

Soil Evaporation

a linear function

, cumulative evaporation of a bare
square root of time. That is from 2
- 17 -

days after a shower till at least 10 days onwards. For such a
situation, the model uses the equation developed by Stroosnijder
(1982a, P· 185).
For conditions as during the summer in the
Netherlands,
the
estimations of the evaporation with this square root function deviates
much from the observations (Spitters, pers.
comm.).
In
such
conditions it might be better to develop a relation between the
cumulative potential evaporation (as an estimate of drying time since
last rain) and the actual evaporation after rainfall.
Also could the actual evaporation be related to potential evaporation
and the current water status of the top layer of the soil.
As the square root function of time holds for the Sahel, no effort was
made to accomplish such a relation.
During the first two days after a shower, the evaporation can be
approximated using the Penman equation (eq. 3.3.3).
Some minor changes are made here in comparison to the model described
by Stroosnijder (1982a, p. 185,186).
When a crop or a vegetation is present, evaporation of a wet soil is
less than potential, because part of the incoming radiation is
intercepted by the leaves and wind speed is reduced by the aboveground
material.
A simple equation to account for the influence of the crop is given by
Driessen (1985):
Ec

=

3.3.9

Ep * exp(-0.4*LAI)

with:
Ec = soil evaporation below a crop
Ep
potential bare soil evaporation
LAI = leaf area index

Using this equation it follows that a dense vegetation of low plants
has the same influence as a vegetation with the same LAI but
consisting of tall plants.
This doesn't seem to be true (e.g.
Goudriaan, 1977).
A comparison is made between the simple equation (eq. 3.3.9) and the
procedure of Goudriaan, calculating wind speed just above the soil
surface:
A logarithmic wind profile is assumed going from the top of the
vegetation to 0.05 m above ground level (0.05 being the average clod
height of the soil):
WSD=WDS*EXP(-A*(1-0.05/CROPHT))
WSD
WDS
A

3.3.10

= wind speed at 0.05 m above ground level
wind speed at the top of the vegetation
= extinction factor for wind speed
- 18 -

CROPHT = crop height

The extinction factor A is a function of some crop factors like
of leaves (WDLV), leaf area index (LA!) and crop height:
A=SQRT(0.2*LAI*CROPHT/(2.*MIXL*O.S))

width

3.3.11

The term MIXL stands for the mixing lenght of the canopy:
MIXL=SQRT(4*WDLV/(PI*LAI/CROPHT))
This equation holds for long and narrow leaves
109).

(Goudriaan,

The fraction radiation intercepted by the vegetation can be
by:
FRIN= (1.

1977,

p.

described

- exp(-k * LA!))

with:

FRIN - fraction intercepte
k

= extinction factor for radiation

The fraction transmitted is 1-FRIN and is thus equal to:
3.3.14

FRTR= exp(-k * LA!)

The extinction factor 'k' is dependent on the wavelength of the
incoming radiation and on leaf inclination (Goudriaan, 1977).
Reasonable values for maize (and probably also for millet) are 0.64
for visible radiation and 0.32 for near infrared (Stigter et al.,
1977).
An overall mean 'k' is thus in the order of o.s for these type of
crops, as incoming radiation consisting for about half of visible and
about half of near infrared radiation.
As can be seen in table 3.3.2, the outcome of the 'simple' calculation
deviates
somewhat from results of the procedure of Goudriaan,
especially when the height of the crop is less than 1.S.m.
Therefore this last procedure is used in the model.
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Table 3.3.2: Calculated potential soil evaporation.
EVP: using equations 3.3.10 till 3.3.14
EVT: using equation 3.3.9
Used parameters:
Incoming radiation: 11 E6 J m-2 d-1
Fraction overcast: 0.7
Windspeed: 2 m s-1
Relative humidity: 80%
Average day temperature: 20 oC
Width of leaves: 0.05 m
LAI
CROPHT

1
EVP

0.1
o.s
1.5
2.5

3.3.4
3.3.4.1

EVT
k: 0.4 0.5
4.6
4.2 3.8
4.0
4.2 3.8
3.7
4.2 3.8
3.5
4.2 3.8

3
EVP
2.4
1.6
1.3
1.2

EVT
0.4 o.s
1.9 1.4
1.9 1.4
1.9 1.4
1.9 1.4

6
EVP
1.2
o.s
0.3
0.3

o.4
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

EVT
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

Transpiration
Introduction -

In the model it is assumed that transpiration of plants at night is
negligible so only the transpiration in daytime is computed. This is
done using the Penman equation.
To use this equation also for calculation of potential transpiration
of crops, also the resistance of the stomata and the turbulent
resistance have to be known.
Calculation of the turbulent resistance is dealt with in one equation
(Paragraph 3.3.4.2).
Calculation of the stomatal resistance is more difficult as it is not
constant throughout the day, nor the same for all the leaves in the
canopy, the topmost leaves in general having a lower resistance than
the leaves inside the canopy.
At this moment two methods are known to the authors to account for
this profile of the stomatal resistance:
1.

"""~--~~~

using a reduction factor (0 to 1) for the potential canopy
transpiration computed assuming a complete opening of the stomata
~~-throughouLEhe~Clay.
The valu~ of this redaction factor can be
obtained from a more sophisticated model (BACROS, De Wit et:al,-----~~~"~~~""
1978); it varies from 0.2 to 0.7 depending upon conditions.
Up
- 20 -

till now this has been a common way to deal with the .resistance
problem in relatively simple models (e.g. Van Keulen, 1975).
2.

calculating an average crop resistance using the actual rate of
C02 assimilation and a relation between assimilation and stomatal
resistance.

Both methods are treated below.

3.3.4.2

Turbulent Resistance -

The turbulent resistance of a crop can be described by:
RTURB=0.74*LAI*(ln((ZR-D)/ZNOT))**2 /(K*K*WSD)

3.3.15

(Monteith, 1973)
With:
ZR
= Reference height = measuring height, minimally equal
crop height + 1 (m)
D
= Zero plane displacement, about 0.7 * crop height (m)
ZNOT = Roughness length, about 0.1 * crop height (m)
K
= Von Karman's constant
~lSD
- Windspeed at height ZR (m s-1)
RTURB = Turbulent resistance (s m-1)
In Figure 3.3.1 an example of
shown.

3.3.4.3

3.3.4.3.1

the

results

of

this

calculation

to

is

Stomatal Resistance -

A Parametric Approach -

The effect of closing of stomata in deeper
light intensity can be described by

to

low

(Van Keulen, 1975)
with:
TRP
potential crop transpiration (mm d-1)
EVCR =
of TRP caused by radiation; Paragraph 3.3.4.4

(mm

TRP = EVCR

+

ALPHA

*

EVCD

leaf

layers

due

3.3.16

t~he -drying~~power

Paragraph 3.3.4.4 (mm d-1)
- 21 -

of

the

~air;

ALPHA

= reduction

factor to mimic effect of stomatal closure inside

the canopy

This factor .ALPHA is about 0.2 in Sahelian climate for C4 plants
showing stomatal control with constant internal C02 concentration.
For plants without this stomatal control ALPHA is in the order of
about 0.7 (Penning de Vries, using BACROS, version april 1980, pers.
comm.).
The leaf resistance of millet for C02 assimilation (sum of stomatal
and carboxylation resistance) is related to the intensity of incoming
radiation (Henson et al., 1982; Squire, 1979; Squire et al., 1984).
This indicates stomatal control of the internal C02 concentration.
Concurrent measurements of transpiration, C02
assimilation
and
external C02 concentration at known light intensity (which enables the
calculation of the C02 concentration in the substomatal cavity) showed
that at high C02 assimilation rates the internal C02 concentration
stabilized at about 100 vppm (Penning de Vries, pers. comm.) This too
indicates the existence of stomatal control of the internal C02
concentration.
After anthesis the stomatal resistance of at least the topmost leaves
changes (Squire et al., 1984; Henson et al., 1983):
RS1

=

100./(0.26 + 0.00135

RS2

=

100./(0.31 + 0.00042

and

*
*

RDTAV)

3.3.17

RDTAV)

3.3.18

with:
RS1
= resistance before anthesis (s m-1)
RS2
= resistance after anthesis (s m-1)
RDTAV = average light intensity in daytime (J m-2 s-1)

The millet leaf has two transpiring sides and Squire summed the
resistances of both leaf surfaces for easier comparison. In the model
therefore, half of the above calculated resistance has to be used:
RSL

=

O.S

*

INSW(DVS-1., RS1, RS2)

3.3.19

The major disadvantage of such a parameter ALPHA is that it has no
direct physiological meaning. It also has to be calculated again for
every new situation, using a comprehensive model, which is often
inaccessible.
Furthermore, if one wants to simulate transpiration of crops suffering
from nitrog-en sllo-rt-ag-e~ALPHA has to=:be estimated because with BACROS
it cannot be calculated for such a situation.
-----------------Therefore the second approach was explored.
- 22 -

3.3.4.3.2

Using Internal C02 Concentration -

Total crop resistance (RTOT; s m-1) can be expressed as a function of
net assimilation rate (FNET; kg C02 ha-l h-1) and C02 concentration in
the substomatal cavity (C02I; vppm):
RTOT=(C02E-C02I)*65.556/(1.66*FNET)
(Goudriaan, 1977, p. 76)
Where:
C02E= external C02 concentration (vppm)
transformation of dimensions

3.3.20

65.556

=

to

acount

for

This total resistance also can be expressed in other resistances:
RTOT = 1.67 * RS + 1.42 * RD + RTURB

3.3.21

(Goudriaan & Van Laar, 1978)
With:
RS
= Average stomatal resistance of the canopy
RD
boundary layer resistance of the canopy
RTURB = Turbulent resistance

Combining equation 3.3.20 with 3.3.21 yields:
RS = (C02E-C02I)*1.83E-6 I (1.66*FNET) Q.85*RD-0.6*RTURB
3.3.22

RTURB is easily calculated (Paragraph 3.3.4.2), and C02E is known
(about 330 vppm).
RD can be calculated from the boundary layer
resistance of a leaf (Goudriaan, 1977, p. 74) by dividing the latter
by the leaf area. Therefore, the two variables that remain are C02!
and FNET.
For assimilation,
C02 diffuses to
of the air inside
stomata would not

the plants need C02. From the substomatal cavity
the place were it is reduced. The C02 concentration
the sub stomatal cavity therefore would drop if the
open to let C02 in from the ambient air.

Plant species can be divided in
internal C02 concentration:

three

1.

groups

with

respect

to

the

species with a variable C02I, i.e. stomata are open continuously.
Far these specjes one can assume the average--~e~r~o&p--s~t~o~m~a~t~iar.l~----------~--~
~~-----res1stance~e equal-to~he resistance
of the top leaves, as
stomatal
aperture
is already almost complete at low light
- 23 -

intensities.
used.

For these species

the

factor

ALPHA=0.7

should

be

2.

species with a constant C02I. Such C3 species have about 210 vppm
C02 in the stomatal cavity whereas C4 plants have only 120 vppm
(e.g. Goudriaan et al, 1984).

3.

species with a constant relation between C02I and C02E.
This is
probably the largest group. C3 plants have a C02I/C02E ratio of
about 0.64, while for C4 plants this ratio is about 0.4.

Control of the internal C02 concentration, is achieved by (partially)
closing the stomata when C02 assimilation is low -and opening the
stomata at high assimilation rates.
As a consequence, the ratio of transpiration and assimilation becomes
smaller, compared to plants whose stomata are completely opened when
there is light. This is beneficial for plants growing in (semi)arid
conditions, because less water is wasted during photosynthesis and
waterdeficits in the leaves will occur later.
Case 1 does not apply, as experimental results showed that millet has
stomatal control to internal C02 concentration (Paragraph 3.3.4.3.1).
Most probably, it will have a constant C02I/C02E ratio of about 0.4,
which at 330 vppm C02 in the atmosphere yjelds a C02I of 132 which is
close to the 120 vppm of the C4 plants of case 2:
at the present
external C02 concentration of 330 vppm, there is virtually no
difference in C02I of group 2 and 3.
The net assimilation rate (FNET) to be used in the calculation, is not
that of the crop as a whole, but the net assimilation rate of the
photosynthesizing leaves. The difference is the respiration of the
other organs and of the growing point that has to be substracted.
In BACROS leaf respiration is calculated as:
DPL=(PS*.036+MS*.072)*AMIN1(7SO.*LAI/WSC,l.)*
TEFS/(24.*LAI)
With:
DPL
PS
MS
WSC
TEFS

=
=
=
=

3.3.23

respiration of leaves (kg C02 ha-l leaf h-1)
amount of protein in the shoot (kg ha-l)
amount of minerals in the shoot (kg ha-l)
calculated weight of shoot (kg ha-l)
temperature effect on respiration

DPL = (PS/WSC*.036+MS/WSC*.072)*750*TEFS/24.
- 24 -

3.3.24

Assuming a constant fraction of protein (PS/WSC) of 0.175 and a
constant fraction of minerals (MS/WSC) of 0.05, leaf respiration can
be calculated with:

= 0.3l*TEFS

DPL

3.3.25

In C3 and especially in leguminous species the fraction protein might
be higher, resulting in a higher DPL. For these species, an other
fraction than 0.31 (eq. 3.3.25) has to be used.
As DPL is calculated per ha leaf, it has to be multiplied with the LA!
to get the respiration per ha:

= 0.31

DPL

* TEFS * LA!

3.3.26

This respiration has to be substracted from the hourly average of
daily gross assimilation rate which is calculated according to
procedure described in Chapter 2.
As the resistance equation needs the assimilation rate per ha leaf
the rate thus obtained is per ha soil, it has to be divided by
LA!:
FNET
with:
PCGP
DL

=

(PCGP/DL - DPL)/LAI

the
the
and
the

3.3.27

potential daily gross assimilation (kg C02 ha-l d-1)
(h)

= daylength

Now all variables can be calculated to yield the stomatal resistance.
After anthesis, stomatal behaviour of millet becomes different.
Control is partly lost (Squire et al., 1984) and stomata tend to close
only when extreme waterstress occurs (Henson et al., 1983).
This phenomenon is taken into account in the model by assuming the
stomatal resistance to attain its minimum value (that is of open
stomata) after DVS = 1.5 (halfway between flowering and maturity).
For other species, this might be different.

3.3.4.4

Influence Of Leaf Area -

The greater the LAI, the more light is intercepted and the
The fraction of light that

is

intercepted
- 25 -

(FRIN)

is

more

described

leaf
in

paragraph 3.3.3, so the daily potential transpiration as result of
incoming radiation (EVCR) can be described by:
EVCR= 1.E-3*s*Rn*FRIN I ((s + GAMMAS)*2390)
With:
EVCR

=

daily potential transpiration as result of
incoming
radiation (kg H20 m-2 d-1)
s
= slope of saturated vapour presure curve (mbar K-1)
Rn
= net incoming radiation; Paragraph 3.3.1 (J m-2 d-1)
GAMMAS= apparent psychrometer constant (mbar K-1)
heat of vaporisation of water (J g-1)
2390

The daily potential transpiration as a result of the drying
the air is calculated as:
EVCD=1.E-3*D*LAI*DL I ((s+GAMMAS)*2390)
With:
EVCD

D
DL

power

of

3.3.29

daily potential transpiration as a result of
power of the air (kg H20 m-2 d-1)
drying power of the air (mbar J m-2 s-1 K-1)
= daylength (s)

the

drying

The original Penman equation (3.3.1) then changes into:
TRP=1.E-3*((s*Rn*FRIN)+(D*LAI*DL))I(2390*(s+GAMMAS))
3.3.30
The apparent psychrometer constant (GAMMAS) is used to compare the
actual
evaporating surface with a completely wet surface (the
evaporating surface of the psychrometer).
The important difference
(with respect to evaporation) is that the leaf surface has an
additional resistance to evaporation: the stomatal resistance.
As
this resistance usually is large compared to the other two (turbulent
and boundary layer resistance) a correction factor has to be used,
i.e.
the ratio of total resistance of the leaf and the total
resistance of the psychrometer surface:
GAMMAS=

G~~

* (RD+RTURB+RS)I(RD+RTURB)

(Goudriaan, 1982, p.

109)

3.3.30), but with RD of about 15, RTURB about 20 and RS in the order
of 300 - 400 s m-1, GAMMAS is 8.5 - 12.5 times GAMMA.
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As 's' is in the order of 2.5 (at 30 oC) and GAMMAS is 6.2
9.1
instead of 0.73, TRP is reduced with a factor of 2.7 - 3.1 as compared
to the calculations using GAMMA instead of GAMMAS.
The small modification expressed in Eq.
3.3.31 therefore has some
remarkable consequences.

3.3.4.5

Comparison Of The Summary Model With BACROS -

As shown in Figures 3.3.2a and b, the difference between the daily
transpiration calculated for the same conditions with BACROS or with
the summary models described in paragraph 3.3.4.1 and 3.3.4.2, is not
very large.
In general the summary model using the internal C02
concentration approaches the results obtained with BACROS better than
did the 'ALPHA' method. Also because no use of BACROS is needed and
because it is more directly reasoned, the C02! method is preferred
over the latter.

3.4

INFLUENCE OF DROUGHT

When the soil dries out, evaporation and transpiration decrease.
To
estimate the evaporation of a bare soil, a rather simple set of
equations is used, based upon observations and outcomes of more
sophisticated models (Paragraph 3.3.3). As for the calculation of the
transpiration, some guesstimating had to be done about how to describe
soil-water-plant relations.
Under the same environmental conditions, some plants experience ~ater
stress more rapidly than do other species or varieties. Partially
this can be explained by differences in the water uptake capacity of
the plants.
One way of characterising this capacity is using a soil depletion
factor (Doorenbos & Kassam, 1979; Driessen, 1986). In this concept,
the water uptake capacity at a certain soil moisture content is
characteristic for a species or variety and can be modified by the
evaporative demand.
These are two differences with the models of Van Keulen (1975) and
Stroosnijder (1982a) where only the soil moisture content determines
the water uptake capacity of the plants.
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moisture content between wilting point and field capacity:
RWC = (WVL(I)-WLT)/(FLD-WLT)
With: WVL(I) as actual moisture content; WLT = wilting point and
= field capacity (all in cm3 cm-3).

FLD

The effect of the evaporative demand on the soil depletion factor can
be described by a hyperbola, depending on the soil depletion group to
which the species or variety belongs {Figure 3.4.3).
In this concept, species with a high group number will experience
water stress at a lower soil water content than species with a low
number.· Plants with the same number but exposed to a higher
evaporative demand will have a reduced transpiration at higher soil
water contents, although the actual amount of water transpired may be
larger than that of plants with a lower potential transpiration rate.
Table 3.4.1 lists some species of plants according to the soil
depletion group they belong to. The soil depletion factor as decribed
by Driessen based on data by Doorenbos & Kassam only characterises
fully developed crops.
The transpiration rate of a less developed crop has to be recalculated
to the situation of a crop with the same leaf area as ~his fully
developed crop. The latter has about 3-5 m2 leaf m-2 ground so this
recalculation could be done by multiplying the transpiration rate per
unit leaf area with a factor 3-5. In the following equations a value
of 5 m2 m-2 will be used. For crops that do not grow heigh, a lower
value might be more appropiate, because then the leaf density becomes
already high at a LAI lower than s.
TRMAX

=

5 * TRP/LAI

With TRP being the potential
surface area (in mm d-1)

transpiration

of

the

crop

per

unit

Now p can be read out of Figure 3.4.3 or calculated according to:
SDPF

= 1./(A+B*S*TRP/LAI)

(See Table 3.4.2 for values of A and B)

When the soil depletion factor is known, the critical water content of
the soil can be calculated at which the plants will not be able to
attain the potential transpiration rate:
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Table 3.4.1: Soil depletion groups

(according to Driessen,

1986).
species
leaf vegetables, strawberry
cabbage, onion
clover,carrots,early tobacco
banana, pepper
grape, pea, potato
bean, sunflower, tomato, water melon, grass
citrus, groundnut, pineapple
alfalfa, cotton, tobacco, cassava,
sweet potato,most grains
olive, safflower, sorghum, sugarcane, soybean

crop group
1

1-2

2
2-3
3
3-4
4

4-5
5

-------~-------~---~-----------------------------------------

~-----~-------------------~--------------------------~-------------

Table 3.4.2: Constants A and B for eq. 3.4.3 to calculate the soil
depletion factor, for the different groups of crops,
in relation to potential transpiration and LAI
(based on data by Driessen, 1986).
A

1.037
0.568

B

3

o. 790

0.789
0.272

0.407

4
0.787
0.205

5

0.771
0.148

-------------------------------------------------------------------Assuming a linear relation between reduction in transpiration and
relative soil moisture content, the reduction factor for water uptake
(WRED) can be calculated with:
WRED

=

(WVL-WLT)/(SMCRI-WLT)

3.4.5

Where WVL is the water content per soil layer (cm3 cm-3), WLT= wilting
point.

If the water content of a soil layer becomes equal to or
wilting point, no water will be taken up from that layer.

les.s

than

With this concept, uptake of soil moisture will become more difficult,
the more the soil water content approaches wilting point. More
drought-resistant crops will start later reducing their transpiration
but in the end about the same amount of water will remain in the soil
(assuming that no dying of the crops occured).
--

crops that canaeplete the soir-~-trii-than 16 bar, the relevant value should be given to

--r-f~stmul~atio~n-ha-s-tc:r-be don~for

a

suction

WLT.

higher

For better understanding the reader has to consider that as in the
model
the
soil
is divided into layers, calculation of soi.l
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characteristics is per layer (indicated in the equations by the index
(I) after one ore more variables). In the present model fieldcapacity
and wilting point are considered to be the same in all the soil
layers.
Therefore the critical soil moisture content (SMCRI, eq.
3.4.4) has to be calculated only once.
When using different soil
characteristics in different layers, SMCRI has to be calculated per
layer. Plant characteristics ofcourse are only calculated once, for
the crop growing in the actual environmental conditions. In Figure
3.4.4 the scheme is shown of the calculation of the reduction factor
per soil layer.
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CHAPTER 4
ENVIRONMENTAL AND CROP CHARACTERISTICS

4.1

WEATHER CHARACTERISTICS

Several weather characteristics have to be known to simulate crop
growth in a particular environment. In this case (simulation of the
experiments) no exact data were available, except for daily rainfall.
The nearby weather station in Niono is located in an irrigated area
while the experimental fields were surrounded by unirrigated plots.
Relative humidity of the air and air temperature at the weather
station differ considerably from those in the experimental plots.
According to P. Hiernaux (pers. comm.), the data, collected at the
Nara weather station (provided by ASECNA) represent the actual weather
conditions in the field better.
The amount of rainfall and the
rainfall distribution in Nara, did not differ much from those at the
experimental millet field at 7 km E of a place locally known as SERZ/S
which is 5 km N of Niono.
According to the rain distributions in the two experimental years
(1982 and 1983), the first year was somewhat drier than 'normal', but
with a rather 'normal' di.stribution: rainy season starting in the
middle of June and ending in the middle of September with a total
amount of rain of about 485 mm (while the long term average is 580 mm
year-1).
The second year was very dry (total rainfall about 200 mm)
and the end of the rainy season was already at the beginning of
September.
Solar radiation is not measured in Nara. From the observed 'hours of
sunshine' this radiation can be estimated according to the following
equation (Berkhout & van Keulen, 1986):
RDTM = RTDMAX
where:
RDTM

= actual

* (

A+ B

*

n/N) eq.

4.1.1.

radiation (J m-2 d-1)

RDTMA* - the theore~ of radiation that would

reach

the~~- -~----~u

earth surface in the abscence of the atmosphere (Angot's
value; J m-2 d-1)
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= actual number of sunshine hours
= potential amount of sunshine hours

n
N

The parameters A and B depend on the latitude and
Indicative values are (Berkhout & van Keulen, 1985):
for cold and temperate zones
for dry tropical zones
for humid tropical zones

A = 0.18

0.25
0.29

the

climate.

B = 0.55
0.45
0.42

In the model the values for dry tropical zones are used.
RDTMAX is dependent on latitude and date.
Values can be found in
tables (e.g.
Berkhout & van Keulen, 1986) or calculated with (Van
Heemst, pers. comm.):
RDTMAX

=

2.74154 E6 * (l.-0.05*DEC/23.4) * (N*SINL*SINB

+ 7.6394*SQRT(COSL*COSL*COSB*COSB-SINL*SINL*SINB*SINB))
4.1.2
where:
DEC = declination of the sun, SINL & COSL = sine and cosine
latitude, SINB & COSB = sine and cosine of declination of the sun.

of

Because of the differences between the weather inputs for the two
years, the Penman evaporation (calculated evaporation for an standard
grass sward) in 1983 differs from 1982 (Table 4.1.1).

-----------------------------------------------------------

Table 4.1.1: Calculated Penman evaporation in 1982 and 1983
Date
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300

Penman evaporation
Daily (mm d-1)
Total (mm)
1983
1982
1983
1982
o.
o.
11.4
5.3
109.9
12.3
10.8
117.8
11.2
7.9
230.9
208.6
8.2
313.2
12.3
312.9
404.4
8.6
393.4
6.1
498.8
6.4
8.5
461.5
586.0
6.3
545.1
5.7
681.7
644.8
11.4
11.3
770.5
13.3
740.1
12.5
894.0
10.5
14.0
851.8
1019.8
14.5
15.0
959.0

So 1983 was drier than 1982, not only because of less rainfall,
because of a higher___evap~o~r~at~Ye~_demand; tn _100 d~)' s,
required 50 mm more than 1982.

also~
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4.2

SOIL CHARACTERISTICS

In the model the physical properties of the soil are
limited number of parameters:

described

by

a

Total pore space: the volumetric part of the soil with no soil
particles but filled with water or air (cm3 cm-3)
Wilting point: the volumetric water content of the soil when the soil
has a suction of 16000 em, i.e. a pF of 4.2 (Driessen, 1986)
Field capacity: Originally the definition of field capacity reads:
'the amount of water held in soil after excess water has drained
away and the rate of downward movement has materially decreased,
which usually takes place within 2-3 days after a rain or
irrigation in pervious soil of uniform structure and texture'
(Veihmeyer and Hendrickson, 1949, cited by Driessen, 1986, p.
15).
In the Netherlands field capacity is normally described as the
volumetric water content when the soil has a suction of 100 em
(Driessen, 1986) that is when the water movement in the soil is
in equilibrium at 100 em above the groundwater.
Using the latter definition, the field capacity of the loamy sand soil
in which the experiments took place is about 0.21 cm3 cm-3 (Driessen,
1986) or about 0.18 cm3 cm-3 (Stroosnijder, 1982b, p. 71).
As in the experiments groundwater was very deep, the Dutch defin1tion
is not the right one to use. It would overestimate the potential
water content in the soil at equilibrium, as the suction of the dry
deep layers is much higher than when a groundwater table is present at
100 em depth. In the model such a field capacity would result in too
low water contents in the deeper layers as too much water is held in
the upper layers.
The original definition of field capacity therefore seems better to
use.
In the experimental fields, the volumetric water content of the
soil is approaching 0.165 cm3 cm-3 after initial saturation of the
soil
with
water
and
shielding the ground against rain and
evapotranspiration (Figure 4.2.1).
This is value of the field
capacity used in the model.
In the mod~l it is assumed that the excess water above field capacity
will drain in one day. This will result in an underestimation of the
water content of the top layers of the soil, but only in the first few
days a shower.
Total pore space has only one definition (see above) which is not very
difficult to interpret.
For loamy sand total pore space is of the
order of 0.39 cm3 cm-33 (Driessen, 1986) or about 0.45 cm3 cm-3
(Stroosnijder, 1982b, p.
70). Data from the experimental plots in
Niono showed a total pore space of 0.395 cm3 cm-3.
As the latter
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Wilting point, with a suction of 16000 em, is reached at a volumetric
water content of about 0.025 cm3 cm-3 (Stroosnijder, 1982b p. 71;
Driessen, 1986).

Another characteristic of the soil used in the model is the ultimate
depth which can be reached by roots. Partially this is probably also
a plant characteristic as some plants are known to have either a deep
or a superficial root system. But the soil can limit the capabilities
of the plants if impermeable layers occur.
As almost no roots were detected 1 m below the surface, this value was
arbitrarily taken as the limit of root growth in the situation of the
experiments. This means that water percolating to depths over 1 m, is
lost to the plants.

4.3

PLANT CHARACTERISTICS

Using the quantitative approach of system analysis, the model can only
take account of quantitative differences (for example a higher or a
lower maximum rate of C02 assimilation) and not of qualitative
differences (a better taste, a nicer flower). The model recognizes 5
groups of quantitative characteristics in which plant species or
varieties can differ from each other:
1.
2.
3.
4.

s.

C02 assimilation
Partitioning of assimilates
Formation and maintenance of dry matter
Structure of the plant
Phenological development

These characteristics will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

4.3.1

C02 Assimilation

In the model, the C02 assimilation capacity of plants species is
characterized by two parameters: the maximum C02 assimilation rate
per unit leaf area at light saturation (PMAX) and the efficiency of
C02 assimilation at light compensiation point (PEI, Figure 4.3.1).
Between species or varieties the values of these parameters can
differ, the main difference being between groups of plants with
<ii f f ~frentp~hcftosynth~e~e±-cpathways ( G4 and~C3 plan~s )-·~--- --~
Under optimum conditions PMJl~ is between 30 and 90 kg C02 ha-l leaf
hr-1 for C4 species and between 15 and 50 kg ha-l hr-1 for C3, while
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PEl is less variable and is about 0.5 kg C02 ha-l hr-1 (J m-2 s-1)-1
for C4 and 0.4 for C3 species (Goudriaan, 1982, p. 99).
Millet plants (a C4 species) grown in a glasshouse, resulting in very
thin leaves, showed a PMAX of about 50 kg ha-l hr-1, but that was
measured at a light intensity still far away from light saturation
(Penning de Vries, pers. comm.).
Under field conditions millet will have thicker leaves, and as thicker
leaves generally have a higher PMAX (Penning de Vries, pers. comm.),
maximum C02 assimilation will be higher in the field. Observations in
the field showed a maximum net photosynthesis of about 36 - 100 kg
ha-l hr-1 (McPherson & Slatyer, 1973), depending upon age and the
order of emergence of the leaf.
In the model therefore maximum values of PMAX and PEl were chosen more
or less arbitrarily, to be equal to 70 kg C02 ha-l hr-1 resp. 0.5 kg
C02 ha-l hr-1 J-1 m2 s.
These values are to be used under optimum
conditions.
When
temperatures are too high or too low, PMAX will decrease, while PEl is
rather constant. Optimum temperatures for C4 plants are between 35
and 45 oC and lower for C3 (20-35 oC) but the values strongly depend
upon the environmental conditions in which the plants were grown
(Larcher, 1980, p. 152).
The optimum temperatures for millet are not different from the ones
mentioned above (McPherson & Slatyer, 1973). When the average daily
temperature comes above 45 or below 30 oC PMAX is reduced in the model
(Figure 4.3.2).
For rice (Oryza sativa) the relationship between specific leaf weight
and PMAX is schematically as in figure 4.3.3 (Bakema, pers. comm.).
The same shape is used for millet, replacing maximum PMAX of 47 (rice)
by 70 kg C02 ha-l d-1.

4.3.2

Formation Of Dry Matter

The efficiency of conversion of the sugar
assimilated
during
photosynthesis into dry matter, depends on the composition of the dry
matter formed. The less carbohydrate and the more proteins, lipids
and lignin are formed in the structural dry matter, the more sugar is
needed to form an equal amount of dry matter (e.g. Penning de Vries &
VanLaar, 1982b, p. 123).
Assuming that the relative contents of lipids and lignin remain
constant
and
that only the relative contents of protein and
carbohydrates vary between organs, one can calculate the 'conversion
factor' per organ: the ratio of amount of dry matter formed to amount
~f~ugar

us~d.~--- -~·~~~~---~-·~~ -~~·- ~---

The fraction protein per organ can be calculated from the N content,
taking into account that the fraction N in protein is about 0.17.
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The resulting conversion factors are listed in table 4.3.2.
Table 4.3.2: The conversion efficiency for dry material of
the organs of millet, from 1 kg of sugar
Penning de Vries, pers. comm.)
organ

Conversion Factor

leaves
stem
roots
comb + flowers
grain

4.3.3

0.73
0.73
0.73
0.646
0.73

Respiration

During the formation of dry matter from sugars, C02 is released. This
so-called 'growth respiration' is organ specific, depending upon the
chemical composition of the organ. For millet the relative growth
respiration per organ (i.e. kg C02 formed during formation of 1 kg
dry matter of that organ) is as in tabel 4.3.3.
Once dry matter is formed, it needs energy for maintenance.
maintenance
respiration
is strongly temperature-dependent.
temperature effect is accounted for by:

This
The

RMi = RMREFi * Q10**((TMPA-TMPR)/10.)
with:
relative maintenance respiration rate of organ i (kg C02
kg-1 dry matter)
RMREFi = relative maintenance respiration rate of organ i at
reference temperature TMPR (kg C02 kg-1 dry matter; Table
4.3.3)
= factor to express temperature effect, normally between
Q10
1.5-2.5 for biological processes. Here considered equal
to 2.
=
actual
average temperature (oC)
TMPA
reference
temperature (oC), i.e. the temperature at which
TMPR
RMi is equal to RMREFi. Here a value of 25 oC is used.
~i
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Table 4.3.3: Relative growth respiration and relative
maintenance respiration per organ of millet
(kg C02 kg-1 dry matter; Penning de Vries,
pers. comm.)
relative growth
respiration
acronym
value

organ
leaves
stem
roots
comb + flowers
grain

CPLV
CPST
CPRT
CPSC
CPGR

0.35
0.31
0.31
0.297
0.31

relative maintenance
respiration at 25 oC
acronym
value
RMLVD
RMSTD
RMRTD
RMSCD
~G~

o.o3
0.015
0.01
0.015
0.005

-----------------------------------------------------------4.3.4

Partitioning Of Dry Matter

In the model five plant organs are distinguished:
roots, leaves
(without leafsheath), stems (with leafsheaths and collar roots),
grains and comb (head minus grains). In addition, also the amount of
reserves is simulated. When a comparison is made between observations
and simulation, the reserves are assumed to be located in the stems.
The amounts of sugar allocated to the various organs is not constant,
but changes as the plants grow older. These distribution diagrams are
species- and sometimes even variety-specific. The diagrams used for
simulating aillet are presented in Figure 4.3.4.
As no literature data were available for millet,
tables are based upon the experiments of 1982.

the

distribution

The distribution pattern is influenced by the environmental and/or
physiological
conditions; water- and/or nitrogen shortage might
promote the growth of the roots at the expense of the shoot (e.g.
Brouwer, 1983).
The partitioning of dry matter over vegetative and
generative plant organs also might be dependent on environmental
conditions (e.g. Dantuma & Grashof, 1984).
This phenomenon is not accounted for in the model.

4.3.5

Structure Of The Plant

weight
that is dependent on development stage.
assumed that young leaves are thinner (i.e.
with a lower specific
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leaf weight) than older leaves. After anthesis however, specific leaf
weight is reduced again as a result of reallocation of material from
the leaves to the grain. Maximum specific leaf weight is set at 440
kg ha-l, corresponding with a specific leaf area of 22.7 m2 kg-1.
The extinction of radiation in a canopy is approximately exponential
with cumulative leaf area, counted from the top. The shape and the
configuration of the leaves influence the degree of extinction.
The
extinction factor k, (quation 3.3.13), has a value of about o.s for
grasses (e.g. Larcher, 1980). This value is used in the model.
In the model the height of the crop is used in the calculation of the
resistance for transparation.
Presently this crop height is not
simulated, but rather 'guesstimated' using a simple relation between
height and developmental stage (Figure 4.3.5). Influences of water
stress and standing b.iomass on crop height are not included in the
present version of the model.
The rooting depth is of importance in the calculation of available
water to the plants. For maize the potential extension rate of the
roots is between 0.03 and o.os m d-1 (Spitters, pers.
comm.).
From
measurements during the experiments it could be concluded that for
millet this is about the same: 0.02-0.04 m d-1. The latter value is
used in the model. As stated before, the maximum rooted depth during
the experiments was about 1 m. When the roots reach that depth, daily
extension rate of roots becomes zero in the model.
After anthesis more roots die than are produced. In the experiments,
also the rooting depth decreased (probably due to the low water
content of the deeper parts of the soil).
In the model this
phenomenon is approximated by assuming that after anthesis rooting
depth recedes with 0.02 m d-1 until the minimum depth of 0.5 m is
reached.
When the deeper part of the soil does not become dry, this
part of the model should be changed.

4.3.6

Development

In the model a decimal scale is used to describe the phenological
state of the plants.
This scale ranges from 0 (emergence) via 1
(anthesis) till 2 (physiological maturity). The rate of development
from emergence till flowering (DVR1) can differ from the rate from
stage 1 t.ill 2 (DVR2), under identical environmental conditions.
The millet variety used in the experiments is strongly day length
sensitive.
Under more or less optimum conditions it always flowers
around september 13th (Jul.i.an day 256). This means that DVRl strongly
depena~n the date or emergence.--~~~-- ~--~-~~~~~~~- ~-~~~.~--~-~~~~~~-·~~-··~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-·-~~~·
It can be calculated by subtracting the Julian day at emergence from
the Julian day at flowering and taking the inverse of the remaining
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number of days.
The period between anthesis and maturity for the variety used, is not
daylength dependent.
In the Sahelian climate it has an average
duration of about 30 days. DVR2 therefore is 0.033 d-1.
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION OF THE MODEL

5.1

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experiments used to test the performance of the model were carried
out in 1982 and 1983. As the model cannot simulate crop production
under nutrient stress, only the experiments were chosen where abundant
nitrogen and phosphorus was applied.
In 1982 this was a plot with natural rainfall without runoff, in 1983
5 plots:
2 with natural rainfall and without runoff, 1 with natural
rainfall but w1th runoff and 2 with (different amounts of) irrigation
and no runoff.
the bigger the
Runoff was assumed to depend upon rain intensity:
shower, the more runoff (Figure 5.1.1).
Because 1983 was a dry year, the plots with natural rainfall recieved
some irrigation to prevent total crop failure. As the irrigation was
not applied in all the plots at the same time, differences in crop
production were observed.
In each experiment soil moisture was gravimetrically measured about
every 10 days in layers of 10 or 20 em to a depth of at least 1 m.
Crop production was measured in intervals varying between
the
experiments (from every 10 days in 1982, to every 30 days in some
experiments in 1983). Dry matter production was measured for various
plant organs, for comparison with the model regrouped into roots,
leaves, stems (plus leaf sheaths and collar roots), combs (heads minus
grains) and grains.
Birds predated quite strongly the grains (especially in 1983).
Observed values of grain production in 1983, were therefore corrected
for this damage (Gosseye, in prep.).
Soil moisture determinations and dry matter measurements were
out in three replicates.
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carried

5.2

INITIALISATION OF THE MODEL

Starting the simulation right at sowing time could create errors as
the
model
does not simulate the germination proces, nor the
establishment of the seedlings.
Simulation therefore starts 12 days after sowing (2 days
for
germination proper, 10 days for establishment).
From the field
experiments it could be concluded that on a per ha basis, the crop had
about 25 kg dry matter in the leaves and 15 kg in the stem, at that
time. It was assumed that an additional 25 kg dry matter was present
in the roots.
Initialisation of the water content in the 10 soil layers of the model
(of 10 em each) was done by interpolating between the nearest
measurements before and after the starting day of the simulation.
Sometimes this procedure underestimated the actual soil water content
at the starting day when rain or irrigation had wetted the soil
shortly before that day. In that case an estimate of the actual soil
water content was made by trial and error, i.e.
running the model
several times with different initial soil water content, until the
simulated water content on the first observation date after the start
of the simulation was about equal to the measurements.

5.3
5.3.1

COMPARISON OF OBSERVATIONS AND SIMULATED RESULTS
Soil Water

In general the model simulates quite accurately the total water
content in the 1m profile (Figure 5.3.1 till 5.3.6). The deviation
of the model from the observations at the end of the growing season is
partly due to the fact that in that period measurements of deep layers
were lacking, because the soil was too dry to take samples with the
available auger.
For these deeper layers a volumetric water content
was assumed of 0.0144 cm3 cm-3 (about 0.5 times wilting point), but
apparently this is too low.

5.3.2

Cropgrowth

Leaf growth is
5.3.7; 5.3.8;

simulated reasonably
5.3.9 and 5.3.11).

well until anthesis (Figures
After anthesis however, in some

dying of leaves was less than simulated (Figures 5.3.10 and 5.3.11).
In one case in the experimental data, after anthesis, leaf sheaths
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(normally regarded as part of the stem) were added to the leaf weight
(as because of drought stress, leaf sheaths became loose of the stem;
Figure 5.3.7).
Simulated stem weight tends to be higher than observed, at least
before anthesis (Figures 5.3.7; 5.3.8 and 5.3.9). The amount of stem
weight lost after anthesis in most cases however, is simulated
correctly (Figures 5.3.7; 5.3.8; 5.3.10 and 5.3.12). The partitioning
of dry matter to the stem in the beginning of growth, therefore seems
to be overestimated while just before anthesis it is under estimated
in the model. Also it might be possible that part of the reserves
(which in the model all are allocated directly to the stem) are stored
temporarily in the roots and later transported to the stem.
After anthesis, two situations can be distinguished:
1.: no relief from water stress after start of grain filling
and
2.: (partial) relief of water stress during grain filling
In the first situation, leaf and stem weight reach their maximum just
after
anthesis, in the simulations as well as in the field.
S.imulation of the rate of grain filling during the beginning of the
grain filling phase is quite accurate. Differences between simulated
an observed final grain yields are probably due to:
1. the grain filling period in the model is too short. The number of
heads will continue to increase till maturity, depending on growing
conditions during anthesis (Figure 5.3.13).
Therefore simulated
weight of combs is lower than the observations in the exper1ments
illustrated in Figures 5.3.9 and 5.3.12.
2. The filling of grains in the younger heads is more affected on the
degree of stress in the grain filling period than the filling of the
first grains because the latter are partially filled using the
reserves.
In situations where no or little stress occurs, grain
filling is underestimated (Figures 5.3.7; 5.3.9; and maybe 5.3.8 and
5.3.12) because in the model formation of heads stops well before the
first grains are mature while in reality heads
are
produced
continuously.
3. Birds have damaged the crop in both years.
No corrections were
made in 1982 (Figure 5.3.7) which resulted in a drop of observed grain
weight at the end of the growing season. In the experiments presented
in Figures 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 birds attacked only the mature grains,
while in 5.3.10; 5.3.11; and 5.3.12 also immature heads
were
destroyed.
Therefore two methods of correcting the grain yield were
applied, the method used for 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 probably leading to an
overestimation.
4. Under severe stress, abortion of grains may occur. This probably
has been the case in the experiment presented in Figure 5.3.11 where
the first heads suffered too much of water shortage and only later
grains were filled as a late irrigation relieved the plants partially
from the stress.
When water stress is (partially) relieved during grain filling, not
only g-rains--will grow, but also- n-ew Ieaves_and~st_eJUs _a_re formea and/or
dying of leaves and stems becomes less than is assumed in the model
(Figures 5.3.9; 5.3.12 and to a lesser extent 5.3.10 and 5.3.11).
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This is caused by the growth of tillers which are still in the
vegetative stage while the others are flowering.
Also ageing of older leaves might stop, resulting in a vegetation that
remains green even up to the moment the grains are mature (Figure
5.3.9).
To make the model also work under such conditions, allocation of
carbohydrates and ageing of the crop after anthesis should be
described in a more dynamic fashion than is the case in the present
version.

5.4

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

The model is used to calculate crop production in several hypothetical
situations. Unless stated otherwise, the weather data used, are those
of 1978 (from day 130 till 181) and of 1982 (from day 182-300), except
for rainfall and irrigation. The 1978 weather data are from Niono (as
described in: PPS, 1980), the 1982 data are from Nara. Rainfall was,
depending on the situation to be simulated, either assumed not to be
limiting for production, or was introduced with a hypothetical
distribution.
In the fol 1 owing situations it is assumed

that

the

roots

\iill

not

reach beyond a depth of 1 m, although in wet soil they can reach a
depth of 2m (Vidal, 1961). If large quantities of water are applied
to the soil, the water that reaches the soil below 1 m, is lost for
the simulated crop. The real production in a situation with heavy
showers followed by a serious drought therefore can be higher than is
calculated with the model.

5.4.1

Available Water

The fraction of a shower, that will enter the soil, is dependent on
various factors:
the hydraulic conductivity of the (top) soil, the
storage capacity of the surface, the rain intensity, and the duration
of the shower (e.g. Driessen, 1985).
In most of the 1982-1983 experiments runoff was made impossible by
bunds that surrounded the experimental fields.
To investigate the relation between the amount of water
that
infiltrates the soil and the crop production (caused by less rainfall
or by a higher fraction runoff), the following simulations were made:
Every 4 days 50 mm of rain was assumed. In different runs, a variable
--w~hen

start~-n~

runoff

of

80

wiTh
or

~a ~~soi:-1--a.t

90

% of

fiel-d
the

c~a~p~a~ctty-(-t~tl~l-t-m-d-e-pth~)-,-on-ly

rainfall resulted in a decrease in
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production (Figures 5.4.1 a & b).
Because of percolation below the potential rooting zone, the other
situations did not differ much in production. Percolation was high in
situations with little runoff. The total amount of water available to
the crop did not differ very much between situations till 60 % runoff
(Table 5.4.1).
Table 5.4.1: Effect of fraction runoff (RUNOFF) on amount
of water available for crop production in
the growing season.
RUNOFF
0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.9

WLTOT
165
165
165
165
165
165

TRAIN
800
640
480
320
160
80

WDRT
439

WAV

526
526
502
465
325
245

279

133

17
0
0

WLTOT = watercontent of profile at start (mm)
total ratnfall minus runoff (mm)
RAINT
WDRT = water lost through seepage (mm)
available water (mm) = WLTOT + RAINT - WDRT
WAV
In situations with runoff, water availability at the start of the
season will be less than that of a soil at field capacity. Therefore
simulation was done with the same range of fraction runoff as
mentioned above, but now starting with a soil at a moisture content
ranging between field capacity and wilting point:
WLTOT = WLP + RUNOFF

*

(FLD - WLP)

5.4.1

where: ~VLTOT = amount of water in the profile (mm); WLP = amount of
water in the profile at wilting point (mm); RUNOFF = fraction runoff;
FLD = amount of water in the profile at field capacity (mm)
Now yields began to decline from a fractton
5.4.2 a & b).

runoff

This is a result of less water being available
the crop (Table 5.4.2)

for

of

(Figures

transpiration

evaporation from the soi.l. The total amount of~ wate~r
the crop was much lower therefore, than in the situation
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0.6

of

aval.~la~ol~e-ro~~~-~~~~-~

starting

at

field capacity (Table 5.4.3).
Table 5.4.2: Soil water characteristics in situations
with different fraction runoff and different
initial water contents of the soil.
RUNOFF
0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.9

WLTOT
165
136
107
78
49
34.5

RAINT
800
640
480
320
160
80

WDRT
439
250
78
0
0
0

WAV
526
526
509
398
209
114.5

(see Table 5.4.1 for abreviations)

Table 5.4.3: Amount of water available for transpiration
in situations with different fraction
runoff
RUNOFF

WAV

FLD
526
526
502
465
325
245

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.9

TEVAP
-FLD
-FLD
58.5
58.5
58.5
58.5
58.5
65.6
58.5 106.0
60.2 155.3
64.3
99.4

-FLD
526
526
509
398
209
114.5

WAV - TEVAP
FLD
-FLD
467.5 467.5
467.5 467.5
443.5 443.4
406.5 292.0
264.8
53.7
180.7
15.1

TEVAP

total evaporation from the soil surface during
the growing season (mm)
=FLD
starting with a soil at field capacity;
-FLD = starting at WLP+RUNOFF*(FLD-WLP)
(see text and Table 5.4.1)

5.4.2
5.4.2.1

Crop Management
Initial Biomass -

Under optimum conditions, a change in initial plant biomass (from 5 to
50 kg leaf dry weight per ha, 12 days after sowing) has no effect on
In

conditions,

from the
- 45 -

sowing

density

may have an effect on final grain yield.
In the 1982 situation, at lower initial densities, higher grain yields
were simulated, although vegetative biomass production was lower than
at higher densities (Figures 5.4.4.a, b, and c).
Partially this is caused by the fact that more water is available for
growth during the grain filling period in situations with a lower
initial biomass.
Also more carbohydrates become available for grain filling in these
situations, as about the same amount of light is intercepted (canopy
is closed in all the situations) but less carbohydrates are needed for
maintenance respiration.

5.4.2.2

Time Of Sowing In 1982 And 1983 -

The normal time of sowing of millet is between June lth and August
lth, depending on variety and rainfall pattern. Very few fields in
the south Sahel are sown before and after that date.
Using the model for calculation of potential crop production (this is
in the absence of water shortage) yielded a fairly constant grain
production of about 6.5-7 ton ha-l, when sowing was between May 15th
and August lth (Julian day 135 resp. 213). If sowing was after day
213, grain production dropped sharply to about 3 ton ha-l when sown on
day 227 (Figure 5.4.5.a).
Total aboveground dry matter dropped more or less exponentially when
the growing season shortened (Figure 5.4.S.b; anthesis was allways at
day 256).
The sharp drop in grain yield is a result of a too short period for
vegetative growth, resulting in a crop that does not cover the soil
completely (i.e. not all the incoming light was intercepted).
Also
the growing season was too short to build up a reasonable level of
reserves.
When the crop covers the soil completely after the start of anthesis,
grain yield is constant, as the amount of light intercepted is
constant. With a longer growing season, more reserves are produced,
but on the other hand, more carbohydrates are needed for maintenance
respiration.
Under normal field conditions it will be difficult to obtain the
amounts of dry matter as calculated for the early sowing dates, as
such crops would need a large amount of nutrients.
Also the enormous amount of water that will be transpired by such a
crop, hardly will be available during most of the years.
The model supports the strategy of the farmers to sow this Souna
variety between day 180 and 215, as risk of crop failure will be less
(because of less vegetative biomass) while grain yield
with earlier
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5.5

CONCLUSIONS

The model simulates crop production of Souna millet reasonably well
for the climatic situation of the experimental fields in Niono.
Production will be underestimated in situations where the leaves do
not age after anthesis or where new tillers are formed after anthesis.
More research is needed to define what
causes
this
plastic
physiological and phenological behavior of the crop and how to
simulate it.
The outcome of the simulations indicate that farmers strategies (their
low plant densities, their sowing dates) are beneficial in the
circumstances in which crop production in Niono has to take place.
As part of the crop parameters are specific for Sauna millet, they
should be changed when simulating production of crops other than Sauna
millet. The structure of the model however probably does not need too
much change (this is demonstrated by the, succesful, use of a slightly
modified model for simulation of the production of Faba bean in
Europe, Grashof, pers. comm.).
The course of the soil water content with time is close to the
observations.
This indicates that evapotranspiration is simulated
well, as is the distribution of this water loss over depth in the
soil.
Because capillary rise is absent in the model, simulation will be
unsatisfactory for situations in which capillary rise occurs (that is
when a shallow watertable is present).
To make the model also
function in this kind of situations, quite some changes will have to
be made to the waterbalance-part of the model (e.g.
Marletto & van
Keulen, 1984).
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APPENDIX A
FIGURES
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Growth of reserves as a fraction of total amount of
carbohydrates allocated to the shoot tn relation to
developmental stage.

Figure 2.2.1:
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Figure 3.3.1:

Turbulent resistance (m s-1) as a function of plant
height (m). (Calculated with eq. 3.3.15, windspeed: 2
m s-1)
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Figure 3.4.1:

Cumulative evaporation as a function of the square root
of time since last rainfall. After Stroosnijder, 1982.
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Relation between reduction factor for water uptake
(WRED(I)) and relative water content RWC(I) (see text
for explanation)
p = soil depletion factor
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Figure 3.4.4:

Calculation scheme for the reduction factor to water
uptake per soil layer (WRED(I)) from plant and soil
characteristics. See text for explanation.
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Figure 4.3.1:

Light response curve of the net assimilation of C02 for
an individual leaf (after De Wit et al, 1978).
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Figure 4.3.3:
Relative PMAX in dependence of
relative specific leaf weighte
SLWact, SLWmax: actual resp.
maximal specific leaf weight.
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dependence of developmental
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Figure 5.3.1:

comparison of simulated and observed water content in
the total soil profile (1m); 1982, natural rain; no
runoff
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Figure 5.3.2:

as figure 5.3.1; 1983,
irrigation; no runoff
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As Figure 5.3.1; 1983, irrigated;
no runoff
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Figure 5.3.8:

as figure 5.3.7; 1983,
irrigation; no runoff
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as figure 5.3.7; 1983,
irrigation; no runoff
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Figure 5.3.11:

as figure 5.3.7; 1983, natural rain; with runoff
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as figure 5.3.7; 1983, irrigated; no runoff
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Influence of runoff on crop dry matter production,
starting with soil at fieldcapacity; a) total aerial
biomass; b) grain.
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Figure 5.4.2:

Julian date

As figure 5.4.1, starting with soil at different
contents (see text).
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Figure 5.4.3:

Julian date

Influence of sowing density (expressed in initial leaf
weight) on crop production.
Climatic conditions of 1982, but effect of waterstress
not included.
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Figure 5.4.4:

(b)

As figure 5.4.3, but with rainfall as in 1982.
(starting conditions, except density, as in
5.3.2.a).
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Figure 5.4.5:

Influence of sowing date on grain
situation).
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Figure 5.4.4:

As figure 5.4.3, but with rainfall as in 1982.
(starting conditions, except density, as in
5.3.2.a).
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LISTING OF THE MODEL

APPENDIX B
LISTING OF THE MODEL

1
2
3
4
5

i

6

STORAGE RAINT(365),MXTT(365),MNTT(365),WSTT(365),SUNST(365)
STORAGE RHMNT(365)
STORAGE WVLIClO),WVL(lO),TDT(lO),TCK(lO),RHMXT(365),NRS(ll)

7

FIXED N, I,

8

0'\
ln

TITLE Growth!o£ Millet
TITLE with influence of waterstress on pmax

IDt.·.TE

9
10

INITIAL

·

11

* * * * * *

k*

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

*

f

*

I

*

r

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Initialisation

*

* * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * *

*

~umber

PARA-~

N-10

I

*

of soil layers

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

-

PARAM PI=3.lll59265

I

PROCED TDTT=FIRST(N)
* procedure to calculate initial volumetric water content
* in each soil layer as average of three replicates
* factor 1.4~ stands for apparent density of the soil
li

WLMlT

1

=(AFGE~(WVLll,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL12,STDAY)+ •••

AFGEN(WvL13,STDAY))*l.44/3.

WLM2T =(AFGE~(WVL21,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL22,STDAY)+ •••
AFGEN(fVL23,STDAY))*l.44/3.
WLM3T =(AFGE~(WVL3l,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL32,STDAY)+ •••
AFGEN(YvL33,STDAY))*1.44/3.
WLM4T =(AFGEN(WVL4l,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL42,STDAY)+ •••
AFGEN(FvL43,STDAY))*l.44/3.
WLMST =(AFGEN(WVL5l,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL52,STDAY)+ •••
AFGEN(WvL53,STDAY))*l.44/3.
WLM6T =(AFGE~(WVL61,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL62,STDAY)+ •••
AFGEN(fVL63,STDAY))*1.44/3.
WLM7T =(AFGEN(WVL7l,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL72,STDAY)+ •••
AFGEN(~L73,STDAY))*l.44/3.

I

I

*
*
*

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

WLM8T =(AFGEN(WVL8l,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL82,STDAY)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL83,STDAY))*l.44/3.
WLM9T =(AFGEN(WVL9l,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL92,STDAY)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL93,STDAY))*l.44/3.
WLM10T=(AFGEN(WVL10l,STDAY)+AFGEN(WVL102,STDAY)+ •••
AFGEN(WVI.l n3,STDAY) )*1.44/3.
* calculation ~= average volumetric water content
* of three replications
WVL(l)=WLMlT
WVLl=WVL(l)
WVL(2)=WLM2T
WVL(3)=WLM3T
WVL(4)=WLM4T
WVL(5)=WLM5T
WVL(6)=WLM6T
WVL(7)=WLM7T
WVL(8)=WLM8T
WVL(9)=WLM9T
WVL(lO)=WLMlOT
* initial watercontent assumed to be equal to
* average of three observations
WLI(l)=WVL(l)*TCK(l)*l.E4
*amount of water in layer 1 (kg ha-l)
TDT(l)=O.
TCKl=TCK(l)
* depth of upper surface (m) and
* thickness of the first layer (m)
DO 24 1=2,N
TDT(I)=TDT(I-l)+TCK(I-l)
WLI(I)=WVL(I)*TCK(I)*l.E4
24 CONTINUE
* depth of upper surfaces (m) and water content
* (kg ha-l) of layers 2-N
TDTT=TDT(lO)+TCK(lO)
* total depth of rooting zone (m)
ENDPRO
WREI=O.
WRTI=WLVI
WCOI=O.
WGRI=O.
ALVI=WLVI/(AFGEN(SLWT,DVSI*O.S)*SLWMAX)
* initial weights of reserves, roots, fruits, grains
* (all in kg ha-l) and initial leaf area (m2 m-2)
COSL=COS(LAT*PI/180.)
SINL=SIN(LAT*PI/180.)
* cosine and sine of latitude
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[

I

!

LISTING OF THE

0'\
0'\

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

I

MODEL~
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DYNA.'ilC

Ii

* * * * * *

r'

*

! Plant

*

'

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

tI *

*

* * * ~ * *

*

growth

*
*

*

~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

r

WLV=INTGRL(wtVI,GLV-LLV)
WST=INTGRL(W~TI,GST-LST)
WCO=INTGRL(W~OI,GCO)
WRT=INTGRL(W~TI,GRT-LRT)
WRE=INTGRL(WREI,GRE)
WGR=INTGRL(Ol,GGR)
WLVD=INTGRL(b.,(l.-1.5*FRLLD)*LLV)
WSTD=INTGRL(b.,(l.-FRLLD)*LST)
WRTD=INTGRL(p.,(l.-FRLLD)*LRT)
* calculatioh of weights of green leaves,green stem,
* fruits & cpmb, roots, reserves, grains, dead leaves,
* dead stem rnd dead roots resp. (in kg m-2)
WSTC=WST+WREL
* weight of rotal living stem (including reserves; kg ha-l)
WSTOT=WSTC+WbD
* total weight of stem (dead + alive) and reserves (kg ha-l)

WSS=~~V+WST+~CO+WGR+WRE
* weight of

~iving

shoot (kg ha-l)

I

WCR=WSS+WRT
* weight of living crop (kg ha-l)
GLV=CAGLV*C~V

GST=CAGST*CFfT
GCO=CAGSC*CF~C

GGR=CAGGR*CfiGR
GRT=CAGRT*CF!RT
GRE=GRES-REDbT-FCRS
* dry matte9 growth (kg ha-l d-1) of green leaves, green
* stem, fru~s & comb, grains, living roots and reserves
GRES=CAGRE*(b.947/l.lll)
REDIST=INSW(fVS-l.,O.,O.l*WRE)
FCRS=FCR*(30./44.)*(0.947/l.111)
* flow of c:tbohydrates out of reserve to compensate
* negative ~otozynthesis (kg starch)

FCR=A.~l(O.I,RMCR-PCGA-CEXTRA*44.

/30.-REDIST*1.111*0 .947)
* demand fo~ carbohydrates out of reserve to compensate
* negative ~hotosynthesis (kg C02)

i

CAGSS=CAGCR*tFRSH
CAGRT=CAGCR,CAGSS

CAGLV•CAGSSiRLV

LISTING OF THE MODEL
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
i97
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
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CAGSC=CAGSS*FRSC
CAGRE=CAGSS*FRRE
CAGGR=CAGSS*FRGR
CAGST=CAGSS*FRST
* CH20 flow (kg ha-l d-1) to total shoot, roots,
* green leaves, fruits & comb, reserves, grains and stem
FRSH=AFGEN(CASST,DVS)
FRLV=AFGEN(CALVT,DVS)
FRST=l.-FRRE-FRLV-FRSC-FRGR
FRGR=AFGEN(CAGRAT,DVS)
FRSC=AFGEN(CASCT,DVS)
FRRE=AFGEN(CARET,DVS)
* fraction of total CH20 assimilated going to the
* total shoot, green leaves, green stem, grain, fruits &
* comb and reserves
CAGCR=AMAXl(O.,REDIST*1.111*0.947+CEXTRA+PCGA*30./44.- •••
iL\fCR*30./44.)
* net CH20 assimilation (kg ha-l d-1)
PCGP=PCGC*TWOVAR(FPCT,RDRL,PCGO/PCGC)
potential gross C02 assimilation (kg ha-l d-1)

*

FUNCTION FPCT,O.O=O.,O.,
FUNCTION FPCT,0.2=0.,0., .2,.2, .4,.40,
FUNCTION FPCT,0.3=0.,0., .2,.3, .4,.56,
FUNCTION FPCT,0.4=0.,0., .2,.4, .4,.70,
FUNCTION FPCT,0.6=0.,0., .2,.6, .4,.87,
FUNCTION FPCT, 1.0=0. ,0., .2, 1.,
* influence of relative light intensity
*assimilation; Penning de Vries (pers.

1.,1.

.6,.61,
.6,.77,
.6,.89,
.6,.97,

.8,.82·,
.8,.91,
.8,.92,
.8,.98,

1.,1.
1.,1.
1.,1.
L,l.
1.,1.

on gross
comm.)

RDRL=AMIN1(1.,RDTM/RDTC)
PCGA=PCGP*TRAN/TRP
* actual gross C02 assimilation, assuming constant
* water use efficiency under optimum and waterstressed
* conditions
PCGC,PCGO=PHOTO(PMAX,PEA,ALV,RDTC,RDTO,DL,DLE,DEC,LAT)
* calculation of potential gross C02 assimilation under
* complete clear and complete overcast sky
PEA=PEI*(1.-2.*RCLVV)
* actual initial photosynthetic efficiency, reflectance of
* leaves taking into account
PMAX=INTGRL(P~~P,(PMAXP*AFGEN(PMXTT,TMPD)*SLWA/SLWMAX* •••

TRAN/TRP-PMAX)/5.)
* maximum photosynthetic rate, influenced by temperature,
* thickness of leaves, and water stress
RCRT=INTGRL(O.,RMCR+RGCR)
* total loss of C02 by respiration

I

LISTING OF THE

MODEL~
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1:

0'\
-.....)

206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260

I

R.'-1CR= RML V+ RHS T+ RMS C+RMGR+RMRT+RMRE
R..t1L V=WL V*R.'1L VD*ETM*EDVS
R.'-1ST=WST*R.'-1STD*ETM*EDVS
RMSC=WCO*R."iSfD*ETM
RMGR=WGR*R..t1GfD*ETM
RMRT=WRT*RMRfD*ETM*EDVS
RMRE=O.O
I
* rate of ma~ntenance respiration as influence by
* temperatur~; total, green leaves, stem & reserves,
* fruits & c~mb, grains and roots (kg ha-l d-1)

ETM=QlO**((~A-TMPR)/10.)

*

temperaturet effect on maintenance respiration

EDVS=AFGEN(EtVST,DVS)
FUNCTION EDVST=O.,l., 1.,1., 2.,0.5,3.,0.5
* effect of ~evelopmental stage on maintenance respiration

RGCR=RGLV+RG~T+RGSC+RGGR+RGRT+RGRE+RLRE
* total growth respiration (kg C02 ha-l
I
RGLV=GLV*CPLV

d-1)

RGST=GST*CPsf
RGSC=GCO*CPSC
RGGR=GGR*CPGR
RGRT=GRT*CPROC

RGRE=GRES*(l~111/0.947*0.053)*44./30.
RLRE=(REDIST~FCRS)*(l.lll/0.947*0.053)*(~4./30.)

*
*

growth res~iration of leaves, stem, fruits & comb,
grains, ro~ts and reserves (kg C02 ha-l d-1)
r

LLV=WLV*AFGEN(LLVT,DVS)

LST=wST*AFGE~(LSTT,DVS)
LRT=WRT*AFGE~(LRTT,DVS)
CEXTRA=30./1~~·*(1.5*FRLLD*FCLV*LLV+FRLLD*FCST*LST+ •••

*
*

,
FRLLD*FCRT*LRT)
rate of dy~ng of dry matter of leaves, stem and roots
(kg ha-l d, 1)

i

FUNCTION LRTf=O.,O., 2.,0.
* Relative !eath rate of root• in dependence of
* developme tal stage
DVS=INTGRL( : SI,DVR)
developmeJtal stage

*

I

DVR=DVRC*DV~T*DVRED
* developmerltal rate (d-1)
t

DVRET=AFGEN(IDVRTT, TMPA)
DVRED=INSW(DVS-l.,AFGEN(DVRDT,DL),1.)
* influence lof temperature and daylength on
* developmerltal rate

!

I

LISTING OF THE MODEL
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277

278
279
280
281
282

283
284
285

286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
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DVRC=INSW(DVS-1.,DVRl,DVR2)
* developmental rate without influence of temperature
* and daylength, dependent on developmental stage
ALV=(WLV+WREDUC)/SLW
DLV=INTGRT(O.,LLA)
* area oF green resp. dead leaves (ha ha-l)
SLW=AFGEN(SLWT,DVS)*SLWMAX
* specific leaf weight in dependece -of developmental stage
* (kg ha-l)
SLA=lOOOO.*ALV/WLV
* specific leaf area (m2 kg-1 ds)
WREDUC=INTGRL(O.,FRLLD*LLV)
* weight reduction of the living leaves
WLOLV=(l.-1.5*FRLLD)*LLV
* rate of dying of leaves (kg ha-l d-1)
FRLLD=0.5*AFGEN(FRLLDT,DVS)
FUNCTION FRLLDT = 0.,1., 1.,1., 2.,0.5, 3.,0.5
SLWA=WLV/ALV
LLA=WLOLV/SLWA
* loss of leaf-area (ha ha-l d-1)
CROPHT=AFGE~(CRPHTB,DVS)

* height of crop (m)
RTD=INTGRL(RTDI,DGRRT)
* rooted depth (m)
DGRRT=AMIN1(PGFL~T,TDTT-RTD)*INSW(DVS-l.,l.,O.)

* growth rate of roots into depth (m d-1)
* * * * * * *

*

*
*
*

Water balance

*

*

* *

*

* *

* *

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*

*

*

* *

*
*

*

*

*

*

* *

*

•••
TRP,SOILP,TRAMX,RTD,TCK,TDT,TPSP,FLD,WLP,WCL,N)
* calculation of waterflow in compartments, rate of water
* loss because of drainage (m3 ha-l d-l),transpiration and
* evaporation (mm d-1)
DWAT,RDRAIN,TRF~~,AEVAP=CALWAT(WL,WVL,EFRAIN,EVSLT,EESL,

EFRAIN=RAINT(IDATE)
infiltration in upper layer (mm d-1)

*

*

* **

WL=INTGRL(WLI,DWAT,lO)
* water in soil layers (m3 ha-l)

313

314
315

-

INSW(DVS-l.,O.,&~IN1(0.02,RTD-0.5))

I

~

LISTING OF THE HODEL

Q'\

00

316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
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*
*

this equatlon holds for all experiments, but for
experiment!7K2L2, where RUNOFF takes place
* in 7K2L2 cAlculation of EFRAIN is as follows:

EF~IN=RAINF(IDATE)

* PROCED
* RUNOF=AFGE~(RUNOFT,RAINT(IDATE))
* IF(RAINT(I,ATE).EQ.30.0.0R.RAINT(IDATE).EQ.l5.0) RUNOF=O.
* no runoff 'ccurred when irrigation took place
* EFRAIN=RAI~T(IDATE)*(1.-RtTNOF)
* ENDPRO
~
*FUNCTION R~NOFT=O.,O., 10.,0., 30.,.6, 100.,.85, 200.,0.9
EVSLR,EVSLD=EVATR(RDTM,FOV,24.,TMPA,TEMPS,EPSS,HUAA,HUAD, •••

~S,ERSL,O.,RCSLL,CROPHT,ALV+DLV,l.)

* pot. soil ~vaporation because of radiation and drying
* power of a4r resp. (mm d-1)

!

EVSLE=EVSLR+EVSLD
r
* pot. soil ~vaporation as influenced by standing crop

I

EVSLW=AMIN1(fVSLE,EVSLC*(SQRT(DSLR)-SQRT(DSLR-1.)))
* soil evapofation after dry spell (mm d-1)
EVSLP=~~IN1(EVSLE,EFRAIN+(WL(1)*1.E4-WCL*TCK(1))*1000.)

* evaporatiop as hampered by water content of first soil
* layer (m dr1)

!

EVSLT=INSW(D~LR-2.,EVSLP,EVSLW)

* actual evaporation from soil (mm d-1)
EVPR,EVPD=EVkTR(RDTH,FOV ,24., T:MPA,TMPA, 1-. ,HUAA,HUAD,WDS, •••
o~os,o.,o.os,o.,ALV+DLV,1.)
* penman evaroration because of radiation and drying power
* of air rerp· as influenced by standing dry matter (mm d-1)
EVP=EVPR+EVPp
* total penmhn evaporation (mm d-1)
I
EVCRR,EVCRD=fVATR(RDTM,FOV,DL,THPD,TMPD,1.,HUAL,HUAD,WDS, •••
fiDLV ,RS ,RCCRV, CROPHT ,ALV, 1.333)
·
* daily potertial transpiration per m2 leaf area because of
* radiation ~nd drying power of the air resp. (mm d-1)
* 04011985 ~bAA changed in HUAL as an estimate of dryer
* conditionsr during daytime only to be calculated when
* maximum aid minimum relative humidity are provided

i

SOILP=SDPF(S~ILA,SOILB,TRP,ALV)-(5.-DEPLNR)*.09

FARAH SOILA=p.771,SOILB=0.148
* calculatior of soil depletion factor

I

I

LISTING OF THE MODEL
366
367
368
369
370
371
372

373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
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* * *

*

*
*
*
*

Transpiration with calculated stomatal
resistance from gross C02 assimilation

*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*****

* * * * *

*****

*

**

* *

** *

* * *

413

* *

TRP=EVCRR+EVCRD
* potential transpiration (mm d-1)
RS,RTURB,RD=RESIST(WDS,PCGP,DLE,ALV,C02E,C02I,RSMIN •••
,DVS,CROPHT,TMPD,TMPR,WDLV)
* calculation of stomatal, turbulence and boundary layer
* resistance in case of control of stomatal resistance
* by constant intern C02 concentration (s m-1)
ARS=INSW(DVS-1.,RS1,RS2)*0.5
* stomatal resistance of topmost leaves of millet;
* factor 0.5 to account for two sides of the leaf (s m-1)
RS1=100./(0.26+0.00135*RDTAV)
RS2=100./(0.31+0.00042*RDTAV)
* stomatal resistance of one side of leaf of millet before
* and after anthesis as influenced by light intensity,
* according to Squire et al, 1984.
* *

*

* * * * * * * *

*
*

*
***

* ** **

* * *

***

Weather conditions
* * * *

*

* * * *

*

***
*
*
*
** * *

* * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

DATE=AMOD(TIME+STDAY,365.)
IDATE=DATE
* julian date (days after dec. 31) and integer of it
DSLR=INTGRL(1.,INSW(RAINT(IDATE+1)-0.l,1.,1.00001-DSLR))
* days since last rain
RDTC,RDTO,DEC,DL,DLE,DLP=ASTRO(DATE,LAT,INSP)
* calculation of maximum total radiation under clear and
* completely overcast sky; declination of the sun; daylength;
* lenght of day when sun 4 degrees above or INSP degrees
* under horizont; in subroutine ASTRO in dependence of day in
* the year, latitude and degrees sun has to be under horizont
* to give enough light for photoperiodic reactions.

412
414
415
416
417
418
419
420

*

*
*
*
*

FOV=AMIN1(1.,AMAX1(0.,(RDTC-RDTM)/(RDTC-RDTO)))
*fraction ov~rcast
RDTAV=2.*RDTM/(3600.*DLE)
* average total radiation intensity (J m-2 s-1)
* factor 2 to account for measurements of RDTM in PAR
TMPA=(MXT+MNT) /2.

f

I
LISTING OF THE MODELt
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jl

0'\
1-0

421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475

TMPD=MXT-0.2t*(MXT-MNT)
* measured ~ximum and minimum temperature (degrees C)
* and calcultted average daily temperature and average
* temperaturT in daytime
PARAM LAT=l51
* latitude

t

PARAM C02E=3!0.
* C02 concentration in the air (vppm)
PARAM ANGST=!.25, BANGST=0.45
* for dry tr~pical zones
[i

PARAM PI=3.14159265

HU~,RDTM=RADIAT(IDATE,DEC,DL)

PROCEDURE
* HUAD
I
* parameter tndicating dimension of measured air humidity
* 1 --·· deW"Jfoint temperature
* 2 ..;__.. wet Ibulb temperature
* 3 --·· vaptur pressure in mbar
* 4 --·· vap~ur pressure in mm Hg
* 5 --·· relative humidity (percentage)

I
IF(IDATE.GE.l82)

GOTO 1200
RDTM=SUNST(I~ATE)*4.1868*10000.
HUAD=2.
I
GOTO 1201
!
1200 CONTINU!
HUAD=5.
I
COSB=COS(DEC*PI/180.)
SINB=SIN(DEClPI/180.)
QA=l0000./4.\868*8800./920.*120.*(1.-0.05*DEC/23.4)*···
(DL*SINL*$INB+24./6.2832 * 2. * SQRT(COSL*COSL*···
COSB*COSB~- SINL*SINL*SINB*SINB))
* incoming radiation out of atmosphere
RDTM= QA* (~GST+BANGST*SUNST(IDATE)/DL)
* incoming r4diation at ground level
1201 CONTINUE
ENDPRO
~
MXT = MXTT(IDATE)
* maximum te~perature
I

I

MNT = MNTT(IqATE)
* minimum temperature

l

HUMN = RHMNT~IDATE)
* minimum refative humidity

RHMXT~IDATE)

HUMX =
* maximum relative humidity

!!
l

I

I
I
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HUAA = (HUMN+HUMX)/2.
* average relative humidity (day and night)

476
477

478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
4.94
495
496
497
498
499
500
501 .
502
503
504
505
506
. 507
508
509
510
511

512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
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HUAL = HUMN + 0.25*(HUMX-HUMN)
* estimate for relative humidityin daytime
WDSM = WSTT(IDATE)
WDS=AMAXl(O.l,WDSM)
* average winsdpeed
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*

*

*

* * * * *

*

* * * * * * * *

***

Calculations for output-control

*
*
*

** * * * ** ** * * * * * ** * * ** * * * **

WLVT=WLV+WLVD
* calculated total leaf weight (kg ha-l)
WLVST=WLVT+WSTOT
* calculated total vegetative ·shoot weight (kg ha-l)
WLVSC=WLVST+WCO
* calculated shoot weight without grains (kg ha-l)
WLVSG=WLVSC+WGR
* total shoot weight (kg ha-l)
TDRWT=WLVSG+WRT
* total dry weight of crop
FRTR=TRP/EVP
calulated transpiration as fraction of calculated penman
* evaporation·

*

FRTRAN=TRANT/(TRANT+EVSLTT+NOT(TRANT+EVSLTT))
* accumulated transpiration as fraction of total water lost
* from the soil by evapotranspiration
FRTRNR=TRANT/(TRAIN+NOT(TRAIN))
* accumulated transpiration as fraction of total rainfall
WFL=INTGRL(O.,(EFRAIN-AEVAP-TRAN-RDRAIN)*lO.)
* total water flow into or out of the soil profile
* (m3 ha-l d-1)
PCGAT=INTGRL(O.,PCGA-RMCR-RGCR)
* total C02 loss by respiration during growing season
* (kg C02 ha-l)
TRAIN=INTGRL(O.,EFRAIN)
* total effective rain in cropping season (mm)
TRANT=INTGRL(O.,TRAN)
* total transpiration from starting day of simulation

f

l
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531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
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569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577

578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585

*

onwards

I
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(J)
1:

EVSLTT=INTGRd(o.,AEVAP)

*

total evap~ration from starting day of sim. onwards (mm)

WDRT=INTGRL(d.,RDRAIN)

*

total

wate~ loss because of drainage (m3 ha-l)

WUC=AMAXl(O.,~RP*l.E4/(PCGP+NOT(PCGP)))

*

*

daily wate use without taking into account loss
because of respiration (kg H20 kg-1 C02)
11

c

WUCR=AMAXl(OJ,TRAN*l.E4/(CAGCR+NOT(CAGCR)))

*
*

daily wate1 use accounting for respiration
(kg H20 kg~j:l CH20)

WUCT=AMAXl(O ,T~*l.E4/(WLVSG-WRTI-WLVI+l.E-10))

*
*

total wate 1 use over the season regarding dry matter
produced (~ H20 kg-1 dry matter)

I

PROCED WLT,wJ~~l = WCONT(WL)
WLT=O.
DO 100 I=~,N
WVL(I)=~(I)/(TCK(I)*l.E4)
WLT=WLT+~(I)

100 CONTINpE
WVLl=WVL( 1b
ENDPRO

*
*

611

612

I

6.13

procedure ~o calculate volucmetric water content in each
soil layer ~and total amount of water in profile

CRD=CCHECK(TDRWT)

*

check on cJrbon balance

WRD=WCHECK(wrl~)
* check on wJter balance
li

* * * * * *

*
*
*

~

J

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*

Measurements

*

*

****** :***********************

I

WLVM=(WLVMl+~VM2+WLVM3)/3.
WLVMT=(WLVMT;~WLVMT2+WLVMT3)/3.
WSTM=(WSTMl+~STM2+WSTM3)/3.+(WCSMl+WCSM2+WCSM3)/3.
WCOM=(WCOMl+~COM2+WCOM3)/3.

WGRM=(WGRMl+WGRM2+WGRM3)/3.
WRTM=(WRTMl+~TM2+WRTM3)/3.

*

*

*

calculatiorl of average of three observations of
green and II·,P:tal leaves, stem, comb and fruits, grain
and roots i
I

WLVMl=AFGEN(WLVMlT,DATE)
WLVM2=AFGEN(~VM2T,DATE)

I

586
587
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590
591
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595
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598
599
600
601
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WLVM3=AFGEN(WLVM3T,DATE)

*
*

observations of green leaves according to the date
for three replicates (kg ha-l)

WLVMTl=AFGEN(WLVDlT,DATE)+WLVMl
WLVMT2=AFGEN(WLVD2T,DATE)+WLVM2
WLVMT3=AFGEN(WLVD3T,DATE)+WLVM3

*

id. total leaves

WSTMl=AFGEN(WSTMlT,DATE)
WSTM2=AFGEN(WSTM2T,DATE)
WSTM3=AFGEN(WSTM3T,DATE)

*

id. stem

WCSMl=AFGEN(WCSMlT,DATE)
WCSM2=AFGEN(WCSM2T,DATE)
WCSM3=AFGEN(WCSM3T,DATE)

*

id. hull of.fruits (Cowpea only)

WCOMl=AFGEN(WCOMlT,DATE)
WCOM2=AFGEN(WCOM2T,DATE)
WCOM3=AFGEN(WCOM3T,DATE)

*

id. comb and.fruits

WGRMl=AFGEN(WGRMlT,DATE)
WGRM2=AFGEN(WGRM2T,DATE)
WGRM3=AFGEN(WGRM3T,DATE)

*

id. grain

WRTMl=AFGEN(WRTMlT,DATE)
WRTM2=AFGEN(WRTM2T,DATE)
WRTM3=AFGEN(WRTM3T,DATE)

*

id. roots

WLMlT =(AFGEN(WVLll,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL12,DATE)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL13,DATE))*l.44/3.
WLM2T =(AFGEN(WVL2l,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL22,DATE)+ •••
·AFGEN(WVL23,DATE))*l.44/3.
WLM3T =(AFGEN(WVL3l,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL32,DATE)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL33,DATE))*l.44/3.
WLM4T =(AFGEN(WVL4l,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL42,DATE)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL43,DATE))*l.44/3.
WLMST =(AFGEN(WVL5l,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL52,DATE)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL53,DATE))*l.44/3.
WLM6T =(AFGEN(WVL6l,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL62,DATE)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL63,DATE))*l.44/3.
WLM7T =(AFGEN(WVL7l,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL72,DATE)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL73,DATE))*l.44/3.
WLM8T =(AFGEN(WVL8l,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL82,DATE)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL83,DATE))*l.44/3.
WLM9T =(AFGEN(WVL9l,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL92,DATE)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL93,DATE))*l.44/3.
WLM10T=(AFGEN(WVL10l,DATE)+AFGEN(WVL102,DATE)+ •••
AFGEN(WVL103,DATE))*l.44/3.

*

average of three observations of water content in each

I
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* soil layer lcm3 cm-3); factor 1.44 to account for
* apparent soll density (cm3 gram-1)

695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
7_13
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
. 726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749

I

WVM11 =AFGEN(fV_ L11,DATE)*1.44
WVM21 =AFGEN(pvL21,DATE)*1.44
WVM31 =AFGEN(fVL31,DATE)*1.44
WVM41 =AFGEN(fVL41,DATE)*1.44
WVM51 =AFGEN(fVL51,DATE)*1.44
WVM61 =AFGEN(fvL6l,DATE)*1.44
WVM71 =AFGEN(WvL7l,DATE)*l.44
WVM81 =AFGEN(pvL81,DATE)*l.44
WVM91 =AFGEN(WVL91,DATE)*l.44
WVMl0l=AFGEN(WvL10l,DATE)*1.44
* observation~ of volumetric water content in each
* soil layer ror replicate 1
i

WVM12 =AFGEN(fVL12,DATE)*l.44
WVM22 =AFGEN(WVL22,DATE)*1.44
WVM32 =AFGEN(tvL32,DATE)*1.44
WVM42 =AFGEN(fVL42,DATE)*l.44
WVM52 =AFGEN(fVL52,DATE)*l.44
WVM.62 =AFGEN(fVL62,DATE)*l.44
WVM72 =AFGEN(fVL72,DATE)*l.44
WVM82 =AFGEN(WVL82,DATE)*l.44
WVM92 =AFGEN(fvL92,DATE)*1.44
WVM102=AFGEN(fVL102,DATE)*l.44
* observation~ of volumetric water content in each
* soil layer for replicate 2
WVM13
WV}a3
WVM33
WVM43
WVM53
WVM63
WVM73
WVM83
WVM93

=AFGEN(pvL13,DATE)*l.44
=AFGEN(~L23,DATE)*l.44

=AFGEN(¥vL33,DATE)*l.44
=AFGEN(WvL43,DATE)*l.44
=AFGENCFVL53,DATE)*l.44
=AFGEN(~63,DATE)*1.44

=AFGEN(fvL73,DATE)*1.44
=AFGEN(FvL83,DATE)*l.44
=AFGEN(fvL93,DATE)*1.44

WVM103=AFGEN(~Ll03,DATE)*l.44

* observationb of volumetric water content in each
* soil layer for replicate 3
i

ll.

WLMT=(WLMTl+wtMT2+WLMT3)/3.
* average of three replicates of total water content
* (m3 ha-l) of soil profile

I

Wk~Tl=(WVMll+kvM2l+WVM3l+WVM4l+WVM5l+WVM6l+WVM7l+WVM81+ •••

WVM91+~l0l)*.l*l.E4

WLMT2=(WVM12+~2+WVM32+WVM42+WVM52+WVM62+WVM72+WVM82+ •••

WVM92+WVM102)*.l*l.E4

WLMT3=(WVM13+~3+WVM33+WVM43+WVM53+WVM63+WVM73+WVM83+ •••
WVM93+~.103)*.l*l.E4
*total water_:content (m3 ha-l) of soil profile per
* replicate
1

I
I
I
!

i-- -
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*
*
*
*

*

Plant data for millet
* * * * * * * * * * *

*

* * *

*

* * * * * * * * *

*

*

*
*
*

* * *

PARAM WLVI=25.,WSTI=15.,RTDI=0.55,PGRRT=0.04
PARAM DVSI=0.26667,DVR1=0.022,DVR2=0.033
* initial weight of leaves, stems, roots (kg ha-l) and
* development stage and potential daily vertical growth of
* roots (m d-1)
.PARAM FRC02=0.4
C02I=FRC02*C02E
* C02 concentration in stomatal cave as fraction of C02
* concentration in outside air, and actual internal C02
* concentration in vppm, assuming to be constant
PARAM RSMIN=70., RCLVV=O.l, DEPLNR=5.
* minimal stomatal resistance; reflection of light by
* leaves and soil depletion group nu~ber
PARAM PMAXP=70.
FUNCTION PMXTT=O.,O., 10.,0., 20.,1., 40.,1., 50.,0.
FUNCTION SENEST=O.,l., 1.5,1., 2.,0., 3.,0.
* maximal photosynthetic rate of single leaves
* (kg C02 ha-l d-1) and influence of temperature and
* development stage
PARAM PEI = 0.4
* initial efficiency of photosynthesis
PARAM TRAMX=SO.
*maximum water uptake rate by roots per rooted m (mm d-1 m-1)
FUNCTION CRPHTB=O.,O., 1.,2., 3.,2.
*cropheight in dependence of developmental stage (m)
PARAM CFLV=0.73, CFST=0.73, CFSC=0.646, CFSG=0.661, ••••
CFRT=0.73, CFGR=0.73
* conversion factor for CH20 to dry matter for leaves, stem
* and reserves, comb and fruits, grains and roots
PARAM CPLV=0.35, CPST=0.31, CPSC=0.297, CPSG=0.296,
CPRT=0.31, CPGR=0.31
* C02 production in formation of leaves, stem etc.
PARAM FCLV=0.4525, FCST=0.4634, FCSC=0.5382, FCSG=0.483,
FCRT=0.4634, FCGR=0.4634, FCRE=0.4444
* Carbon content of leaves etc.
PARAM Ql0=2., TMPR=25.
* QlO and reference temperature of maintenance processes

I
f
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750
PARAM RMLVD=~.03, ~~STD=0.015, RMSCD=0.015, RMSGD=0.005, •••
751
RMRTD=p.01, RMGRD=0.005
752
* relative maintenance requirements of leaves, stem, comb
753
* and fruitsJ grains and roots (kg kg-1 d-1)
!:
754
I
755
FUNCTION DVR+T=0.,1., 50.,1.
756
FUNCTION DV~T=5.,i., 17.,1.
I'
757
* influence ~f temperature and daylength on development rate
758
!
759
PARAM INSP=-4.
,
I!
760
* height of ~un when lightintensity is high enough for
761
* photoperiodic reactions
762
763
PARAM RCCRVj0.25, ALFA=0.2, WDLV=0.06
764
* relative reflection of total radiation of leaves, factor
765
*to account!for stomatal regulation by keeping.internal C02
766
* concentrat~on constant and width of leaves
[I
767
768
FUNCTION LLV~=O.,O., 1.,0., 2.,0.05, 3.,0.05
769
FUNCTION LSTj=O.,O., 1.,0., 2.,0.05, 3.,0.05
770
FUNCTION LRTt=O.,O., 3.,0.
771
FUNCTION RTD1=0.,0., 250.,1., 500.,1.5, 2000.,1.5
772
773
PARAM SLWMAXJ440.
774
FUNCTION SLwl=0.,.64, 1.,1., 3.,1.
775
* influence df development stage on specific leaf weight
776
I
777
FUNCTION CAS~T = 0.,0.,.1,.5,.25,.7,.4,.83,1.,1.0,3.,1.0
778
* fraction ofi total newly formed material allocated to the
779
* shoot in dJpendence of development stage
780
781
FUNCTION CAL~T=0.,1.,.1,1.,.6,.37,.7,.275,1.15,.1,1.5,0.,3.,0.
782
FUNCTION CASQT=0.,0.,.1,0.,.6,0.,.7,.1,1.15,.25,1.5,0.,3.,0.
783
FUNCTION C~T=0.,0.,.1,.0,.6,.075,.7,.075,1.15,0.,3.,0.
784
FUNCTION CAGRAT=0.,0.,0.7,0.,1.0,0.,1.15,0.,1.5,1.0,3.,1.0
785
* distributi~n of new assimilated CH20 over the shoot organs
786
* as fraction of total new material to the shoot in
787
* dependence ff development stage
788
789
* * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
790
*
I
*
791
*
soill data set, Niono, P. Gosseye
*
792
I
*
*
793
* * * * * *
******* **** **** ** ******
794
795
TABLE TCK(1-Jo)=10*0.1
I,
796
* thickness ~f soil layers (m)
797
798
PARAM FLD=0.1j65, WLP=0.02, WCL=0.005, TPSP=0.395
799
* field capa9ity, wilting point, water content of air dry
800
* soil and tptal pore space (em 3 cm-3)
801
802
PARAM ERSL=O.b5
803
* average siz~ of soil clods (m)
804
t

I

-.....1

N

!

~

~

![

I

J

805
806
807
808
809
810
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PARAM EVSLC=3.3, EESL=15.
* evaporative constant and proportionallity factor for
* evaporation over soil layers
RCSLL=TWOVAR(RCSLT,WVL1,FOV)
* soil reflectance

811

812
FUNCTION RCSLT,O. =.005,.291, .1,.225, .15,.189, .2,.153
FUNCTION RCSLT,0.5 =.005,.279, .1,.215, .15,.181, .2,.146
813
814
FUNCTION RCSLT,0.75=.005,.264, .1,.203, .15,.171, .2,.138
FUNCTION RCSLT,1. =.005,.219, .1,.167, .15,.140, .2,.112
815
* soil reflectance in dependce of fraction overcast and
816
* water content of first soil layer
817
818
TEMP S=TMPA* (1. 2-0. 2*WVL1 /TP SP)
819
* temperature of _soil surface (degrees C)
820
821
EPSS=0.9+0.08*WVL1/TPSP
822
* soil emission-factor
823
824
825
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
826
* observations regarding crop growth and soil water *
827
*
*
828
*
*
829
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
830
831
* The observations are different for the various experiments
* and can be found in appendix C through I.
832
833
834
***** * ** ** * **** ** * * ** * ***** * * *
835
*
*
'836
Weather observations
*
*
837
*
*
838
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
839
* weather data for 1982 and 1983 can be found in appendices
840
* J and K respectively. Rainfall + Irrigation for each
841
* experiment* is in appendix C through I
842
843
844
*** * ** * ** ** * * * * * * * * ***** * ** * * *
845
*
*
Timer and output
846
*
*
847
*
*
848
** **** * * * ****** * ** ************
849
FINISH DVS=2.0
850
851
* finish condition when plants are mature
852
853
TIMER TIME=O.,DELT=1.,PRDEL=10.,0UTDEL=5.,FINTIM=300.
* starting time, timestep of integration, of printing, ~f
854
855
* output and finish condition for variable time
856
857
METHOD RECT
858
* method of integration using constant timesteps (DELT)
859

I

I
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w

860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868
869
870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913

PRINT PCGA,GLt ,GST,GRE,GCO,GGR,GRT,WRE,WLVD,WSTD, •••
SLA,ALV DLV,DVS,RTD,EFRAIN,TRP,TRAN,EVP,AEVAP,WDRT, •••
TRANT,EfSLTT,TRAIN,FRTR,FRTRNR,FRTRAN
* variables tf be printed in table
PRTPLOT WLVT,~I VMT (0.,5000.)
PAGE GROUP
1
*Output in f gures

WLV,~VM

PRTPLOT
(0.,5000.)
PAGE GROUP
,
PRTPLOT WSTOT WSTM (0.,5000.)
PAGE GROUP
PRTPLOT WCO,WtOM (0.,5000.)
PAGE GROUP
PRTPLOT WGR,W~RM (0.,5000.)
PAGE GROUP
PRTPLOT WRT,WlTM (0.,5000.)
PAGE GROUP
;!~iL~io~T,~MT (0.,2000.)

I
I
I

PRTPLOT WVL(l},WLM1T,WVMll,WVM12,WVM13 (0.,0.16)
PAGE GROUP
PRTPLOT WVL(2~,WLM2T,WVM21,WVM22,WVM23 (0.,0.16)
PAGE GROUP
i
PRTPLOT WVL(3) ,WLM3T,WVM3l,WVM32, WVM33 (0. ,0.16)
PAGE GROUP
PRTPLOT WVL(4~,WLM4T,WVM4l,WVM42,WVM43 (0.,0.16)
pAGE GROUP
PRTPLOT WVL( 5?, WLMST, WVM51, WVM52, WVM53 ( 0. , 0.16)
PAGE GROUP
I
PRTPLOT WVL(6},WLM6T,WVM6l,WVM62,WVM63 (0.,0.16)
PAGE GROUP
PRTPLOT WVL(7},WLM7T,WVM7l,WVM72,WVM73 (0.,0.16)
PAGE GROUP
!
PRTPLOT WVL(8),WLM8T,WVM81,WVM82,WVM83 (0.,0.16)
PAGE GROUP
PRTPLOT WVL(9},Wlu~9T,WVM91,WVM92,WVM93 (0.,0.16)
PAGE GROUP
~
PRTPLOT WVL(10),WLM10T,WVM101,WVM102,WVM103 (0.,0.16)
PAGE GROUP
PRTPLOT WLV,wLVT,WLVST,WLVSC,WLVSG (0.,10000.)
PAGE GROUP
I!
* * * * * * *I* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

I

I
If

I
!

I

*

*

*

*

I

Subroutines CCHECK, WCHECK, PHOTO, ASTRO, EVATR,
I CALWAT and RESIST
Functiont
SDPF, OLW, VP
~
I

*
*
*
*
*

*
*******I***********************
END
STOP

~

I
I
I
f

I

.I

91.4
915
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
. 945
946
947
948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968

FUNCTION CCHECK(QC1)
C to check carbon balance
COMMON
EXTERNAL NOT
CIN=(WLV-WLVI)*FCLV+(WST-WSTI)*FCST+(WCO-WCOI)*FCSC
$+(WGR-WGRI)*FCGR+(WRT-WRTI)*FCRT+(WRE-WREI)*FCRE
C accumulated C flow calculated from standing dry matter
C and fraction of carbon in organs
CFL=PCGAT*12./44.-(WLVD*FCLV+WSTD*FCST+WRTD*FCRT)
C id. from net C02 assim. minus carbon in dead material
SCIFL=ABS(CIN+CFL)
CCHECK=(CIN-CFL)/(SCIFL+NOT(SCIFL))
C difference of two ways of calculation
IF(ABS(CCHECK).GT.0.01) GOTO 21
GOTO 22
21 WRITE (6,19) DATE,CIN,CFL,CCHECK
19 FORMAT(' DAY,CIN,CFL,CCHECK ' 4F15.8)
WRITE (6,1)
1 FORMAT(lOX,
$'* * *ERROR IN CARBON BALANCE, PLEASE CHECK* * *')
22 CONTINUE
.
RETURN
END
FUNCTION WCHECK(QW1)
C to check water balance in soil
COMMON
EXTER..."'l'AL NOT
WRSL=WL(1)-WLI(1)+WL(2)-WLI(2)+WL(3)-WLI(3)+WL(4)$ WLI(4)+WL(5)-WLI(5)+WL(6)-WLI(6)+WL(7)-WLI(7)+
$ WL(8)-WLI(8)+WL(9)-WLI(9)+WL(10)-WLI(10)
C total water flow from actual minus initial water content
WCHECK=(WRSL-WFL)/(WRSL+WFL+NOT(WRSL+WFL))
C difference of two ways of calculating total water flow
IF(ABS(WCHECK).GT.0.01) WRITE (6,2)
2 FORMAT(10X,
$'* * * ERROR IN WATER BALANCE, PLEASE CHECK* * *')
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PHOTO(PMAX,PEA,ALV,RDTC,RDTO,DL,DLE,DEC,
%LAT,PCGC,PCGO).
C to calculate gross C02 assimilation under completely clear
C and standard overcast sky from leaf characteristics (PMAX
C and PEA), leaf area (ALV), radiation intensity (RDTC, RDTO
C resp. clear and overcast) and corrected for daylength (DL
C and DLE). After Goudriaan and VanLaar, 1978
EXTERNAL NOT
REAL INSW,LAT
PI=3.14159265
IF(PMAX.LE.O.) GOTO 4
SSLAE=SIN((90.+DEC-LAT)*PI/180.)
X=ALOG(1.+0.45*RDTC/(DLE*3600.)*PEA/(SSLAE*PMAX))
PHCHl=SSLAE*PMAX*DLE*X/(1.+X)
Y=ALOG(1.+0.55*RDTC/(DLE*3600.)*PEA/((5.-SSLAE)*PMAX))
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969
970
971
972
973
974
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976
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979
980
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lOll
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1016
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1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023

PHCH2=~5-~SSLAE)*PMAX*DLE*Y/(l.+Y)

PHCH=O 95*(PHCHl+PHCH2)+20.5
PHC3=PJCH*(1.-EXP(-0.8*ALV))
PHC4=Dll*ALV*PMAX
PHCL=~INl(PHC3,PHC4)*
$ ( 1.-EX~ ( -(AMAXl (PHC3 ,PHC4) I (AMIN1 (PHC3,PHC4 )+1.E-10))))
Z=RDTO (DLE*3600.)*PEA/(5.*PMAX)
PHOH1= .*PMAX*DLE*Z/(1.+Z)
PHOH=0~9935*PHOH1+1.1

PH03=P~OH*(1.-EXP(-0.8*ALV))

PHOL=~IN1(PH03,PHC4)*

$(1.-EX~(-(AMAX1(PH03,PHC4)/(AMINl(PH03,PHC4)+1.E-10))))

PCGC=I SW(ALV-5.,PHCL,PHCH)
PCGO=I~SW(ALV-5.,PHOL,PHOH)

4

GOTO ~
CONTI E
PCGC=O~

PCGO=OJI

6

CONTI~I
RETURN
END
I

SUBROUtiNE ASTRO(DATE,LAT,INSP,RDTC,RDTO,DEC,DL,DLE,
DLPj
to calcula~e actual daylength (DL), hours that the sun is.
more than
degrees above the horizont and the time the
sun is mor~ than -INSP degrees under the horizont;
according tlo Goudriaan, 1977
REAL LAT 'INSP
PI=3.14159265
DEC=-2~.4*COS(2.*PI*(DATE+10.)/365.)
COSLD=GOS(DEC*PI/180.)*COS(LAT*PI/180.)
SINLD=SIN(DEC*PI/180.)*SIN(LAT*PI/180.)
DL =12j*(PI+2.*ASIN(SINLD/COSLD))/PI
DLE=12j*(PI+2.*ASIN((-SIN(8.*PI/180.)+
$
SINLD)/COSLD))/PI
DLP=12J*(PI+2.*ASIN((-SIN(INSP*PI/180.)+
$
SI~D)/COSLD))/PI
RDN=3600.*(SINLD*DL+24./PI*COSLD*
$
SQ~T(1.~(SINLD/COSLD)**2))
RDTC•015*1300.*RDN*EXP(-0.1/(RDN/(DL*3600.)))
RDTO=O 2*RDTC
RETURN:
END
•
I
SUBROUTINE EVATR(RDTM,FOV,DL,TMPA,TEMP,EPS,HU,HD,WDS,
$WDLV,RA,RC,CROPHT,ALV,MULT,EVPR,EVPD)
to calcu1arle evapotranspiration
EXTERNAL NOT
REAL MULT,MIXL,INSW,LAI
IF(HD.~Q.l.) VPA=VP(HU)
IF(HD.EQ.2.) VPA=VP(HU)-0.623*(TMPA~HU)
IF(HD.RQ.3.) VPA=HU
IF(HD.EQ.4.) VPA=4./3.*HU
IF(HD.EQ.5.) VPA=O.Ol*HU*VP(TMPA)
$

C
C
C
C

C

4

1:

I

I
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C calculation of vapour pressure in the air (mbar)
IF(HD.EQ.O.) WRITE(6,5)
5 FORMAT(lOX,'DIMENSION OF HUAA NOT SPECIFIED')
RLWO=OLW(EPS,TEMP,l.,O.,O.)
C outgoing long wave radiation (J m-2 d-1)
RLWI=OLW(l.,TMPA, 0.618, 0.0365,VPA)
C incoming long wave radiation from sky (J m-2 d-1)
RLW=(RLWO-RLWI)*(l.-0.9*FOV)*DL/24.
C net longwave radiation
WSD=WDS*MULT
C windspeed, assuming MULT = 1.333 during daytime;
C during daytime windspeed is twice the daily average
SLOPE=4158.6*VP(TMPA)/(TMPA+239.)**2
C slope of vapour presssure versus temperature curve
ZR=AMAX1(2.,CROPHT+l.)
C reference heig~t of measurements (m)
D=AMAXl(O.l,0.63*CROPHT)
C zero plane displacement for wind (m)
ZNOT=AMAXl(0.05,0.l*CROPHT)
C average clod height of soil .or crop
RAN=2.*RDTM*(l.-RC)-RLW
C incoming total. radiation (factor 2-to account for RDTM
C in shortwave-only)
IF(MULT.EQ.l.) GOTO 500
C parameterizing for crop transpiration
RAN=(2.*RDTM*(l.-RC)-RLW)*(1.-EXP(-0.5*ALV))
C intercepted radiation (J m-2 d-1)
LAI=ALV
GOTO 501
500 CONTINUE
LAI=1.
IF(CROPHT.EQ;O.) GOTO 501
C parameterizing for soil evaporation
MIXL=SQRT(1.2732*WDLV/(ALV/CROPHT))
C mixing length of vegetation
A=SQRT(0.2*ALV*CROPHT/(2.*MIXL*0.5))
C extinction factor for windspeed in crop
WSD=WDS*EXP(-A*(l-0.05/CROPHT))
C windspeed at soil surface; after Goudriaan 1977, P• 110
RAN=(2.*RDTM*(l.-RC)-RLW)*EXP(-0.5*ALV)
C radiation reaching the soil surface
D=O.l
ZNOT=O.OS
C zero plane displacement and average clod height (m)
501 CONTINUE
RTURB=0.74*((ALOG((ZR-D)/ZNOT))**2)/(0.16*WSD)*LAI
RD=92.5*SQRT(w~LV/WSD)

C
C
C
C
C

RA=0.93*RD+RTURB
Turbulence and boundery layer resistance for heat transport
and resistance in air to water vapour transport from
plants (Goudriaan et al, 1984; Goudriaan, 1977, p. 74)
RD adjusted for canopy (dd 08011985)
APSCH=0.63*(RA+RS)/RA
apparent psychrometer constant
EVPR=O.OOl*SLOPE*RAN/((SLOPE+APSCH)*2390.)

II
I
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lJ1

1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133

C evapotranspkration as influenced by radiation (mm d-1)

DRYP=(~(TMPA)-VPA)*1200./RA*DL/24.

C drying powek of the air (J m-2 d-1)

EVPD=86~00.*0.001*DRYP*LAI/((SLOPE+APSCH)*2390.)

C evaporatio;l or transpiration as influenced by drying
C power of t~~ air
RETURN

II

END

;

FUNCTIOl SDPF(A,B,TRP,ALV)
SDPF=1·r.·V.(A+B*5.*TRP/(ALV+INSW(-ALV,O.,l.)))
C soil deplet on factor
RETURN i
E'ND

~
I

FUNCTIO OLW(EPS,TEMP,A,B,VPA)
OLW=4.8e72E-3 * EPS*(TEMP+273.)**4*(A+B*SQRT(VPA))
C longwave ra~iation emitted as ·result of temperature and
C vapour pres:sure of the air
RETURN ~.,••

END

I

FUNCTIOf1 VP(TMP)
VP=6.11 EXP(l7.47*TMP/(TMP+239.))
C calculation!.•·' of vapour pressure (Goudriaan, 1977)
RETURN

1

END
SUBROUTlNE CALWAT(WL,WVL,EFRAIN,EVSLT,EESL,TRP,SOILP,

$TRAMX,~~D,TCK,TDT,TPSP,FLD,WLP,WCL;N,DWAT,RDRAIN,

$TRAN,AErAP)
C to calculat~ actual transpiration and evaporation (mm),
C loss of wat~· r because of drainage and total water flow
C per soil co partment (m3 ha-l d-1)
DIMENSI~N WVL(lO),WL(lO),TCK(lO),VAR(lO),RTL(10)
DIMENSION TDT(lO),WRED(lO)
DIMENSIPN TRA(lO),EVSL(lO),WLFL(11),DWAT(lO)

INTEGE~·••. I,N,Nl
SUMT=O •.
SUM=O. ·
DO 10 If=l,N

VAR(~)=AMAXl(WL(I)-WCL*TCK(I)*l.E4,0.)*EXP(-EESL*

C
C
C

C
C

$0.25*(TpT(I)+TCK(I)))
SUMTISUMT+VAR(I)
amount of ~ter a soil layer can contribute to evaporation
and the sommation over the profile (m3 ha-l)
RTL(k)=AMINl(TCK(I),AMAXl(RTD-TDT(I),O.))
rooted leng~t of a soil layer (m)
10 CONTINU
ERLS=O.
AEVAP=O.
SMCRI=(l.-SOILP)*(FLD-WLP)+WLP
soil moistu e content when transpiration starts to become
less then plbtential (cm3 cm-3)
DO 111 I=l,N
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IF(SUMT.GT.O.) VAR(I)=AMIN1(VAR(I)*EVSLT/SUMT,
$(WL(I)-WCL*TCK(I)*1.E4)/10.)
C recalculation of VAR to ensure that no more water is
C evaporated from a layer than is available
SUH=SUM+VAR(I)
111 CONTINUE
DO 11 I=l,N
EVSL(I)=O.
IF(SUM.GT.O.) EVSL(I)=EVSLT*VAR(I)/SUM
AEVAP=AEVAP+EVSL(I)
C evaporation from each soil layer and sum over soil profile
IF(WVL(I).LT.FLD.AND.WVL(I).GE.WLP) GOTO 12
IF(WVL(I).GE.FLD.AND.WVL(I).LT.TPSP) GOTO 13
C when water content of a soil layer is below wilting point
WRED(I)=O.
C reduction factor to water uptake by plants
GOTO .14
12 CONTINUE
C when water content of a soil layer is between fieldcapacity
C and wilting point
WRED(I)=AMIN1(1.,(WVL(I)-WLP)/(SMCRI-WLP))
GOTO 14·
13 CONTINUE
C when water content of a soil layer is between fieldcapaciry
C and complete saturation
WRED(I)=AMIN1(1.,(TPSP-WVL(I))/(TPSP-FLD))
14 CONTINUE
ERLS=ERLS+WRED(I)*RTL(I)
C effective rooted length in a soil compartment (m)
11 CONTINUE
TRAN=O.
TRRM=O.
IF(ERLS.GT.O.) TRRM=TRP/ERLS
C potential transpiration per m effectively rooted length
C (mm d-1 m-1)
DO 15 I=l,N
AW=AMAX1(0.,(WVL(I)-WLP)*RTL(I)*l.E3)
C amount of water available for transpiration in a
C comparrment (mm)
.
TRA(I)=AMIN1(TRAMX*RTL(I),WRED(I)*TRRM*WRED(I)*
$
RTL(I),AW)
TRAN=TRAN+TRA(I)
C transpiration from each soil layer and sum over profile
C (mm d-1)
15 CONTINUE
WLFL(1)=EFRAIN
C inflow of water in first soil layer (mm d-1)
N1=N+l
DO 16 I=2,Nl
WLFL(I)=AMAX1(0.,WLFL(I-1)-(FLD*TCK(I-1)*1000.
$...:.WL(I-1)*0.1))
C flow of water from layer I-1 to layer I (mm d-1)
16 CONTINUE
RDRAIN=WLFL(N1)
C flow of water at bottom of soil profile

I
r
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IL,N

Do 17
DWATti)=(WLFL(I)-WLFL(I+l)-EVSL(I)-TRA(I))*lO.
C total water!flow in each compartment (m3 ha-l d-1)
17 CONTINUE

1.~,'

RETURN
END
•

C
C

C
C
C
C

SUBROUTiNE RESIST(WDS,PCGP,DL,ALV,C02E,C02I,RSMIN
$,DVS,CRbPHT,TMPA,REFT,WDLV,RS,RTURB,RD)
calculationlof stomatal, turbulent and boundary layer
resistance to water vapour exchange between plant and air
EXTERNAL INSW,NOT
REAL K 1'
WSD=WDS,l.333
ZR=AMINi(2.,CROPHT+l.)
D=0.63*~ROPHT
ZNOT=AMAxl(0.05,0.l*CROPHT)
RTURB=-o1-i4*((ALOG((ZR-D)/ZNOT))**2)/(0.l6*WSD)*ALV
RD=92.5tSQRT(WDLV/WDS)
TEFS=2. *(O.l*(TMPA-REFT))
temperatureleffect on respiration
FNT=PCGP/DL-0.3l*TEFS*ALV
net C02 assimilation (kg ha-l hr-1) according to tar83.csm,
assuming fr~ction of protein (PS/WSC) = 0.175, and
fraction mi~erals (MS/WSC) = 0.05
FNET=(F~T+NOT(FNT))/(ALV+NOT(ALV))

C net C02 assimilation rate per leaf area
RS=(C02f-C02I)*65.556/(1.66*FNET)-0.8*RD-0.6*RTURB
C stomatal resistance ace. to Goudriaan and Van Laar, 1978
IF(RS.Gf-2000.) RS=2000.
IF(RS.Lf.RSMIN) RS=RSMIN
C maximum resp. minimum stomatal resistance (s m-1)
IF(DVS.GT.l.5) RS=RSMIN
C assuming sttmata stay open at maximum after DVS = 1.5
RETURN
END

!
!

ENDJOB

I

I
I
I
[

APPENDIX C
OBSERVATIONS EXPERIMENT 1B2, 1982

*

*

**

* * *

*********

observed weights of organs of millet
experiment 1B2, 1982

*
*
*

* *

*
*
**

**

*

*

*

* ** **

*

***

****** ** ************ *****

*

*******

TITLE 1B2
PARAM STDAY=220.
* starting day (days after 31 dec. 1981)
FUNCTION WLVM1T=l96.,0.34,207.,0.36,216.,1.32,228.,9.92, •••
236.,132.2,245.,332.5,256.,1463.8,266.,1477.8, •••
277.,1756.2,286.,1393.1, 298.,1466.1,400.,1466.1
,FUNCTION WLVM2T=l96.,0.43,207.,0.49,216.,2~38,228.,91.8, •••
236.,406.4,245.,550.7,256.,1320.3,266.,1511.9, •••
'277.,1001.2,286.,1828.7, -298.,1621.7,400.,1621.7
FUNCTION WLVM3T=l96.,0.86,207.,1.2,2l6.,8.88,228.,119.04, •••
236.,766.4,245.,1286.7,256.,1302.2,266.,1239.5, •••
277.,1341.1,286.,1646.2, 298.,1947.3,400.,1947.3
* leaf weight measured (including dead leaves)
FUNCTION WLVDlT=O.,O., 400.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD2T=O.,O., 400.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD3T=O.,O., 400.,0.
*weight of dead leaf measured
FUNCTION WSTM1T=196.,0.,207.,0.,216.,0.41,228.,4.78, •••
236.,71.92,245.,215.1,256.,2445.5,266.,4687.5, •••
277.,4749.2,286.,2979.2,298.,2776.,400.,2963.
FUNCTION WSTM2T=l96.,0.,207.,0.0,216.,0.89,228.,48.1, •••
236.,252.7,245.,408.3,256.,2000.4,266.,4873.6, •••
277.,2947.9,286.,3823.5,298.,2786.6,400.,2786.6
FUNCTION WSTM3T=196.,0.,207.,0.0,216.,3.08,228.,58.5, •••
236.,595.,245.,2636.,256.,3816.,266.,5278., •••
277.,4399.,286.,4757.,298.,3529.,400.,3529.
*weight of stem measured
FUNCTION WCOM1T=200.,0.,236.,0.,245.,30.,256.,400.2, •••
266.,890.,277.,944.,286.,989.4,298.,577.5,400.,577.5

I
I
!

I

I
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!

FUNCTION WCOM2T=200. to.~236.,0.,245.,15.,256.,301.2, •••
266. ,863. ,277. '930),286. ,983. 9 ,298. ,657 .4,400. ,657 .4
FUNCTION WCOM3T=200.J0.,236.,0.,245.,129.8,256.,815.7, •••
266.,949.,277.,1223.9,286.,778.3,298.,934.5,4oo.,934.5
*weigth of flowers a4d raffles
FUNCTION WGRM1T=200.l~~.~.0.,256.,0.,266.,41.5,277.,589.9, •••
286.,1155.9,298.,6 3.5,400.,623.5
FUNCTION WGRM2T=200. O. ,256. ,0. ,266. ,60.6 ,277. ,554.9, •••
286.,878.9,298.,56~ •• 400.,561.
FUNCTION WGRM3T=20o.Jo.,256.,0.,26u.,438.6,277.,1422.2, •••
286.,1117.,298.,97t.1,4oo.,971.1
*weight of grains medsured
FUNCTION WRTM1T=200.j0.,206.,0.,207.,0.13,216.,4.44, •••
228.,19.8,236.,37.Q,245.,205.4,256.,233.1,266.,503.7, •••
277.,290.4,286.,24~-9,298.,202.0,400.,202.0
FUNCTION WRTM2T=200.J0.,206.,0.,207.,0.13,216.,4.15, •••
228.,3o.6,236.,1o3i2,245.,275.1,256.,538.3,266.,157.o, •••
277.,640.5,286.,301.2,298.,348.2,400.,348.2
FUNCTION WRTM3T=200. Jo. ,206. ,0. ,207. ,0.24,216. ,11.31, •••
228.,55.3,236.,203~0,245.,309.6,256.,972.6,266.,93.8, •••
277.,239.5,286.,39q.1,298.,154.1,400.,154.1
*weight of roots mea~ured
~

-.....!
-.....!

FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
* weight

WCSM1T=O.,oJ, 300.,0.
WCSM2T=O.,OJ, 300.,0.
WCSM3T=0.,01, 300.,0.
of pods mea~ured

**********

i*********************

**
I
observed rain and soil water under millet
*
experimJnt 1B2, 1982
** * * * * * * * * * l'. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
!
TITLE 1R1B2
FUNCTION WVLll = • • • i
197.,0.029, 201.,0i064,
236.,0.092, 245.,0,.128,
278. ,0.017, 287. ,0~020,
FUNCTION WVL21 = ••• li
197.,0.031, 2o1.,oJo32,
236.,0.096, 245.,0i127,
278.,0.029, 287.,0.020,
FUNCTION WVL31 = •••
197.,0.036, 201.,0~052,
236.,0.103, 245.,0J117,
278.,0.038, 287.,oll.o26,
FUNCTION WVL41 = .•• ,
197.,0.025, 201.,0J039,
236.,0.114, 245.,0~128,
278.,0.010, 287.,oJo32,

**
*
* **

1·

I

I
r

!

I

207.,0.019, 216.,0.154, 228.,0.051, •••
256.,0.043, 268.,0.046, •••
464. ,0.001
201.,o.o28, 216.,0.128, 228.,o.o76, •••
256.,0.043, 268.,0.051, •••
464.,0.003
207.,0.032, 216.,0.112, 228.,0.089, •••
256.,0.055, 268.,0.062, •••
464.,o.oo6
207.,0.026, 216.,0.107, 228.,0.096, •••
256.,0.064, 268.,0.062, •••
464.,o.oo6

OBSERVATIONS EXPERIMENT 1B2, 1982
FUNCTION WVL51 = •••
197.,0.010, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.116, 245.,0.122,
278.,0.010, 287.,0.032,
FUNCTION WVL61 = •••
197.,0.010, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.116, 245.,0.128,
278.,0.010, 287.,0.034,
FUNCTION WVL71 = •••
197.,0.010, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.111, 245.,0.116,
- 278.,0.010, 287.,0.033,
FUNCTION WVL81 = •••
197.,0.010, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.109, 245.,0.127,
278.,0.010, 287.,0.032,
FUNCTION WVL91 = •••
197.,0.010, 201.,0.010;
236.,0.114, 245.,0.120,
278.,0.010, 287.,0.033,
FUNCTION WVL101 = •••
197.,0.010, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.119, 245.,0.139,
218.,o.o1o, 287.,o.oi2,
TITLE 1R2B2
FUNCTI9N WVL12 = •••
197.,0.033, 201.,0.037,
236.,0.097, 245.,0.109,
287.,0.011, 464.,0.004
.FUNCTION WVL22 = •••
197.,0.069, 201.,0.063,
236.,0.105, 245.,0.101,
"287.,0.022, 464.,0.003
FUNCTION WVL32 = •••
197.,0.068, 201.,0.021,
236.,0.101, 245.,0.102,
287.,0.026, 464.,0.006
FUNCTION WVL42 = •••
197.,0.021, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.109, 245.,0.098,
287.,0.033, 464.,0.003
FUNCTION WVL52 = •••
197.,0.021, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.112, 245.,0.095,
287.,0.036, 464.,0.006
FUNCTION WVL62 = •••
197.,0.021, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.108, 245.,0.106,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.006
FUNCTION WVL72 = •••
197.,0.021, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.109, 245.,0.092,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.003
FUNCTION WVL82 = •••
197.,0.021, 201.,0.010,
236.,0.110, 245.,0.094,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.004
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207.,0.016, 216.,0.084, 228.,0.097, •••
256.,0.067, 268.,0.048, •.•
464.,0.007
207.,0.017, 216.,0.069, 228.,0.104, •••
256.,0.071, 268.,0.047, •••
464.,0.003
207.,0.010, 216.,0.036, 228.,0.109, •••
256.,0.079, 268.,0.048, •••
464.,0.004
207.,0.010, 216.,0.016, 228.,0.110, •••
256.,0.085, 268.,0.048, •••

~64.,0.005

207.,0.010, 216.,0.010, 228.,0.107, •••
256.,0.094, 268.,0.057, •••
464.,0.009
207.,0.010, 21u.,0.010, 228.,0.121, •••
256.,0.111, 268.,0.075, •••
464.,o.oo8
207.,0.030, 216.,0.156, 228.,0.071, •••
256.,0.031, 268.,0.060, 278.,0.013, •••
207.,0.032, 216.,0.137: 228.,0.089, •••
256.,0.040, 268.,0.068, 278.,0.021, •••
.
207.,0.037, 216.,0.119, 228.,0.098, •••
256.,0.043, 268.,0.063, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.038, 216.,0.110, 228.,0.103, •••
256.,0.046~ 268.,0.064, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.030, 216.,0.078, 228.,0.105, •••
256.,0.047, 268.,0.049, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.025, 216.,0.037, 228.,0.107, •••
256.,0.051; 268.,0.046, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.018, 216.,0.021, 228.,0.103, •• ~
256.,0.055, 268.,0.043, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.016, 216.,0.020, 228.,0.104, •••
256.,0.057, 268.,0.040, 278.,0.010, •••

[
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FUNCTION WVL92 = •••
197.,0.021, 201.,0. 10,
236.,0.116, 245.,0.p83,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.r05
FUNCTION WVL102 = ••••
197.,0.021, 201.,0. 10,
236.,0.126, 245.,o.b88,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.005
TITLE 1R3B2
/;
FUNCTION WVL13 = •••
197.,0.034, 201.,0.067,
236.,0.091, 245.,0.~29,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.!.04
FUNCTION WVL23 = ••• .
197.,0.043, 201.,0.p48,
236. ,0.101, 245. ,0.~11,
287.,0.016, 464.,o.bo4
FUNCTION WVL33 = ••• I
197.,0.043, 201.,o.b54,
236.,0.115, 245.,0.~25,
287.,0.023, 464.,0.r04
FUNCTION WVL43 = ••• 1
197.,0.047, 201.,0. 52,
236.,0.114, 245.,0.~14,
287.,0.028, 464.,o.bl0
FUNCTION WVL53 = •••
197.,0.039, 201.,0.0~·40,
236. ,0.123, 245. ,o. 04,
287.,0.030, 464.,0.107
FUNCTION WVL63 = • • •
197.,0.037, 201.,0. 33,
236.,0.138, 245.,0.~16,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.t07
FUNCTION WVL73 = ••• i
197.,0.039, 201.,0 •.. 37,
236.,0.135, 245.,0. 07,
287.,0.010, 464.,0. 03
FUNCTION WVL83 = • • • I
197.,o.o4o, 201.,o.b81,
236 •• 0.010, 245.,0-r·~~··· 23,
287.,0.010, 464.,0. 04
FUNCTION WVL93 = •••
197.,0.041, 201.,0. 45,
236.,0.151, 24s.,o.l21,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.~04
FUNCTION WVL103 = ···I
197.,0.043, 201.,0.~9.·48,
236.,0.152, 245.,0. 24,
287.,0.010, 464.,0. 01

I

I

--...!

co

.
6

TABLE

207.,0.010, 216.,0.014, 228.,0.106, •••
256.,0.059, 268.,0.040, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.010, 216.,0.010, 228.,0.098, •••
256.,0.062, 268.,0.067, 278.,0.010, •••

207.,0.026, 216.,0.120, 228.,0.068, •••
256.,0.034, 268.,0.060, 278.,0.018, •••
207.,0.054, 216.,0.126, 228.,0.072, •••
256. ,0.048, 268.,0.046, 278.,0.026, •••
207.,0.059, 216.,0.125, 228.,0.077, •••
256.,0.059, 268.,0.039, 278.,0.035, •••
207.,0.064, 216.,0.118, 228.,0.092, •••
256.,0.067, 268.,0.037, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.056, 216.,0.095, 228.,0.095, •••
256. ,0.071, 268.,0.038, 278.,0.010, •••

.
207.,0.048, 216.,0.093, 228.,0.092, •••
256.,0.079, 268.,0.050, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.028, 216.,0.083, 228.,0.097, •••
256.,0.089, 268.,0.040, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,o.oss, 216.,0.056, 228.,0.100, •••
268.,0.039, 278.,0.010, •••
256.,0.096.
207.,0.045, 216.,0.053, 228.,0.096, •••
256.,0.097, 268.,0.041, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.050, 216.,0.051, 228.,0.098, •••
256.,0.106, 268.,0.045, 278.,0.010, •••

RAINT(200-300)=~.:5.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, •••
0.8, o.o, 18.1, o.o, 26.0, •••
o.o~
o.o,
o.or 41.6,

I

I

4.4,
3.7,

o.o,
o.o,

o.o, •••
o.o, •••
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48.4, o.o, 35.8,
1.0, o.o, o.o,
0.3, o.o, 70.1,
o.o, 11.4, 2.3,
o.o, o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o, o.o,
3.1, o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o, 22.3,
o.o, o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o, o.o,
1.2, o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o, o.o,
o.o

2.6, o.o, •••
o.o, o.o, •••
o.o, 46.5, •••
o.o, 20.7, •••
o.o, 26.5, •••
0.7, o.o, •••

o.o, o.o, ••.

o.o, 23.8, •••
o.o, o.o, •••
o.o, o.o, •••
o.o, o.o, •••
o.o, o.o, •••
o.o, o.o, ...
o.o, 9.3, •••
o.o, o.o, •••

o.o, o.o, ••.

I
I
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I

277.,1014., 286.,1116., 298.,878., 400., 875.
FUNCTION WCOM2T=200.,0.,236.,0.,245.,14., 256.,393., 266.,863., •••
277.,942., 286.,1007., 298.,803., 400.,800.
FUNCTION WCOM3T=200.,0.,236.,0.,245.,90., 256.,727., 266.,949., •••
277.,1001., 286.,1161., 298.,923., 400.,920.

l
I

l

FUNCTION WGRM1T=200.,0.,256.,0.,266.,41., 277.,957., 286.,961., •••
298.,1023., 400.,1025.
FUNCTION WGRM2T=200.,0.,256.,0.,266.,371., 277.,664., 286.,1115., •••
298.,855., 400.,850 •.
~UNCTION WGRM3T=200.,0.,256.,0.,266.,645., 277.,816., 286.,1191., •••
298.,643., 400.,640.

APPENDIX D

OB. ERVATIONS EXPERIMENT 1B3, 1982

l.*• *• **• • • • *• *• •
observed we~ghts of organs of millet

• • • • • **• • *

*

*

• • • • •
:

*

••••••••••I ••••••••••••••••••••.
*
*

experiment 1B3, 1982
l•

*

TITLE 1B3

PARAM STDAY=220.
*starting day (days!after 31 dec. 1981)

.........
1..0

FUNCTION WLVM1T=196.~0.34, 207.,0.36, 216.,1.40, 228.,44.83, •••
236.,212.,245.,954~. 256.,1238., 266.,1169., 277.,1308., •••
286.,1443., 298.,2b3o., 4oo., 2000.
FUNCTION WLVM2T=196.[0.43, 207.,0.49, 216.,1.67,.228.,79.59, •••
236.,242., 245.,90f·· 256.,1144., 266.,1325., 277.,1141., •••
286.,1203., 298-,1~50., 400., 1650.
FUNCTION WLVM3T=196 •.~0.34, 207.,0.48, 216.,23.84, 228.,395.65, •••
236.,1283, 245.,13 6., 256.,1593., 266.,1375., 277.,1598., •••
286.,2384., 298.,1,76., 400.,1650.
FUNCTION WLVD1T=O.,O~, 400.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD2T=O.,O[l' 400.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD3T=O.,O·,
400.,0.
1
FUNCTION WCSM1T=O.,O[t· , 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM2T=O.,O , 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM3T=O. ,o : , 300. ,0.
1

I

FUNCTION WSTM1T=196.[0.,207.,0.,216.,.49,228.,21.97,236.,111., •••
245.,1040.,256.,27 4.,266.,4321.,277.,3458.,286.,3770., •••
298.,3587.,400., 3 oo.
FUNCTION WSTM2T=196.l0.,207.,0.,216.,.57,228.,38.86,236.,132., •••
245.,1080.,256.,25l7.,266.,3853.,277.,2749.,286.,3182., •••
298., 3238., 4oo.,s3oo.
FUNCTION WSTM3T=l96.~0.,207.,0.,216.,9.17,228.,245.79,236.,1364., •••
245.,2853.,256.,3402.,266.,5055.,277.,5873.,286.,4236., •••
298.,3234., 400.,3Soo.
FUNCTION WCOM1T=200.~0.,236.,0.,245.,32., 256.,423., 266.,890., •••

FUNCTION WRTM1T=200.,0.,207.,1.01,216.,11.11,228.,26.67, •••
236.,89.88, 245.,214.33, 256.,264.2, 266.,345.19, •••
277.,621.7,286.,202.97,298.,300., 400.,300.
FUNCTION WRTM2T=200.,0.,207.,1.36,216.,8.4,228.,22.22, •••
236.,145.19,245.,339.27,256.,284.95,266.,313.09, •••
277.,257.78,286.,171.36,298.,200., 400.,200.
FUNCTION WRTM3T=200.,0.,207.,1.31,216.,14.57,228.,138.77, •••
236.,251.36,245.,338.77,256.,332.35,266.,313.59, •••
277.,436.06,286.,225.19,298.,200., 400.,200~

**********************
*
observed rain and soil water under

*
*
** * * *

* *

*

* * * *

**

TITLE 1R1B3
FUNCTION WVL11
197.,0.030,
236.,0.086,
287.,0.009,
FUNCTION WVL21
197.,0.039,
236.,0.095,
287.,0.013,
FUNCTION WVL31
197.,0.036,
236.,0.103,
287.,0.020,
FUNCTION WVL41
197.,0.033,
236.,0.109,
287.,0.028,
FUNCTION WVL51
197.,0.050,
236.,0.116,
287.,0.033,
FUNCTION WVL61
197.,0.046,
236.,0.112,
287.,0.034,

*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * *

201.,0.064,
245.,0.104,
464.,0.001
= •••
201.,0.033,
245.,0.093,
464.,0.003
= •••
201.,0.035,
245.,0.109,
464.,0.006
= •••
201.,0.030,
245.,0.116,
464.,0.006
= •••
201.,0.020,
245.,0.116,
464.,0.007
= •••
201.,0.019,
245.,0.106,
464.,0.003

*

*

millet

*

experiment 1B3, 1982
* * * *

*

*

*

*

207.,0.019, 216.,0.172, 228.,0.070, •••
256.,0.022, 268.,0.049, 278.,0.012, •••
207.,0.036, 216.,0.153, 228.,0.086, •••
256.,0.030, 268.,0.054, 278.,0.018, •••
207.,0.048, 216.,0.136, 228.,0.091, •••
256.,0.036, 268.,0.062, 278.,0.034, •••
207.,0.039, 216.,0.131, 228.,0.097, •••
256.,0.045, 268.,0.052, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.027, 216.,0.084, 228.,0.103, •••
256.,0.047, 268.,0.053, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.014, 216.,0.044, 228.,0.112, •••
256.,0.049, 268.,0.057, 278.,0.010, •••

!
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FUNCTION WVL71 = •••
197.,0.040, 201.,' .010,
236.,0.120, 245.,b.117,
287.,0.034, 464.,$.oo4
FUNCTION WVL81 =
197.,0.035, 201 •• ~.010,
236.,0.108, 245.,~.117,
287.,0.031, 464.,~,.005
.
FUNCTION WVL91 = ···I
197.,0.031, 201.,~.010,
236.,0.098, 245.,~.· .104,
287.,0.010, 464.,~.009
FUNCTION WVL101 = ••t
197.,0.032, 201.,~.010,
236. ,0.084, 245. ,@.106,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.008
TITLE 1R2B3
FUNCTION WVL12 = ••• !
197.,0.036, 201.,0.045,
236.,0.089, 245.,4.097,
287.,0.006, 464.,0.004
FUNCTION WVL22 = • •
197.,0.066, 201.,Q.025,
236.,0.094, 245.,0.095,
287.,0.012, 464.,0.003
FUNCTION WVL32 = ••• !
197.,0.031, 201.,0.028,
236.,o.1o1, 245.,d.1o1,
287.,0.018, 464.,0.006
FUNCTION WVL42 = •••
197.,0.029, 201.,Q.026,
236.,0.107, 245.,Q.103,
287.,0.025, 464.,1.003
FUNCTION WVL52 = ••• 1
197.,0.023, 201.,q.o1o,
236.,0.108, 245.,0.102,
287.,o.o3o, 464.,d.oo6
FUNCTION WVL62 =
1
197. ,0.010, 201., .010,
236.,0.107, 245.,d.101,
287.,0.010, 464.,di'.• 006
FUNCTION WVL72 = ••• •
197.,0.010, 201.,q.o1o,
236.,0.104, 245.,0.106,
281.,o.o1o, 464.,~·.oo3
FUNCTION WVL82 = ••• :
197.,0.010, 201., .010,
236. ,0.108, 245., 1.098,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.004
FUNCTION WVL92 = •••
191.,o.o1o, 201.,q.o1o,
236. ,0.101, 245. ,q.o82,
287.,0.010, 464.,9.005
FUNCTION WVL102 = •••t
197.,0.010, 201.,d.o1o,

···I
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207.,0.014, 216.,0.021, 228.,0.113, •••
256.,0.051, 268.,0.060, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.010, 216.,0.010, 228.,0.113, •••
256.,0.050, 268.,0.060, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.010, 216.,0.010, 228.,0.104, •••
256.,0.059, 268.,0.065, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.010, 216.,0.010, 228.,0.103, •••
256. ,0.064, 268. ,0.070, 278. ,0.010, •••

I

·I:

c:c

0

I

···J

I

207.,0.017, 216.,0.144, 228.,0.044, •••
256.,0.025, 268.,0.051, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.030, 216.,0.130, 228.,0.066, •••
256.,0.035, 268.,0.050, 278.,0.020, •••
207.,0.034, 216.,0.122, 228.,0.080, •••
256.,o.o43, 268.,o.o55, 278.,o.o32, •••
207.,0.036, 216.,0.111, 228.,0.093, •••
256.,0.050, 268.,0.056, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.036, 216.,o.o87, 228.,0.093, •••
256.,0.058, 268.,0.053, 278.,0.010, •••
207. ,0.022, 216. ,0.054, 228. ,0.099, •••
256.,0.065, 268.,0.047, 278.,0.010, •••
2o7.,o.o1o, 216.,0.032, 228.,0.101, •••
256.,0.065, 268.,0.049, 278.,0.010, •••
207.,0.010, 216.,0.015, 228.,0.102, •••
256. ,0.072, 268. ,0.051, 278. ,0.010, •••
201.,o.o1o, 216.,0.015, 228.,o.1o2, •••
256. ,o.083, 268. ,o.o51, 278. ,o.o1o, •••
2o7.,o.o1o, 216.,o.o1o, 228.,o.1oo, •••
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236.,0.120,
287.,0.010,
TITLE 1R3B3
FUNCTION WVL13
197.,0.033,
236.,0.090,
287.,0.010,
FUNCTION WVL23
197.,0.041,
236.,0.099,
287.,0.018,
FUNCTION WVL33
197.,0.047,
236.,D.107,
287.,0.025,
FUNCTION WVL43
197.,0.051,
236.,0.115,
287.,0.032,
FUNCTION WVL53
197.,0.038,
236.,0.118,
287.,0.037,
FUNCTION WVL63
197.,0.031,
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245.,0.093, 256.,0.089, 268.,0.057, 278.,0.010, •••
464.,0.005
= •••
201.,0.063, 207.,0.032, 216.,0.116, 228.,0.063, •••
245.,0.113, 256.,0.034, 268.,0.066, 278.,0.021, •••
464.,0.004
= •••

201.,0.052,
245.,0.1iO,
464.,0.004
= •••
201.,0.050,
245.,0.115,
464.,0.004
= •••
201.,0.047,

207.,0.049, 216.,0.113, 228.,0.069, •••
256.,0.047, 268.,0.061, 278.,0.035, •••
207.,0.044, 216.,0.127, 228.,0.088, •••
256.,0.047, 268.,0.052, 278.,0.042, •••
207.,0.047, 216.,0.113, 228.,0.091, •••

245.,0~108, 256.,0.053, 268.,0.047, 278.,0.028, •••

464.,0.010

= •••

201.,0.033, 207.,0.036; 216.,0.110, 228.,0.092, •••
245.,0.119, 256.,0.062, 268.,0.044, 278.,0.023, •••
464.,0.007
= •••

201.,0.032, 207.,0.033, 216.,0.091, 228.,0.099, •••

236~,0.116, 245.,0.097, 256.,0.063, 268.,0.045, 278.,0.026, •••

287.,0.010, 464.,0.007
FUNCTION WVL73 = •••
197.,0.021, 201.,0.034,
236.,0.119, 245.,0.101,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.003
FUNCTION WVL83 = •••
197.,0.010, 201.,0.037,
236.,0.118, 245.,0.103,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.004
FUNCTION WVL93 = •••
197.,0.010, 201.,0.042,
236.,0.124, 245.,0.108,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.004
FUNCTION WVL103 = •••
197.,0.010, 201.,0.037,
236.,0.124, 245.,0.104,
287.,0.010, 464.,0.001

207.,0.035, 216.,0.064, 228.,0.097, •••
256-~0.068, 268.,0.044, 278.,0.023, •••
207.,0.034, 216.,0.026, 228.,0.097, •••
256.,0.072, 268.,0.046, 278.,0.024, •••
207.,0.035, 216.,0.016, 228.,0.094, •••
256.,0.077, 268.,0.053, 278.,0.023, •••
207.,0.038, 216.,0.015, 228.,0.075, •••
256.,0.079, 268.,0.057, 278.,0.023, •••

TABLE RAINT(200-300)=15.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, •••
0.8, o.o, 18.1, o.o, 26.0, •••
o.o, o.o, 4.4, o.o, o.o, •••
o.o, 41.6, 3.7, o.o, o.o, •••
48.4, o.o, 35.8, 2.6, o.o, •••
1.0, o.o, o.o, o.o, o.o, •••
0.3, o.o, 70.1, o.o, 46.5, •••
o.o, 11.4, 2.3, o.o, 20.7, •••
o.o, o.o, o.o, o.o, 26.5, •••
o.o, o.o, o.o, 0.7, o.o, •••
3.1, o.o, o.o, o.o, o.o, •••
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o.o,
o.o,
o.o,
o.o,
o.o,
o.o,
o.o,
o.o,
o.o,

o.o, o.o,
o.o,
o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o,
o.o, o.o,

22.3,

23.8, •••

o.o, .•.
o.o, •.•
o.o, ...
o.o, .••
o.o, ..•
9.3, •••

o.o, .•.
o.o, .•.

APPENDIX E
OBSERVATIONS EXPERIMENT 5A2C1, 1983

********

*
*
*

R

***********************

observed weights of organs of millet
experiment 5A2C1, 1983

*

*
*

*

** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •* * * * * * * * * * * * *

TITLE 5A2C1
PARAM STDAY=225.

(X)

FUNCTI~N WLVM1T= 213.,0.25,217.,0.15,223.,1.,243.,129.1,
276.,464~9, 292.,455.4, 300.,460.

FUNCTION WLVM2T= 213.,0.25,217.,0.15,223.,1.,243.,249.8,
276.,988.5, 292.,745.8, 300.,750.
FUNCTION WLVM3T= 213.,0.25,217.,0.15,223.,1.,243:,257.3,
276.,905.3, 292.,482.5, 300.,485.
FUNCTION WLVD1T=O.,O., 400.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD2T=O.,O., 400.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD3T=O.,O., 400.,0.
FUNCTION WSTM1T= 213.,0.,233.,0., 243.,80.86, 276.,916.8, •••
292.,971.4, 300.,970.
FUNCTION WSTM2T= 213.,0.,233.,0., 243.,203.8, 276.,1579.7, •••
292.,1232.7,300.,1230.
FUNCTION WSTM3T= 213.,0.,233.,0., 243.,171.0, 276.,1230.2, •••
292.,961.2, 300.,960.
FUNCTION WCOM1T= 217.,0.,243.,0.,276.,196.6,292.,330.5,300.,335.
FUNCTION WCOM2T= 217.,0.,243.,0.,276.,350.0,292.,316.3,300.,320.
FUNCTION WCOM3T= 217.,0.,243.,0.,276.,423.0,292.,353.9,300.,355.
FUNCTION WGRM1T= 217.,0., 243.,0., 276.,0., 292.,922., 300.,922.
FUNCTION WGRM2T= 217.,0., 243.,0., 276.,0., 292.,911., 300.,911.
FUNCTION WGRM3T= 217. ,0., 243. ,0., 276. ,0., 292. ,931., 300. ,931 .•
FUNCTION WRTM1T= 217.,0.,243.,42.,276.,265.,292.,205.,300.,205.
FUNCTION WRTM2T= 217.,0.,243.,90.,276.,365.,292.,204.,300.,205.
FUNCTION WRTM3T= 217.,0.,243.,86.,276.,354.,292.,207.,300.,205.

f
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WCSM1T~ O.,~.,

FUNCTION
400.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM2T= O.,u., 400.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM3T= O.,b., 400.,0.

**********

*
*
*

*

r~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
:

observed ra n and soil water under millet
experim~nt 5A2C1, 1983

*******

***

!

~ *

~

********************

TITLE 5R1A2Cl
FUNCTION WVL11 = ···l
218.,0.018, 229.,0l062,
271.,0.035, 281.,0~001,
521.,0.03
FUNCTION WVL21 =
218.,0.027, 229.,01,077,
271.,0.040, 281.,o;oo2,

!
···i

00
N

241.,0.053, 250.,0.016, 259.,0.031, •••
291.,0.023, 368.,0.003, 495.,0.001, •••
241.,0.070, 250.,0.026, 259.,0.047, •••
291.,o.o3o, 368.,0.011, 495.,o.oo3, •••

521.,0.06
1'
FUNCTION WVL31 = ••. i
218.,0.026, 229.,0'087, 241.,0.070,
271.,0.086, 281.,0t•:.oo2, 291.,0.026,
521.,0.05
.
FUNCTION WVL41 = ••• I
21s.,o.o23, 229.,o:o8o, 241.,o.o77,
271.,0.092, 281.,0~008, 291.,0.024,
:
521.,0.03
FUNCTION WVL51 = ···11
218.,0.019, 225.,.12, •••
229.,0.064, 241.,o !o82~ 25o.,o.o61,
271.,0.036, 281.,o,;.oo8, 291.,0.014,
521.,0.02
FUNCTION WVL61 = ••• ;
218.,0.019, 225.,. 2, •••
229.,0.064, 241.,0!082, 250.,0.061,
271.,0.036, 281.,o!oo8, 291.,0.014,
521.,0.02
r
FUNCTION WVL71 = ••• ,
218.,0.010, 225.,.09, •••
229.,0.025, 241.,01074, 250.,0.063,
271.,0.o4o, 281.,oioo8, 291.,o.o1o,
521.,0.02
FUNCTION WVL81 = •••
218.,0.010, 225.,0'09, •••
229.,0.025, 241.,01074, 250.,0.063,
271.,0.040, 281.,oloo8, 291.,o.o1o,
521.,0.02
FUNCTION WVL91 =
218.,0.010, 225.,.04, •••
229.,0.010, 241.,0!052, 250.,0.052,
271.,0.038, 281.,o!oo8, 291.,o.o1o,
521.,0.02
II
FUNCTION WVL101 = ••
218.,0.010, 225.,0104, •••

1

*
*
*
*

250.,0.040, 259.,0.049, •••
368.,0.011, 495.,o.oo5, •••
250.,0.052, 259.,0.042, •••
368.,0.007, 495.,0.007, •••

259.,0.043, •••
368.,0.011, 495.,o.o1, •••

I

l

!
···i

J.

259.,0.043, •••
368.,0.011, 495.,o.o1, •••

259.,0.046, •••
368.,o.oo9, 495.,0.01, •••

259.,0.046, •••
368.,0.010, 495.,0.01, •••

259.,0.046, •••
368.,o.oo8, 495.,0.01, •••
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229.,0.010, 241.,0.052, 250.,0.052,
271.,0.038, 281.,0.008, 291.,0.010,
521.,0.02
TITLE 5R2A2C1
FUNCTION WVL12
218.,0.010, 229.,0.070, 241.,0.046,
271.,0.022, 281.,0.002, 291.,0.003,
521.,0.02
FUNCTION WVL22 = •••
218.,0.020, 229.,0.091, 241.,0.074,
271.,0.029, 281.,0.002, 291.,0.003,
521.,0.04
FUNCTION WVL32 = •••
218.,0.022, 229.,0.094, 241.,0.085,
271.,0.027, 281.,0.008, 291.,0.004,
521.,0.03
FUNCTION WVL42 = •••
218.,0.021, 229.,0.068, 241.,0.092,
271.,0.025, 281.,0.003, 291.,0.004,
521.,0.01
FUNCTION WVL52 = .•.
218.,0.017, 225.,.12, •••
229.,0.034, 241.,0.088, 250.,0.060,
271.,0.013, 281~,0.010, 291.,0.010,
521.,0.01
FUNCTION WVL62 = •••
218.,0.017, 220.,.12, •••
229.,0.034, 241.,0.088, 250.,0.060,
271.,0.013, 281.,0.010, 291.,0.010,
521.,0.01
FUNCTION WVL72 = .•.
.218.,0.010, 220.,0.09, •••.
229.,0.010, 241.,0.063, 250.,0.053,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.010, 291.,0.010,
521.,0.02
FUNCTION WVL82 = •••
218.,0.010, 220.,0.09, •••
229.,0.010, 241.,0.063, 250.,0.053,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.010, 291.,0.010,
521.,0.02
FUNCTION WVL92 = •••
218.,0.010, 220.,0.04, •••
229.,0.010, 241.,0.015, 250.,0.017,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.010, 291.,0.010,
521.,0.02
FUNCTION WVL102 = •••
218.,0.010, 220.,0.04, •••
229.,0.010, 241.,0.015, 250.,0.017,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.010, 291.,0.010,
521.,0.02
TITLE 5R3A2C1
FUNCTION WVL13
218.,0.012, 229.,0.071, 241.,0.050,
271.,0.020, 281.,0.006, 291.,0.003,
521.,0.03

259.,0.046, •••
368.,0.008, 495.,0.01, •••

250.,0.014, 259.,0.023, •••
368.,0.003, 495.,0.003, •••
250.,0.033, 259.,0.031, •••
368.,0.010, 495.,0.006, •••
250.,0.048, 259.,0.046, •••
368.,0.011, 495.,0.009, •••
250.,0.056, 259.,0.036, •••
368.,0.007, 495.,0.02, •••

259.,0~021,

•••
368.,0.011, 495.,0.02, •••

259.,0.021, •••
368.,0.011, 495.,0.02, •••

259.,0.019, •••
368.,0.009, 495.,0.02, •••

259.,0.019, •••
368.,0.010, 495.,0.02, •••

259.,0.015, •••
368.,0.008, 495.,0.02, •••

259.,0.015, •••
368.,0.007, 495.,0.02, •••

250.,0.017, 259.,0.020, •••
368.,0.003, 495.,0.002, •••

~
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ex:>

w

FUNCTION WVL23 = • • i
,
218.,0.024, 229.,q.o86, 241.,0.074,
271.,0.027, 281.,~.001, 291.,0.003,
521. ,o.o4
1
FUNCTION WVL33 = •• ~
218.,o.o3o, 229.,q.o89, 241.,0.084,
271.,o.o22, 231.,q.oo1, 291.,o.oo4,
521.,o.o4
i
FUNCTION WVL43 = •• Jl
218.,0.023, 229.,q.o73, 241.,0.084,
271.,0.027, 231.,q.oo1, 291.,o.oo4,
521. ,0.02
II
FUNCTION WVL53 = •• Jt
218.,0.018, 22o.,q.12, •••
229.,0.036, 241.,q.o81, 250.,0.061,
271.,0.010, 281.,Q.010, 291.,0.010,
521. ,o.o1
1
FUNCTION WVL63 = •••[I:
218.,0.018, 22o.,q.12, •••
229.,0.036, 241.,Q.081, 250.,0.061,
271.,0.010, 281.,9.010, 291.,0.010,
521. ,0.01
!'
FUNCTION WVL73 = •• )!
218.,0.010, 220.,9.09, •••
229.,0.018, 241.,q.o67, 250.,o.o52,
271.,0.010, 281.,0,.010, 291.,0.010,
521.,0.01
I
FUNCTION WVL83 = ··i
218.,o.o1o, 22o.,q.o9,...
229.,0.018, 241.,q.o67, 250.,0.052,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.010, 291.,0.010,
521. ,0.01
1
FUNCTION WVL93 = •••)
218.,0.010, 220.,~.04, •••
229.,0.010, 241.,'j.010, 250.,0.025,
271.,0.010, 281.,~0•• 010, 291.,0.010,
521.,0.01
FUNCTION WVL103 = •• :.
218.,0.010, 220., .04, •••
229.,o.o1o, 241.,q.o1o, 25o.,o.o25,
271.,0.010, 281.,9.010, 291.,0.010,
521. ,0.01

OBSERVATIONS EXPERIMENT 5A2C1, 1983
1.3,0.,0.,7.8,0., •••
o.,15.,o.,o.,o., •••
15.3,2.8,0.,0.,0., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••

250.,0.028, 259.,o;o34, •••
368.,0.011, 495.,0.004, •••
25o.,o.o46, 259.,0.034, •••
368.,0.011, 495.,0.003, •••

o.

25o.,o.o53, 259.,o.o3o, •••
368.,o.oo7, 495.,o.oo1, •••

259.,o.o3o, •••
368.,0.011, 495.,0.01, •••

259.,0.030, •••
368.,0.011, 495.,0.01, •••

259.,0.027, •••
368.,0.009, 495.,0.01, •••
_
259.,0.027, •••
368.,0.010, 495.,0.01, •••

259.,0.015, •••
368.,0~008, 495.,0.01, •••

I

259.,0.015, •••
368.,0.008, 495.,0.01, •••

TABLE RAINT(200-300)!FO.,O.,O.,O.,O., •••
o.,b.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,p.3,7.1,o.,o.3, •••
o •• ~8.1,o.,o.3,26.1, •••
o.,p.,o.,o.,27.2, •••
o.,~.,o.,o.,o., •••
37.b,o.,11.6,o.,9.5, •••
o.,p.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,p.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.2~o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,p.,o.,3.1,0.2, •••
15.Lo.,o.,o.2,o., •••

I
__ I
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FUNCTION WCSM1T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM2T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM3T=O.,O., 300.,0.

I

*
*

*
*
*

APPENDIX F

l

OBS,RVATIONS EXPERIMENT 5A2C2, 1983

TITLE 5R1A2C2
FUNCTION WVLll

i

I
******* ***r******* *** *** *** * ****
**

*

*

**

00
~

l

**

observed wefghts of organs of millet
experi~ent 5A2C2, 1983

*

'
*
********~ *********************

TITLE 5A2C2

I

PARAM STDAY=225.

l

FUNCTION WLVM1T=213.l0.25,217.,0.15,223.,1., 243.,237.9,
276.,119B.7, 292.,1431.1, 3oo.,15oo.
FUNCTION WLVM2T=213.~0.25,217.,0.15,223.,1., 243.,149.2,
276.,1420.8, 292.,1391.0, 300.,1400.
FUNCTION WLVM3T=213.l0.25,217.,0.15,223.,1., 243~,236.0,
276.,1505.3, 292.,2136.3, 300.,2200.

I
FUNCTION WLVD1T=O.,OL, 300.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD2T=O.,Ol, 300.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD3T=O.,ot, 300.,0.
1

FUNCTION WSTM1T=213.l o.,223.,0., 243.,166.1, 276.,3715.2,
292.,43 2.2, 300.,4500.
FUNCTION WSTM2T=213.l0.,223.,0., 243.,101.9, 276.,3717.4,
292.,4327.5, 300.,4500.
FUNCTION WSTM3T=213.t0.,223.,0., 243.,171.8, 276.,4491.1,
292.,5417.7, 300.,5500.
FUNCTION WCOM1T=213.,'0.,243.,0.,276.,1208.2,292.,896.15,300.,900.
FUNCTION WCOM2T=213. 0.,243.,0.,276.,991.05,292.,1408.2,300.,1410.
FUNCTION WCOM3T=213. 0.,243.,0.,276.,1205.6,292.,1809.9,300.,1810.
FUNCTION WGRM1T=213.l0., 243. ,0., 276. ,0., 292. ,2706., 300. ,2706.
FUNCTION WGRM2T=213.JO., 243.,0., 276.,0., 292.,3549., 300.,3549.
FUNCTION WGRM3T=213.tO., 243.,0., 276.,0., 292.,4597., 300.,4597.
!

FUNCTION WRTM1T=213.l0.,243.,57.0,276.,507.0,292.,446.0,300.,400.
FUNCTION WRTM2T=213.J0.,243.,38.0,276.,530.0,292.,339.0,300.,340.
FUNCTION WRTM3T=213.!0.,243.,52.0,276.,619.0,292.,316.0,300.,315.

I

****************
*
observed rain and soil water under millet
*
experiment 5A2C2, 1983
*
*
**************************** ***

***** ** * **** * ***

.

218.,0~011, 229.,0.073,
271.,0.033, 281.,0.050,
521. ,0.03
FUNCTION WVL21 = •••
218.,0.019, 229.,0.091,
271.,0.046, 281.,0.061,
521. ,0.06
FUNCTION WVL31 = •••
218.,0.023, 229.,0.088,
271.,0.041, 281~,0.111,
521.,0.05
FUNCTION WVL41 = •••
218.,0.020, 229.,0.082,
271.,0.024, 281.,0.052,
521.,0.03
FUNCTION WVL51 = •••
218.,0.019, 229.,0.069,
,271.,0.022, 281.,0.042,
521. ,0.02
FUNCTION WVL61 = •••
218.,0.019, 229.,0.069,
271.,0.022, 281.,0.042,
521.,0.02
FUNCTION WVL71 = •••
218.,0.010, 229.,0.043,
271.,0.022, 281.,0.033,
521. ,0.02
FUNCTION WVL81 = •••
218.,0.010, 229.,0.043,
271.,0.022, 281.,0.033,
521.,0.02
FUNCTION WVL91 = •••
218.,0.010, 229.,0.010,
271.,0.019, 281.,0.023,
521. ,0.02
FUNCTION WVL101 = •••
218.,0.010, 229.,0.010,
271.,0.019, 281.~0.023,
521. ,0.02
TITLE 5R2A2C2
FUNCTION WVL12
218.,0.010, 229.,0.072,

241.,0.054, 250.,0.038, 259.,0.035, •••
291.,0.029, 368.,0.003, 495.,0.002, •••
241.,0.077, 250.,0.066, 259.,0.040, •••
291.,0.040, 368.,0.007, 495.,0.003, •••
241.,0.078, 250.,0~064, 259.,0.053, •••
291.,0.038, 368.,0.010, 495.,0.005, •••
241.,0.085, 250.,0.070, 259.,0.050, •••
291.,0.039, 368.,0.012, 495.,0.007, •••
241.,0.090, 250.,0.074, 259.,0.055, •••
291.,0.029, 368.,0.014, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.090, 250.,0.074, 259.,0.055, •••
291.,0.029, 368.,0.017, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.090, 250.,0.071, 259.,0.043, •••
291.,0.012, 368.,0.016, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.090, 250.,0.071, 259.,0.043, •••
291.,0.012, 368.,0.015, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.090, 250.,0.065, 259.,0.042, •••
291.,0.012, 368.,0.016, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.090, 250.,0.065, 259.,0.042, •••
291.,0.012, 368.,0.018, 495.,0.01, •••

241.,0.058, 250.,0.056, 259.,0.044, •••

f

i

I
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271.,0.015, 281.,0.J40,
521.,o.o2
1
FUNCTION WVL22 = ••• ~
218.,o.o2o, 229.,o.q92,
271.,0.017, 281.,0.J65,
521.,0.03
FUNCTION WVL32 = •••
218.,0.022, 229.,0. 94,
271.,0.018, 281.,0.061,
521.,o.o2
1
FUNCTION WVL42 = • • • II
218.,0.021, 229.,0.994,
271.,0.025, 281.,0.064,
521.,0.01
FUNCTION WVL52 -= • • • i
I
218.,0.017, 229.,0.985,
271.,0.018, 281.,0.q48,
521. ,0.02
I1
FUNCTION WVL62 = • • •
218. ,o.o11, 229. ,o.qs5,
271.,0.018, 281.,0.01.'·.·48,
521. ,0.02
FUNCTION WVL72 .. • • • •
218. ,0.010, 229. ,0.946,
271.,0.018, 281.,0.921,
521.,o.o1
I
FUNCTION WVL82 = • • • !
218.,0.010, 229.,0.046,
271.,0.018, 281.,0.921,
521. ,o.o1
FUNCTION WVL92 = • • •
218.,o.o1o, 229.,o.q1o,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.019,
521. ,0.01
FUNCTION WVL102 = ••• ·
218.,0.010, 229.,0.910,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.019,
521.,0.01
1
TITLE 5R3A2C2
~
FUNCTION WVL13 = • • • j:
2:8.,0.014, 229.,0.~69,
2/1.,0.016, 281.,0.Q62,
521.,o.o1
1
FUNCTION WVL23 = • • •
218.,0.010, 229.,0. ~··
271.,0.022, 281.,0.Q71,
521. ,o.o3
FUNCTION WVL33 .. • • •
218.,0.019, 229.,o.q94,
271.,0.022, 281.,0.,•. 74,
521. ,0.03
;
FUNCTION WVL43 = • • • I
218.,0.023, 229.,0.992,
271.,0.022, 281.,0.q49,
521. ,0.01
~
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291.,0.005, 368.,0.003, 495.,0.003, ••.
241.,0.068, 250.,0.069, 259.,0.058, •••
291.,0.004, 368.,0.007, 495.,0.006, •••
241.,0.082, 250.,0.077, 259.,0.064, •••
291.,0.016, 368.,0.010, 495.,0.009, •••
241.,0.092, 250.,0.086, 259.,0.065, •••
291.,0.007, 368.,0.012, 495.,0.01, •••

1:

co
lJl

I

241.,0.099, 250.,0.090, 259.,0.067, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.014, 495.,0.01, •••
241. ,o.o99, 250.,0.090, 259.,0.067, •••
368.,0.017, 495.,0.01, •••
291.,0.010,
241. ,0.093, 250.,0.093, 259.,0.074, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.016, 495.,0.02, •••
241.,0.093, 250.,0.093, 259.,0.074, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.015~ 495.,0.02, •••

,1

241.,0.074, 25o.,o.o91, 259.,0.063, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.016, 495.,0.02, •••

II:

d
I
I

I
I

I

I!

241.,0.074, 250.,0.091, 259.,0.063, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.018, 495.,0.02, •••

241.,0.043, 250.,0.046, 259.,0.041, •••
291.,0.014, 368.,0.003, 495.,0.001, .••
241.,0.080, 250.,0.071, 259.,0.057, ••.
291.,0.005, 368.,0.007, 495.,0.002, •••
241.,0.092, 25o.,o.o78, 259.,0.067, .••
291.,0.064, 368.,0.012, 495.,0.005, •••
241.,0.095, 250.,0.083, 259.,0.082, •••
291.,0.018, 368.,0.014, 495.,0.01, •••

OBSERVATIONS EXPERIMENT 5A2C2, 1983
FUNCTION WVL53 = •••
218.,0.020, 229.,0.070,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.035,
521.,0.01
FUNCTION WVL63 = •••
218.,0.020, 229.,0.070,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.035,
521.,0.01
FUNCTION WVL73 .....
218.,0.010, 229.,0.032,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.013,
521.,0.01
FUNCTION WVL83 = •••
218.,0.010, 229.,0.032,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.013,
521.,0.01
FUNCTION WVL93 = •••
218.,0.010, 229.,0.010,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.010,
521.,0.03
FUNCTION WVL103 = •••
218.,0.010, 229.,0.010,
271.,0.010, 281.,0.010,
521.,0.03

241.,0.109, 250.,0.087, 259.,0.075, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.016, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.109, 250.,0.087, 259.,0.075, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.017, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.087, 250.,0.086, 259.,0.010, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.010, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.087, 250.,0.086, 259.,0.010, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.018, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.010, 250.,0.043, 259.,0.074, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.018, 495.,0.01, •••
241.,0.010, 250.,0.043, 259.,0.074, •••
291.,0.010, 368.,0.019, 495.,0.01, •••

TABLE RAINT(200-300)=0.,0.,0.,0.,0., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
0.,0.3,7.1,0.,0.3, •••
o.,18.1,o.,o.3,26.1, •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,42.2, •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,15., •••
37.3,0.,11.6,0.,9.5, •••
o.,o.,o.,15.,o., •••
o.,o.,15.,o.,o., •••
0.2,15.,0.,0.,15., •••
0.,0.,0.,18.1,0.2, •••
15.,0.,0.,0.2,0., •••
1.3,0.,0.,7.8,0., •••
o.,15.,o.,o.,15., •••
15.3,2.8,0.,15.,0., •••
0.,0.,15.,15.,0., •••
0.,15.,0.,0.,15., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••

o.
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observed rain and soil water under millet
*
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APPENDIX G

OBSE4VATIONS EXPERIMENT 7K2L1, 1983

.1.

**********
************ ********
*
*
*
observed weiJhts of organs of millet

*
*
experimJnt 7K2L1, 1983
*
*
!
** * * ********I'*********************
TITLE 7K2Ll
PARAM STDAY=225.

j
'

FUNCTION WLVM1T•207., \., 273.,1184.7, 294. ,724.7, 300., 725.

FUNCTION WLVM2T=207.,Q., 273.,1048.7, 294.,836.7, 300.,830.
FUNCTION WLVM3T=207.,Q., 273.,904.39, 294.,842.8, 300.,840.
00
0'\

i

FUNCTION WLVD1T=O. ,0.1 300. ,0.
FUNCTION WLVD2T=0.,0.1 300.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD3T=O.,O.J 300.,0.
~
FUNCTION WSTM1T=207.,q., 273.,2147.9, 294.,1345.0, 300.,1340.
FUNCTION WSTM2T~207.,0., 273.,1802.0, 294.,1624.8, 300.,1600.
FUNCTION WSTM3T=207.,1·• 273.,1576.9, 294.,1692.0, 300.,1690.
I

FUNCTION WCOM1T=207.,q., 273.,0., 294.,462.2, 300., 470.
FUNCTION WCOM2T=207.,Q., 273.,0., 294.,323.6, 300., 350.
I
FUNCTION WCOM3T=207.,q., 273.,0., 294.,323.8, 300., 350.

!

FUNCTION WGRM1T=207.,Q., 273.,0., 294.,485.3, 300.,500.
FUNCTION WGRM2T~207.,d., 273.,0., 294.,462.8, 300.,500.
FUNCTION WGRM3T=207.,0., 273.,0., 294.,463.1, 300.,500.
FUNCTION WRTM1 T=O. , 0. J 300. , 0 •
FUNCTION WRTM2T=O.,O.J 300.,0.
FUNCTION WRTM3T=O.,O.J 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM1T=O.,o.J 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM2T=O.,O.j 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM3T=O.,O.J 300.,0.

I
I

l

TITLE 7R1K2Ll
FUNCTION WVL11 ~ •••
221.,0.122, 225.,0.063, •••
232.,0.104, 243.,0.028, 253.,0.017,
274.,0.023, 284.,0.028, 293.,0.005,
524.,0.024
FUNCTION WVL21 ~ •••
221.,0.100, 225.,0.086, •••
232.,0.103, 243.,0.051, 253.,0.020,
274.,0.029, 284.,0.024, 293.,0.005,
524.,0.024
FUNCTION WVL31 c • • •
221.,0.094, 225.,0.1, •••
232.,0.116, 243.,0.061, 253.,0.036,
274.,0.050, 284.,0.009, 293.,0.006,
524.,0.035
FUNCTION WVL41- •••
221.,0.049, 225.,0.1, •••
232.,0.133, 243.,0.123, 253.,0.042,
274.,0.039, 284.,0.029, 293.,0.006,
524.,0.022
FUNCTION WVL51 • •••
221.,0.037, 225.,0.07, •••
232.,0.099, 243.,0.074, 253.,0.052,
.274.,0.028, 284.,0.026, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.008
FUNCTION WVL61
221.,0.037, 225.,0.07, •••
232.,0.099, 243.,0.074, 253.,0.052,
274.,0.028, 284.,0.026, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.008
FUNCTION WVL71 = •••
221.,0.023, 225.,0.052, •••
232.,0.064, 243.,0.063, 253.,0.046,
274.,0.024, 284.,0.021, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.009
FUNCTION WVL81 = •••
221.,0.023, 225.,0.069, •••
232.,0.064, 243.,0.063, 253.,0.046,
274.,0.024, 284.,0.021, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.009
FUNCTION WVL91 a • • •
221.,0.010, 225.,0.04, •••
232.,0.016, 243.,0.031, 253.,0.038,
274.,0.020, 284.,0.013, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.008
FUNCTION WVL101 - •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.04, •••
E

*
*

*

*
*

263.,0.024, •••
378.,0.002, 501.,0.001, •••

263.,0.031, •••
378.,0.006, 501.,0.002, •••

263.,0.032, •••
378.,0~008, 501.,0.003, •••

263.,0.044, •••
378.,0.010, 501.,0.003, •••

263.,0.050, •••
378.,0.012, 501.,0.007, •••

•••

263.,0.050, •••
378.,0.012, 501.,0.007, •••

263.,0.034, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.008, •••

263.,0.034, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.008, •••

263.,0.027, •••
378.,0.014, 501.,0.006, •••

t
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232.,0.016, 243.,0.931, 253.,0.038,
274.,0.020, 284.,0.013, 293.,0.010,
524.,o.oo8
I
TITLE 7R2K2Ll
FUNCTION WVL12 = • • • :
221.,0.095, 225.,0. !63, •••
232.,0.092, 243.,0.Q46, 253.,0.030,
274.,0.031, 284.,0-404, 293.,0.004,
524.,0.001
i
FUNCTION WVL22 .. • • •
221.,0.095, 225.,0.Q86, •••
232.,0.109, 243.,0.d53, 253.,0.040,
274.,0.049, 284.,o.do3, 293.,o.oo3,
524.,0.017
FUNCTION WVL32 = • • • !
221. ,0.093, 225. ,0.1t0, •••
232.,0.125, 243.,0.q65, 253.,0.054,
274.,0.045, 284.,0.d03, 293.,0.004,
1
524.,0.016
FUNCTION WVL42 -= • • •
221. ,0.057 J 225. ,0.075, •••
232.,0.115, 243.,0.q71, 253.,0.064,
274.,0.042, 284.,o.qo4, 293.,o.oo6,
524.,0.007
I
FUNCTION WVL52 = • • •
221.,0.025, 225.,0.~52, •••
232.,0.100, 243.,0.982, 253.,0.072,
274.,0.042, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.028
FUNCTION WVL62 = • • • ,
221.,0.025, 225.,0.Q52, •••
232.,o.1oo, 243.,o.q82, 253.,o.o72,
274.,0.042, 284.,0.Q10, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.028
I
FUNCTION WVL7 2 = • • • !
221.,0.010, 225.,0.052, •••
232.,0.034, 243.,o.q72, 253.,0.072,
274.,0.039, 284.,0.q10, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.002
FUNCTION WVL82 = • • • 1
221.,0.010, 225.,0.Q69, •••
232.,0.034, 243.,0.d72, 253.,0.072,
274.,0.039, 284.,o.d1o, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.002
FUNCTION WVL92 = • • • ,
221.,0.010, 225.,0.Q40, •••
232.,0.010, 243.,0.d10, 253.,0.052,
274.,0.039, 284.,o.q1o, 293.,0.010,
524.,o.oo4
1
FUNCTION WVL102
221.,0.010, 225.,0.040, •••
232.,0.010, 243.,0.Q10, 253.,0.052,
274.,0.039, 284.,0.1'10, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.004
•
TITLE 7R3K2Ll
~
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263.,0.027, •••
378.,0.014, 501.,0.006, •••

j'

263.,0.025, •••
378.,0.002, 501.,0.001, •••

I

263.,0.030, •••
378.,o.oo2, 501.,0.003, •••

1:

I

263.,0.040, •••
378.,0.003, 501.,0.003, •••

263.,0.040, •••
378.,o.oo6, 501.,o.oo5, •••

I

00
"-J

I

I
I

K

•••

263.,0.047, •••
378.,0.007, 501.,0.007, •••

263.,o.o47, •••
378.,0.007, 501.,0.007, •••

263.,0.056, •••
378.,0.010, 501.,0.009, •••

263.,0.056, •••
378.,0.010, 501.,0.009, •••

263.,0.055, •••
378.,0.011, 501.,o.o1o, •••

1:

I

I

263.,0.055, •••
378.,0.011, 501.,0.010, •••
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FUNCTION WVL13 = •••
221.,0.092, 225.,0.063, •••
232.,0.088, 243.,0.021, 253.,0.014,
274.,0.023, 284.,0.004, 293.,0.003,
524.,0.017
FUNCTION WVL23 = •••
221.,0.098, 225.,0.086, •••
232.,0.101, 243.,0.036, 253.,0.018,
274.,0.042, 284.,0.004, 293.,0.003,
524.,0.042
FUNCTION WVL33 = •••
221.,0.086, 225.,0.09, •••
232.,0.112, 243.,0.050, 253.,0.029,
274.,0.050, 284.,0.007, 293.,0.003,
524.,0.026
FUNCTION WVL43 = •••
221.,0.067, 225.,0.083, •••
232.,0.111, 243.,0.065, 253.,0.033,
274.,0.045, 284.,0.021, 293.,0.003,
524.,0.014
FUNCTION WVL53 = •••
221.,0.027, 225.,0.047, •••
232.,0.081, 243.,0.076, 253.,0.036,
274.,0.025, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.019
FUNCTION WVL63 = •••
221.,0.027, 225.,0.047, •••
232.,0.081, 243.,0.076, 253.,0.036,
274.,0.025, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.019
FUNCTION WVL73 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.052, •• ~
232.,0.037, 243.,0.072, 253.,0.040,
274.,0.014, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.014
FUNCTION WVL83 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.069, •••
232.,0.037, 243.,0.072, 253.,0.040,
274.,0.014, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.014
FUNCTION WVL93 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.04, •••
232.,0.010, 243.,0.037, 253.,0.029,
274.,0.010, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.014
FUNCTION WVL103 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.04, •••
232.,0.010, 243.,0.037, 253.,0.029,
274.,0.010, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.014

263.,0.009, •••
378.,0.001, 501.,0.001, •••

263.,0.018,~

••
378.,0.004, 501.,0.002, •••

263.,0.021, •••
378.,0.009, 501.,0.003, •••

263.,0.026, •••
378.,0.010, 501.,0.009, •••

263.,0.016, •••
378.,0.013, 501.,0.009, •••

263.,0.016, •••
501.,0.009, •••

378.,0.013~

263.,0.017, •••
378.,0.017, 501.,0.009, •••

263.,0.017, •••
378.,0.017, 501.,0.009, •••

263.,0.010, •••
378.,0.019, 501.,0.010, .••

263.,0.010, •••
378.,0.019, 501.,0.010, •••

TABLE RAINT(200-300)=0.,0.,0.,0.,0., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o.3, •••
0.,18.1,0.,0.3,26.1, •••

f

i
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l

o.,o~,o.,o.,27.2,

•••
o.,o~,o.,o.,o., •••
37.3t0.,11.6,0.,9.5, •••
o.,o,,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o~,o.,o.,o., •••
o.2,f.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o~.o.,3.1,0.2, •••
15.,~.· .,0.,0.2,0., •••
1.3.v •• o.,7.8,o •••••
o.,1~.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.3,2.8,o.,l5.,o., •••
o.,o~,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o~.o.,o.,o., •••
o.,ol[• ,o.,o.,o., •••
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o. ,o' ,o. ,0. ,o.' ...

* * * * * * ** * ** * *** **** * * * *** * * **

o.

*
*
*

o.,ol~.: ,o.,o.,o., •••

observed weights of organs of millet
experiment 7K2L2, 1983

***
*
*
*

** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

TITLE 7K2L2
PARAM STDAY=225.
FUNCTION WLVM1T=218.,0., 273.,695.0, 294.,765.1, 300.,750.
FUNCTION WLVM2T=218.,0., 273.,940.9, 294.,939.1, 300.,940.
FUNCTION WLVM3T=218.,0., 273.,871.8, 294.,898.9, 300.,875.

co
co

FUNCTION WLVD1T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD2T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD3T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WSTM1T=218.,0., 273.,749.63, 294.,941.13, 300.,950.0
FUNCTION WSTM2T=218.,0., 273.,1477.0, 294.,1532.9, 300.,1550.
FUNCTION WSTM3T=218.,0., 273.,1479.2, 294.,1448.9, 300.,1450.
FUNCTION WCOM1T=218.,0., 273.,0., 294.,232.2, 300.,230.
FUNCTION WCOM2T=218.,0., 273.,0., 294.,266.7, 300.,270.
FUNCTION WCOM3T=218.,0., 273.,0., 294.,324.0, 300.,325.
FUNCTION WGRM1T=218.,0., 273.,0., 294.,311.2, 300.,325.
FUNCTION WGRM2T=218.,0., 273.,0., 294.,489.8, 300.,500.
FUNCTION WGRM3T=218.,0., 273.,0., 294.,487.6, 300.,500.
FUNCTION WRTMlT=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WRTM2T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WRTM3T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM1T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM2T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM3T=O.,O., 300.,0.
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~

** * ** * *** * * * ********** ***** *****

*

observed raln and soil water under millet

:

l
*
experim~nt 7K2L2, 1983
*
*
*
I
*
* * * ** *** * * ~ *** * * * * ** ** * * ** *** ***
~

00

"'

TITLE 7R1K2L2
~
FUNCTION WVLll = ••• i
221.,0.111, 225.,oJo75, •••
232.,0.099, 243.,0J029, 253.,0.013,
274.,0.022, 284.,oioo5, 293.,o.oo3,
524.,0.009
f
FUNCTION WVL21 = •••.•
221.,0.093, 225.,ojo8, •••
232.,0.102, 243.,0 !047, 253.,0.025,
274.,0.029, 284.,0.006, 293.,0.003,
524.,0.026
J~
FUNCTION WVL31 = •••
221.,0.056, 225.,0]1, •••
232. ,0.112, 243. ,o 050, 253. ,0.033,
274.,0.038, 284.,0~006, 293.,0.003,
524.,0.027
!
FUNCTION WVL41 = ••• '
221.,0.025, 225.,0~1, •••
232.,0.102, 243.,01057, 253.,0.034,
274.,0.046, 284.,01005, 293.,0.003,
524. ,0.009
~
FUNCTION WVL51 = ••• ~
221.,0.020, 225-,0~1, •••
232.,0.056, 243.,0~045, 253.,0.035,
274.,0.029, 284.,o.',·.'o1o, 293.,o.o1o,
524. ,0.004
•
FUNCTION WVL61 = • • • i
1
221.,0.020, 225.,0~09,
•••
232.,0.056, 243.,0~045, 253.,0.035,
274.,0.029, 284-,01010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.004
FUNCTION WVL7l = ••••
221.,0.010, 225.,0J049, •••
232.,o.o21, 243.,oJo2o, 253.,0.021,
274.,0.024, 284.,01'•~.',.010,
.
293.,0.010,
524.,0.008
FUNCTION WVL81 "" •••
221.,0.010, 225-,0~048, •••
232.,0.021, 243.,olo2o, 253.,0.021,
274.,0.024, 284.,o i.:o1o, 293.,o.o1o,
524. ,0.008
.
FUNCTION WVL91 = ••• :
1
221.,0.010, 225.,01022,
•••
232.,0.010, 243.,0,010, 253.,0.010,
274.,0.020, 284.,0~010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.011
FUNCTION WVL101 = •• ~
221.,0.010, 225.,0,022, •••

I

263.,0.021, •••
378.,o.oo2, 501.,o.oo1, •••

263.,0.024, •••
378.,0.004, 501.,0.003, •••

263. ,0.028, •••
378.,0.007, 501.,0.005, •••

i•

I

II
r:.

232.,0.010, 243.,0.010, 253.,0.010,
274.,0.020, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.011
TITLE 7R2K2L2
FUNCTION WVL12 = •••
221.,0.105, 225.,0.075, •••
232.,0.089, 243.,0.034, 253.,0.015,
274.,0.016, 284.,0.003, 293.,0.003,
524.,0.005
FUNCTION WVL22 = •••
221.,0.078, 225.,0.08, •••
232.,0.103, 243.,0.055, 253.,0.023,
274.,0.029, 284.,0.003, 293.,0.002,
524.,0.019
FUNCTION WVL32 = •••
221.,0.087, 225.,0.08, •••
232.,0.111, 243.,0.066, 253.,0.028,
274.,0.038, 284.,0.003, 293.,0.002,
524.,0.016
FUNCTION WVL42 z • • •
221.,0.047, 225.,0.1, •••
232.,0.107, 243.,0.071, 253.,0.035,
274.,0.035, 284.,0.003, 293.,0.003,
524.,0.009
FUNCTION WVL52
221.,0.025, 225.,0.1, •••
232.,0.086, 243.,0.076, 253.,0.041,
274.,0.022, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.003
FUNCTION WVL62 = •••
221.,0.025, 225.,0.09, •••
232.,0.086, 243.,0.076, 253.,0.041,
274.,0.022, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.003
FUNCTION WVL72 • •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.049, •••
232.,0.039, 243.,0.060, 253.,0.046,
274.,0.016, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.005
FUNCTION WVL82 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.048, •••
232.,0.039, 243.,0.060, 253.,0.046,
274.,0.016, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.005
FUNCTION WVL92 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.022, •••
232.,0.010, 243.,0.010, 253.,0.031,
274.,0.010, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.008
FUNCTION WVL102 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.021, •••
232.,0.010, 243.,0.010, 253.,0.031,
274.,0.010, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.008
TITLE 7R3K2L2
X

263.,0.035, •••
378.,0.008, 501.,0.006, •••

263.,0.023, •••
378.,o.o1o, 501.,o.oo8, •••

263.,0.023, •••
378.,0.010, 501.,0.008, •••

263.,0.018, •••
378.,0.011, 501.,0.010, •••

I

i
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263.,0.018, •••
378.,0.011, 501.,o.o1o, •••

263.,0.010, •••
378.,0.011, 501.,0.010, •••
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263.,0.010, •••
378.,0.011, 501.,0.010, •••

263.,0.016, •••
378.,0.001, 501.,0.002, •••

263.,0.020, •••
378.,0.002, 501.,0.002, •••

263.,0.025, •••
378.,0.005, 501.,0.003, •••

263.,0.022, •••
378.,0~008, 501.,0.005, •••

•••

263.,0.024, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.008, •••

263.,0.024, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.008, •••

263.,0.019, •••
378.,0.018, 501.,0.009, •••

263.,0.019, •••
378.,0.018, 501.,0.009, •••

263.,0.010, •••
378.,0.017, 501.,0.008, •••

263.,0.010, •••
378.,0.017, 501.,0.008, •••

I

I
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li

li

FUNCTION WVL13 = ••• i
221.,o.o8s, 22s.,o.b1s, •••
232.,0.014, 243.,0.p21, 253.,0.011,
274.,0.024, 284.,0.Q02, 293.,0.003,
s24.,o.o3s
FUNCTION WVL23 = ••• I
221.,o.os6, 22s.,o.b8, •••
232.,0.023, 243.,0.033, 253.,0.020,
274.,0.041. 284-.0·r.~·.• ss. 293 •• 0.002,
524. ,0.045
•
FUNCTION WVL33 = •••
221.,0.093, 225.,0.1, •••
232.,0.029, 243.,0.~49, 253.,0.025,
274.,0.048, 284.,0.003, 293.,0.002,
524. ,0.029
FUNCTION WVL43 = • • • [I
221.,0.057, 225.,0.l,···
232.,0.034, 243.,0.061, 253.,0.037,
274.,0.032, 284.,0.f03, 293.,0.002,
524. ,0.026
FUNCTION WVL53 = ••• i
221.,0.010, 225.,0.1, •••
232.,0.029, 243.,0.075, 253.,0.041,
274.,0.023, 284.,0.~10, 293.,0.010,
524. ,o.o13
FUNCTION WVL63 = • • • i
221.,0.010, 225.,o.b9, •••
232.,0.029, 243.,0.~75, 253.,0.041,
274.,0.023, 284.,0.t,!·10, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.013
FUNCTION WVL73 = ••• !
221.,0.010, 225.,0.~49, •••
232.,0.019, 243.,0.~75, 253.,0.039,
274.,0.018, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
s24. ,o.o2o
I,
FUNCTION WVL83 = • • • I;
221.,0.010, 225.,0.048, •••
232.,0.019, 243.,0.075, 253.,0.039,
274.,0.018, 284.,0.@10, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.020
1•
FUNCTION WVL93 = ••• :
221.,0.010, 225.,0.:22, •••
232.,0.016, 243.,0.~10, 253.,0.029,
274.,0.010, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
s24.,o.o26
FUNCTION WVL103 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.~21, •••
232.,0.016, 243.,0.~10, 253.,0.029,
274.,0.010, 284.,0.~10, 293.,0.010,
524. ,0.026
l

I

263.,0.014, •••
378.,0.001, 501.,0.002, •••

263.,0.023, •••
378 •• 0.003. 501 •• 0.001 ••••

263.,0.029, •••
378.,0.005, 501.,0.004, •••

t:

o.

263.,0.034, •••
378.,0.008, 501.,0.006, •••

•

1

\.0

0

263.,0.029, •••
378.,0.011, 501.,0.010, •••

1!

I

263.,0.029, •••
378.,0.0114 501.,0.010, •••

263.,0.019, •••
378.,0.013, 501.,0.014, •••

263.,0.019, •••
378.,0.013, 501.,0.014, •••

263.,0.016, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.014, •••

1:

263.,0.016, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.014, •••

I:

TABLE

RAINT(200-300)=~.,0.,0.,0.,0.,

•••
o.,o!,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,Of,o.,o.,o.3, •••
0.,18.1,0.,0.3,26.1, •••
r

o.,o.,o.,o.,21.2, •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
37.3,0.,11.6,0.,9.5, •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
0.2,0.,0.,0.,0., •••
o.,o.,o.,3.1,0.2, •••
30.,0.,0.,0.2,0., •••
1.3,0.,0.,7.8,0., •••
0.,30.,0.,0.,0., •••
0.3,2.8,0.,15.,0., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
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I

E

t

* * * * * * * * * *'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
observed wlights of organs of millet
*
expertment 7K2L3, 1983
*
** * * * * *****I** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
TITLE 7K2L3
PARAM STDAY=225.

1..0

I
~

FUNCTION WLVM1T=218,,0., 273.,1110.2, 294.,1044.6, 300.,1020.
FUNCTION WLVM2T=218>,0., 273.,866.82, 294.,1351.7, 300.,1300.
FUNCTION WLVM3T=218l,O., 273.,1485.6, 294.,1160.7, 300.,1150.
FUNCTION WLVD1T=O.,b., 300.,0.
' 300.,0.
FUNCTION WLVD2T=O.,~.,
FUNCTION WLVD3T=O.,@., 300.,0.

'

FUNCTION WSTM1T=218l,o., 273.,3953.5, 294.,2868.8, 300.,2800.
FUNCTION WSTM2T=218l,O., 273.,2301.4, 294.,3728.8, 300.,3700.
FUNCTION WSTM3T=218!,o., 273.,4223.1, 294.,3219.8, 300.,3200.
FUNCTION WCOM1T=218j,o., 273.,0., 294.,737.9, 300.,750.
FUNCTION WCOM2T=218.,0., 273.,0., 294.,816.1, 300.,820.
FUNCTION WCOM3T=218J,o., 273.,0., 294.,755.7, 300.,800.

WGRM1T=218~,0.,

FUNCTION
273.,0., 294.,1129.1, 300.,1200.
FUNCTION WGRM2T=218J,o., 273.,0., 294.,1428.2, 300.,1450.
I
FUNCTION WGRM3T=218.,0.,
273.,0., 294.,1322.5, 300.,1350.

I

FUNCTION WRTM1T=O.,@., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WRTM2T=O.,O., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WRTM3T=O·•t·• 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM1T=O.,q., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM2T=O.,q., 300.,0.
FUNCTION WCSM3T=O.,Q., 300.,0.

TITLE 7R1K2L3
FUNCTION WVL11 ~ •••
221.,0.110, 232.,0.105, 243.,0.023,
274.,0.027, 284.,0.025, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.009
FUNCTION WVL21
221.,0.100, 232.,0.095, 243.,0.040,
274.,0.039, 284.,0.028, 293.,0.008,
524.,0.027
FUNCTION WVL31 c • • •
221.,0.098, 232.,0.121, 243.,0.056,
274.,0.062, 284.,0.018, 293.,0.012,
524.,0.028
FUNCTION WVL41 z • • •
221.,0.040, 232.,0.110, 243.,0.068,
274.,0.059, 284.,0.009, 293.,0.017,
524.,0.019
FUNCTION WVL51 = •••
221;,0.026, 225.,0.066, •••
232.,0.096, 243.,0.080, 253.,0.060,
274.,0.047, 284.,0.016, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.006
FUNCTION WVL61 • •••
221.,0.026, 225.,0.066, •••
232.,0.096, 243.,0.080, 253.,0.060,
274.,0.047, 284.,0.016, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.006
FUNCTION WVL71
221.,0.022, 225.,0.066, •••
232.,0.059, 243.,0.071, 253.,0.063,
274.,0.023, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.008
FUNCTION WVL81 = •••
221.,0.022, 225.,0.066, •••
232.,0.059, 243.,0.071, 253.,0.063,
274.,0.023, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.008
FUNCTION WVL91 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.052, •••
232.,0.021, 243.,0.048, 253.,0.059,
274.,0.015, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.010
FUNCTION WVL101 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.052, •••
232.,0.021, 243.,0.048, 253.,0.059,
274.,0.015, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.010
TITLE 7R2K2L3

*
:

*
*
*

E

253.,0.027, 263.,0.015, •••
378.,0.002, 501.,0.001, •••

•••

253.,0.044, 263.,0.023, •••
378.,0.003, 501.,0.002, •••
253.,0.055, 263.,0.032, •••
378.,0.007, 501.,0.003, •••
253.,0.060, 263.,0.025, •••
378.,0.010, 501.,0.004, •••

263.,0.037, •••
378.,0.013, 501.,0.006, •••
.
263.,0.037, •••
378.,0.013, 501.,0.006, •••

•••

263.,0.041, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.006, •••

263.,0.041, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.006, •••

263.,0.028, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.006, •••

263.,0.028, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.006, •••
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FUNCTION WVL12 = ••• ~
221.,0.092, 232.,oJro84, 243.,o.o39, 253.,o.o23, 263.,o.o12, •••
274.,0.020, 284.,01014, 293.,0.005, 378.,0.001, 501.,0.002, •••
524.,0.011
j·
FUNCTION WVL22 = ••• I1
221.,0.094, 232.,0 097, 243.,0.056,
274.,o.o49, 284.,o!o35, 293.,o.oo6,
524. ,0.022
j•
FUNCTION WVL32 = ••• !
221.,0.095, 232.,0 115, 243.,0.069,
274.,0.057, 284.,oJo45, 293.,o.oo4,
524.,0.021
I
FUNCTION WVL42 = •••
221.,0.063, 232.,01111, 243.,0.074,
274.,0.044, 284.,0~012, 293.,0.006,
524.,0.009
j!
FUNCTION WVL52 = ••• !
221.,0.028, 225.,0,036, •••
232.,0.107, 243.,0~088, 253.,0.054,
274. ,0.034, 284.,01047, 293. ,0.010,
524.,o.oo9
FUNCTION WVL62 = ••
221.,0.028, 225.,0.034, •••
232.,0.107, 243.,o{o88, 253.,o.o54,
274.,0.034, 284.,0J047, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.009
t
FUNCTION WVL72 = ••• ~
221.,0.013, 225.,01066, •••
232.,0.043, 243.,0J080, 253.,0.067,
274.,0.018, 284.,0{032, 293.,0.010,
524.,o.oo9
r
FUNCTION WVL82 = ••• [
221.,0.013, 225-,01066, •••
232.,0.043, 243.,0,080, 253.,0.067,
274.,0.018, 284.,0.1·•. 032, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.009
•
FUNCTION WVL92 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0~052, •••
232.,o.o1o, 243.,oJo1o, 253.,o.o49,
274.,0.010, 284.,01'1·.010, 293.,0.010,
524. ,0.006
FUNCTION WVL102 = •• J,
221.,0.010, 225.,oJo52, •••
232.,o.o1o, 243.,oJo1o, 253.,o.o49,
274.,0.010, 284.,0J010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.006
TITLE 7R3K2L3
FUNCTION WVL13 =
221.,0.098, 232.,0 085, 243.,0.027,
274.,0.031, 284.,oioo3, 293.,o.oo3,

i

I

253.,0.033, 263.,0.011, •••
378.,o.oo3, so1.,o.oo3, •••

253.,0.051, 263.,0.027, •••
378.,0.009, 501.,0.005, •••

263.,0.022, •••
378. ,0.016, 501. ,0.009 ••••

·l

1..0
N

I

•••j

FUNCTION WVL33 = •••
221.,0.084, 232.,0.113, 243.,0.061,
274.,0.064, 284.,0.034, 293.,0.004,
524.,0.023
FUNCTION WVL43 = •••
221.,0.051, 232.,0.114, 243.,0.069,
274.,0.056, 284.,0.012, 293.,0.004,
524.,0.013
FUNCTION WVL53
221.,0.022, 225.,0.036, •••
232.,0.092, 243.,0.076, 253.,0.061,
274.,0.042, 284.,0.018, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.010
FUNCTION WVL63 = •••
221.,0.022, 225.,0.034, •••
232.,0.092, 243.,0.076, 253.,0.061,
274.,0.042, 284.,0.018, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.010
FUNCTION WVL73 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.066, •••
232.,0.053, 243.,0.035, 253.,0.064,
274.,0.032, 284.,0.015, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.013
FUNCTION WVL83 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.066, •••
232.~0.053, 243.,0.035, 253.,0.064,
274.,0.032, 284.,0.015, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.013
FUNCTION WVL93 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.052, •••
232.,0.010, 243.,0.010, 253.,0.056,
274.,0.018, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.010
FUNCTION WVL103 = •••
221.,0.010, 225.,0.052, •••
232.,0.010, 243.,0.010, 253.,0.056,
274.,0.018, 284.,0.010, 293.,0.010,
524.,0.010
£

253.,0.040, 263.,0.013, •••
378.,o.oo5, 501.,o.oo3, •••

263.,o.o22, •••
378.,0.016, 501.,0.009, •••

263.,0.025, •••
378.,0.018~ 501.,0.011, •••

263.,0.025, •••
378.,0.018, 501.,0.011, •••

263.,o.o24, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.011, •••

263.,0.024, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.011, •••

253.,0.019, 263.,0.013, •••
378.,o.oo1, 501.,o.oo1, •••

524.,0.002
j.
FUNCTION WVL23 = ••• 1
221.,0.087, 232.,0 ~87, 243.,0.058, 253.,0.030, 263.,0.014, •••
274.,0.071, 284.,0~033, 293.,0.004, 378.,0.002, 501.,0.003, •••
524.,0.028
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253.,0.040, 263.,0.025, •••
378.,0.005, 501.,0.003, •••
253.,0.053, 263.,0.025, •••
378.,0.008, 501.,0.005, •••

•••

263.,0.017, •••
378.,0.010, 501.,0.008, •••

263.,0.017, •••
378.,0.010, 501.,0.008, •••

263.,0.016, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.010, •••

263.,0.016, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.010, •••

263.,0.018, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.010, •••

263.,0.018, •••
378.,0.015, 501.,0.010, •••

TABLE RAINT(200-300)=0.,0.,0.,0.,0., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o.3, •••
0.,18.1,0.,0.3,26.1, •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,21.2, •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
37.3,0.,11.6,0.,9.5, •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
15.2,0.,0.,0.,0., •••
0.,0.,15.,3.1,0.2, •••
15.,0.,0.,0.2,0., •••
1.3,0.,0.,7.8,0., •••
o.,o.,15.,o.,o., •••
15.3,2.8,15.,0.,0., •••
o.,o.,o.,o.,o., •••
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39.,37.9,40.1,39.8,39.5,37.2,40.,41.1,40.9,37., •••
36.6,37.4,36.,35.8,39.4,38.8,39.,38.,35.8,39.2, •••
39.5,37.7,36.2,39.8,39.,37.8,38.9,39.,38.5,37.7, •••
38.0,38.0,38.5,39.2,33.9,39.2,37.0,36.,35.,33.,32.6

*

windspeed (m s-1)
TABLE WSTT(133-304) = •••
1.40,0.65,0.84,0.81,1.26,1.20,1.23,0.80,1.68,1.43, •••
0.50,2.31,0.68,1.07,0.88,0.77,1.11,1.75,1.07, •••
1.35,1.80,1.62,1.45,0.89,1.41,0.58,2.37,0.64,0.76, •••
1.72,2.43,1.29,1.40,1.17,1.94,1.96,1.41,1.47,1.84, •••
1.21,1.61,2.41,2.17,0.80,0.79,1.89,1.65,1.29,2.02, •••
2.1,3.3,4.8,5.,3.5,3.,5.4,6.,4.6,3.1, •••
2.4,3.8,0.6,2.1,3.5,3.5,4.,2.,2.5,1.4, •••
4.,5.6,2.,2.9,4.2,2.4,1.1,1.5,3.,1.1,3.3, •••
2.9,5.9,5.4,4.4,1.8,1.9,1.1,4.0,2.0,1.4, •••
1.1,0.9,2.4,2.0,1.1,0.6,1.6,3.3,2.6,2.3, •••
0.4,0.6,0.8,1.5,0.4,0.9,0.6,0.5,0.8,0.9,0.8, •••
1.5,0.,0.8,0.6,1.1,0.8,0.0,0.4,1.,0.8, •••
0.8,0.1,2.9,2.8,2.,1.5,0.1,2.5,1.5,1.6, •••
2.4,1.0,1.4,2.1,1.9,1.,1.9,2.1,1.3,2.1, •••
0.9,1.8,0.5,1.0,1.5,1.0,2.0,4.0,1.5,1.6, •••
2.3,2.0,1.8,0.5,0.4,1.6,1.3,1.0,0.6,1.0, •••
0.8,1.6,2.1,1.9,1.8,1.0,2.1,1.0,1.1,1.8,1.5

*

radiation (cal cm-2 d-1) or sunshine duration (hours)
TABLE SUNST(133-304) = •••
401.,615.,593.,652.,627.,619.,603.,644.,633.,462., •••

APPENDIX J
WEATHER DATA 1982

WEATHERDATA~~FOR

TITLE
1982
from julian day •1.133 until1 181: Niono, 1978
182
304: Nara, 1982

*

*

~
~

*

* minimum temperadure (oC)
TABLE MNTT(133-30j) ~ •••
22.5,22.8,25.5,25 :9,28.9,27.9,27.5,25.5,29.0,29.0, •••
28.7,27.5,24.7,26 ;0,26.6,27.5,27.0,28.9,25.0, •••
26.9,24.6,24.0,27~5,26.4,21.0,22.5,25.7,22.0,25.7, •••
27.0,27.5,28.0,2615,25.3,26.7,28.0,29.0,25.5,28.6, •••
26.5,27.0,25.5,24~7,24.5,24.5,24.0,26.0,27.0,25.5, •••
25.,28.7,30.7,27J4,28.5,24.5,26.2,27.5,27.5,24.5, •••
27. ,20. ,25. ,25.6 )121.9 ,20. ,26.4 ,24.5 ,27 .5 ,23.5 ••••
27.5,28.3,21.8,25.8,22.5,25.9,22.5,25.,24.~.27., •••
19.9,...
1
21.8,24.8,25.4,26.4,25.2,19.5,23.6,25.2,16.5,21.8, •••
21.8,23.5,25.,19~5,23.,24.4,25.1,24.5,24.4,24.6, •••
23.0,21.3,23.5,20.3,21.5,25.,25.,21.,23.6,23.,25.6, •••
19.5,22.,24.5,21J,23.5,23.6,24.,22.5,23.8,25.1,24.3, •••
24.2,24.5,22.7,24.,24.9,21.7,23.4,25.4,24.4,22.3, •••
23.6,23.3,23.,26~3,22.2,22.8,22.6,23.7,18., •••
21.8,21.6,22.5,2~.7,22.9,23.8,24.3,26.5,22.5,23.4, •••
22.5,26.3,23.5,2~.7 ,22.7 ,23.9,21.2,21.2,20. ,20.6, •••
23.7,21.4,24.,221,20.7,19.3,22.4,20.,16.,15.6,13.8
maximum temperature 4oC)
TABLE MXTT(133-304) = •••
35.2,35.4,39.0,40fr1,40.0,41.0,40.4,41.0,42.0,38.5, •••
39.0,39.0,39.2,40J6,39.4,37.6,41.1,41.6,39.0, •••
38.2,34.7,38.0,36~6,35.2,36.5,33.5,34.5,34.0,37.5, •••
37.5,36.8,37.2,37io,36.2,38.6,38.0,38.0,38.5,37.5, •••
36.8,38.0,38.2,35J,5,35.2,33.5,35.7,36.0,36.5,37.0, •••
38.,42.1,42.4,38~2,40.,38.5,38.5,39.0,36.5,37.4, •••
37.7,34.0,32.5~3~.8,36.2,39.5,36.7,35.5,36.6,35.5, •••
37.0,37.5,32.6,35.7,35.5,33.7,34.0,35.,34.,36.5,26.5, •••
31.5,34.4,36.9,34.8,33.8,31.1,32.7,33.,30.2,32.6, •••
31.,31.5,32.1,31~7,32.,34.5,35.9,35.,33.1,34.6, •••
34.5,31.5,33.4,32,.,31.7,32.6,34.5,31.4,33.5,35.5,34.5, •••
25.6,33.6,34.5,3~.5,32.1,35.2,36.,33.,35.2,35.4, •••
37.3,32.3,36.,351,35.2,33.2,37.6,39.5,36.,36.7, •••

I

I

568.,552.,629.,615.,613.,436.,601.,598.,607~,···

602.,337.,622.,568.,435.,400.,517.,588.,636.,643., •••
567.,578.,633.,643.,639.,625.,598.,574.,567.,385., •••
558.,613.,610.,522.,616.,418.,629.,535.,630.,583., •••
9.9,8.5,7.0,9.9,9.6,8.3,5.5,9.0,5.9,10.0, •••
8.8,6.3,0.9,9.4,9.2,9.1,8.5,10.0,7.2,9.9, •••
9.2,8.3,7.9,8.2,8.0,8.4,11.2,7.8,8.5,8.5,0.0, •••
9.4,8.2,9.2,7.2,10.2,8.5,10.0,8.4,4.9,8.1, •••
7.9,9.6,7.0,8.2,11.0,10.6,9.6,8.4,10.0,8.0, •••
8.2,6.4,10.7,3.1,7.9,11.1,10.6,8.2,10.8,8.2,5.6, •••
0.0,10.6,10.1,9.1,6.9,10.0,10.3,9.2,10.1,10.0, •••
9.5,3.1,9.7,8.0,8.8,4.7,8.7,8.9,9.4,7.7, •••
8.8,6.8,10.0,9.3,5.7,8.5,8.2,9.5,9.9,8.2, •••
9.2,9.2,6.5,6.4,9.0,9.9,8.8,5.8,0.2,9.1, •••
8.4,5.0,5.5,10.0,10.0,10.1,10.1,10.1,9.9,7.1, •••
9.3,10.0,10.1,10.0,10.1,10.2,8.3,10.0,10.0,10.4,10.4

*

*

minimum air humidity (dewpoint temperature (oC) or
percentage relative)
TABLE RHMNT(133-304) • •••
24.0,24.3,24.0,24.4,26.0,25.6,24.5,25.3,25.0,24.4, •••
26.0,25.3,24.4,24.0,24.0,23.6,25.6,23.6,24.0, •••
25.4,25.2,23.4,25.6,23.7,25.0,24.4,25.7,24.0,23.6, •••
24.6,25.3,24.0,25.0,24.0,25.5,25.1,25.0,24.0,24.0, •••
24.0,25.2,24.6,24.5,24.3,22.0,24.2,26.0,25.0,25.0, •••
32.,18.,16.,34.,26.,33.,28.,30.,32.,29., •••
31.,41.,37.,31.,35.,14.,35.,37.,37.,42., •••
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37.,36.,47.,31.,~'37.,46.,46.,36.,40.,38.,59., •••
54.,47.,32.,41., 7.,62.,54.,53.,59.,55., •••
61.,58. ,60. ,59.' 7. ,43. ,43. ,45. ,52. ,47., •••
43.,57.,54.,58.,50.,49.,48.,58.,47.,38.,43., •••
73.,48.,42.,52.,A8.,39.,42.,47.,41.,41., •••
27.,52.,41.,37.,07.,41.,30.,19.,43.,33., •••
27.,27.,14.,17.,~9.,32.,15.,12.,12.,33., •••
28.,19.,30.,29 •• ~7.,20.,20.,14.,21.,12., •••
10.,28.,29.,18 •• ~0.,23.,13.,12.,13.,14., •••
14.,18.,15.,13 •• ~2.,11.,13.,16.,14.,8.,12.

*

*

TABLE

R&~T(133-Jp4)

= •••

23.2,24 .8 ,23 .o ,23:.6 ,22 .1 ,23 .o ,24 .0, 24 .o ,21.0, •••

23.2,25.0,20.4,22~7,22.5,24.0,23.8,24.1,22.5,23.8, •••

lJ1

WEATHER DATA , 1983

maximum air humiditY!I (dewpoint temperature (oC) or
percentage relative)~
21.6,21.9,23.8,24~0,24.0,24.5,24.6,23.8,25.0,23.3, •••

\.0

APPENDIX K

22.5,23.7,22.6,24,.0,22.0,23.5,24.1,24.2,22.5,24.0, •••
22.6,23.1,21.1,2j.5,23.0,23.5,22.0,23.2,24.0,23.1, •••
83.,53.,57.,67.,~9.,88.,81.,65.,78.,82., •••
68.,98.,83.,88.,100.,99.,84.,76.,91.,98., •••
71-,100., 95., 92 .,, 95.,100., 94., 78. ,88., 78. ,100., •••
96.,88.,87.,82.,87.,100.,99.,100.,97.,100., •••
99.,98.,97.,96.,98.,94.,88.,89.,85.,100., •••
95. ,98. ,98. ,100.J,97. ,98. ,95. ,94. ,98. ,86. ,90., •••
100.,100.,100.,9~-.96.,96.,96.,92.,97.,89., •••
94.,85.,94.,85.,183.,94.,96.,83.,91.,88., •••
89.,97.,93.,76.,.86.,89.,91.,84.,80.,100., •••
93.,93.,89.,92.,85.,92.,72.,59.,82.,74., •••
45.,72.,75.,80.,~0.,80.,65.,79.,50.,59., •• :
45. ,51. ,41. ,43.l4. ,45. ,33. ,41. ,43. ,46. ,49.

TITLE WEATHERDATA FOR 1983

*
*

weatherdata from julian day 133 untill 181: Niono, 1978
182
304: Nara, 1983

*

minimum temperature (oC)

TABLE MNTT(133-304) =
22.5,22.8,25.5,25.9,28.9,27.9,27.5,25.5,29.0,29.0, •••
28.7,27.5,24.7,26.0,26.6,27.5,27.0,28.9;25.0, •••
26.9,24.6,24.0,27.5,26.4,21.0,22.5,25.7,22.0,25.7, •••
27.0,27.5,28.0,26.5,25.3,26.7,28.0,29.0,25.5,28.6, •••
26.5,27.0,25.5,24.7,24.5,24.5,24.0,26.0,27.0,25.5, •••
27.0,30.0,19.6,24.5,23.0,26.5,20.8,22.7,23.0,26.0, •••
24.5,26.8,26.3,26.0,28.3,17.5,25.5,25.0,26.5,22.3, •••
23.7,25.0,25.0,26.7,26.7,26.0,26.7,27.8,25.2,28.5,20.9, •••
23.8,26.0,25.4,25.7,24.5,22.6,24.0,23.5,25.i,24.8, •••
25.0,21.8,21.7,23.9,26.2,25.0,29.2,21.8,23.0,26.3, •••
22.5,24.5,22.5,24.8,23.8,28.5,19.8,24.0,21.7,23.0,25.0, •••
26.5,27.3,26.0,24.5,26.4,24.5,25.0,21.0,20.8,23.5, •••
25.0,23.8,25.5,25.6,21.7,25.0,24.9,23.0,25.0,25.0, •••
24.2,22.5,24.0,23.2,24.5,25.1,23.8,22.5,24.0,25.5, •••
25.0,25.0,23.0,25.7,26.9,25.5,23.0,24.1,22.9,23.2, •••
22.9,22.5,22.5,19.7,24.5,22.8,20.5,21.5,19.0,18.5, •••
18.6,22.7,22.6,19.5,24.5,19.0,20.5,19.0,18.5,16.5,24.2

*

I

I

maximum temperature (oC)

TABLE MXTT(133-304) =
35.2,35.4,39.0,40.1,40.0,41.0,40.4,41.0,42.0,38.5, •••
39.0,39.0,39.2,40.6,39.4,37.6,41.1,41.6,39.0, •••
38.2,34.7,38.0,36.6,35.2,36.5,33.5,34.5,34.0,37.5, •••
37.5,36.8,37.2,37.0,36.2,38.6,38.0,38.0,38.5,37.5, •••
36.8,38.0,38.2,35.5,35.2,33.5,35.7,36.0,36.5,37.0, •••
40.3,40.2,36.5,36.2,37.0,37.8,35.2,35.5,34.5,37.7, •••
36.8,33.1,34.6,37.8,37.8,35.1,35.6,34.6,35.0,29.0, •••
32.6,35.0,35.7,36.6,35.5,38.0,36-4,37.7,38.1,35.6,30.5, •••
33.9,37.4,36.0,31.3,35.6,32.6,34.0,34.1,35.1,37.0, •••
36.2,34.2,32.9,35.9,37.6,37.9,39.3,29.0,35.0,37.5,···
34.6,35.3,34.0,37.0,37.2,38.3,33.0,36.8,34.0,35.0,37.5, •••
37.6,36.8,37.2,36.4,39.8,35.8,36.5,31.6,35.5,35.2, •••
37.0,35.2,35.4,35.8,37.0,33.0,36.7,37.2,38.0,39.0, •••
38.4,37.0,37.2,39.2,41.6,38.9,33.5,35.7,36.5,40.4, •••
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42.0,41.2,39.3,381~7,36.8,39.5,41.4,40.6,40.3,40.0, •••
40.2,40.3,39.4,39L8,39.9,37.8,38.3,38.0,38.1,38.2, •••
38.4,39.0,38.3,38~2,38.0,38.5,38.2,38.5,37.7,39.0,38.7

*

49.,42.,41.,32.,36.,26.,24.,32.,31.,44.,53., •••
48.,38.,40.,5o.,5o.,58.,5o.,42.,39.,38., •••
38.,48.,54.,38.,38.,39.,30.,54.,49.,33., •••
44.,40.,38.,32.,33.,29.,44.,38.,42.,36.,36., •••
33.,34.,34.,33.,23.,47.,41.,45.,32.,34., •••
31.,40.,40.,41.,34.,53.,35.,27.,27.,32., •••
42.,26.,21.,23.,12.,25.,37.,34.,28.,19., •••
9.0,8.0,19.,14.,39.,23.,12.,12.,14.,11., •••
8.0,8.0,6.0,9.0,7.0,9.0,9.0,10.,11.,12., •••
11.,12.,5.0,7.0,6.0,5.0,5.0,5.0,7.0,7.0,6.0

I

windspeed (m s-1)
TABLE WSTT(133-30~) = •••

1.40,0.65,0.84,0.~1,1.26,1.20,1.23,0.80,1.68,1.43,

•••

o.50,2.31,0.68,1.p7,0.88,0.77,1.11,1.75,1.07, •••

1.35,1.80,1.62,1-~5,0.89,1.41,0.58,2.37,0.64,0.76, •••
1.72,2.43,1.29,1. 0,1.17,1.94,1.96,1.41,1.47,1.84, •••
1.21,1.61,2.41,2. 7,0.80,0.79,1.89,1.65,1.29,2.02, •••
1.0,3.9,3.5,0.5,2[4,1.6,3.8,3.8,0.4,0.5, •••
3.1,2.3,0.9,2.1,3r5,1.5,3.8,1.1,0.3,1.5, •••
2.1,1.4,2.0,3.3,3f6,3.3,2.8,1.6,1.6,3.6,2.8, •••
1.0,2.6,1.98,4.0,, .3,1.6,1.3,1.3,1.1,0.8, •••
3.5,2.9,1.9,2.0,3~5,0.5,3.9,4.1,1.6,0.8, •••
o.8,0.6,o.4,0.9,3lo,4.1,2.3,0.9,0.8,1.3,0.3, •••
1.9,2.5,0.9,0.0,2~8,1.5,0.9,4.1,0.0,2.1, •••
1.9,0.4,1.0,1.4,1.8,1.9,0.3,1.3,2.0,1.4, •••
1.6,2.0,0.0,0.3,1~1,3.0,2.5,1.8,0.1,1.0, •••
1.8,0.8,0.8,2.1,0l4,0.6,2.0,2.1,1.0,0.8, •••
1.5,1.6,1.9,0.3,2~4,1.3,1.9,2.3,0.4,0.9, •••
1.1,1.4,1.1,1.4,2:0,2.3,1.8,1.1,1.3,0.5,2.9

'

* radiation (cal cm-2
\.0
0'\

k-1)

or sunshine duration (hours)
TABLE SUNST(133-3b4) = •••
401.,615.,593.,65~ •• 627.,619.,603.,644.,633.,462., •••
568.,552.,629.,61~.,613.,436.,601.,598.,607., •••
602.,337.,622.,56~ •• 435.,400.,517.,588.,636~,643., •••
567.,578.,633.,648.,639.,625.,598.,574.,567.,385., •••
558.,613.,610.,52~.,616.,418.,629.,535.,630.,583., •••
9.9,9.5,6.9,8.6,4~8,10.8,7.1,6.6,10.9,10.0, •••
8.4,6.7,4.7,8.5,8L8,8.9,9.1,9.8,6.5,o.o, •••
8.5,8.2,9.6,8.6,lb.o,1o.4,7.8,10.1,10.3,7.7,6.o, •••
9.0,9.0,9.2,1.7,8[1 0,5.4,8.9,7.6,11.4,8.9, •••
8.2,4.3,10.5,8.9, .5,8.4,8.0,0.0,10.1,10.6, •••
9.9,10.5,5.8,10.2 1 8.0,9.2,3.6,10.9,4.5,8.9,10.9, •••
10.8,9.0,8.2,10.4~9.5,8.2,10.5,1.7,10.0,5.1, •••
7.1,8.7,6.1,9.1,1p.2,3.6,7.9,10.4,10.3,6.2, •••
10.0,3.7,7.8,9.0,p.7,6.4,7.2,5.6,6.1,2.5, •••
9.3,2.8,10.0,9.6,5.0,7.3,8.9,9.0,8.7,9.0, •••
9.6,9.6,10.0,10.1~8.6,4.3,8.3,10.2,10.3,9.9, •••
10.4,10.5,8.5,8.2~10.4,10.1,10.0,9.9,10.7,10.1,9.2
I

* minimum air humidity~ (dewpoint temperature (oC) or
* percentage relative)r

24.0,24.3,24.0,24~4,26.0,25.6,24.5,25.3,25.0,24.4, •••

TABLE RHMNT(133-3 4) = .••

26.0,25.3,24.4,24~'.0,24.0,23.6,25.6,23.6,24.0, •••

25.4,25.2,23.4,25,~6,23.7,25.0,24.4,25.7,24.0,23.6, •••
24.6,25.3,24.0,25~0,24.0,25.5,25.1,25.0,24.0,24.0, •••
24.0,25.2,24.6,24~5,24.3,22.0,24.2,26.0,25.0,25.0,
24.,29.,33.,34.,~ .,27.,39.,41.,34.,30., •••
30.,40.,39.,32.,3~ •• 42.,38.,49.,46.,55.,

•••

•••

*
*

maximum air humidity (dewpoint temperature (oC) or
percentage relative)
TABLE RHMXT(133-304) = •••
21.6,21.9,23.8,24.0,24.0,24.5,24.6,23.8,25.0,23.3, •••
23.2,24.8,23.0,23.6,22.1,23.0,24.0,24.0,21.0, •••
23.2,25.0,20.4,22.7,22.5,24.0,23.8,24.1,22.5,23.8, •••
22.5,23.7,22.6,24.0,22.0,23.5,24.1,24.2,22.5,24.0, •••
22.6,23.1,21.1,23.5,23.0,23.5,22.0,23.2,24.0,23.1, •••
62.,72.,99.,76.,84.,83.,98.,98.,98.,88., •••
76.,73.,79.,83.,72.,100.,84.,85.,81.,89., •••
93.,90.,73.,85.,77.,80.,64.,67.,78.,65.,100., •••
91.,84.,92.,82.,89-~100.,92.,90.,89.,89~ ••••
89.,100.,92.,93.,80.,73.,73.,95.,95.,98., •••
95.,100.,96.,87.,86.,100.,84.,91.,100.,87.,84., •••
81.,69.,98.,92.,82.,85.,93.,100.,100.,86., •••
84.,83.,85.,75.,87.,82.,87.,82.,76.,69., •••
84.,98.,88.,83.,72.,76.,81.,91.,89.,78., •••
75.,68.,76.,78.,77.,88.,75.,53.,50.,42., •••
45.,47.,38.,40.,47.,31.,42.,36.,39.,38., ••• 35.,29.,32.,46.,49.,40.,25.,33.,34.,42.,40.
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ANGST

Parameter in calculation of daily incoming radiation
hours of sunshine

APSCH

Apparent psychrometer constant
(mbar K-1)

I
li

ARS

[

APPENDIX L
LIST OF ACRONYMS

I

A

I

A

When calculating with ALFA:
the
average
stomatal
resistance of the crop calculated with SUBROUTINE RESIST;
only used for output
When using stomatal resistance calculated with RESIST:
stomatal resistance of topmost leaves; only used for
output
(s m-1)

AS IN( X)

Function to take the arcsine of X

ASTRO

Procedure to calculate potential direct and diffuse
intensities, declination of the sun and daylength

AW(I)

Available water to the plants per soil layer

I

In SUBROUTINE EVATR: extinction factor for wind speed
(dimensiohless)
In FUNCTION SDPF: inverse of soil-depletion factor when
potential!transpiration equals 0.

from

light

(mm)

(dimensio~less)

In FUNCTI@N OLW:
parameter to calculate
humidity bf the air on long wave radiation
ABS(X)

Function to
brackets I

take

absolute

value

of

influence

expresion

of

between

!
1..0
.........
I

AEVAP

B

Actual soll evaporation
(mm d-1) ~

B

In function SDPF: parameter
potential transpiration

to

ac.count
·

for

effect

BANGST

Parameter in calculation of daily incoming radiation
hours of sunshine

(d mm-1)

AFGEN

Function to read and in- and extrapolate from a table with
one indep~ndent and one dependent variable

ALFA

Parameterlito account for effect
transpira.ion
(dimensiobless)

ALOG(X)

Function to take natural logarithm of expression following
between brackets

CAGCR

Growth rate of crop
(kg CH20 ha-l d-1)

ALV

Leaf arealindex
(ha leaf ha-l soil surface)

CAGGR

id.

grains

id.

leaves

Initial leaf area index

CAGLV

ALVI

Function ~.o take maximum value of two or more
followingrbetween brackets

CAGRAT

AMAXl(X,Y)

Fraction of CH20
dependence of DVS
as CAGCR, reserves

As AMAXl

CAGRE

AMINl(X,Y)

Function Vith output equal to X when X'Y

CAGRT

id.

roots

AMOD(X,Y)

CAGSC

id.

comb and flowers

of

stomatal

control

of
from

c

on

~

!

t.
t

X"'a*Y

expressions

ut taking minimum value

[

r

f

f

t

and

X-a*Y

when

production

allocated

to

grains

in

I
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CAGSS

id.

I

total shoot
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COSL

Cosine of latitude

COSLD

Intermediate variable in calculation of daylength

CPLV

C02 production due to leaf growth
(kg kg-1)

CPGR

As CPLV, grains

[,

CAGST

id.

stem

CALVT

Afgen funation to calculate FRaction of total shoot growth
to LeaVesi(FRLV) from DeVelopmental Stage (DVS)

CALWAT

Subroutine for waterbalance

CARET

As CALVT, ~for reserves

CPRT

As CPLV, roots

CASCT

As CALVT, !for flowers and comb

CPSC

As CPLV, flowers & comb

CASST

As CALVT, lifor total shoot as fraction of total crop growth

CPST

As CPLV, stem

CCHECK

Subroutine to check carbon balance
I
Rate of c42o flow from dying material to
parts
(kg CH20 tia-1 d-1)

CRD

Relative difference between CIN & CFL

CROPHT

Crop height

CRPHTB

Crop height as function of Developmental Stage (DVS)

It

li

CEXTRA

I
I

'

surviving

plant

!

(m)

ji

1.0
00

CFL

Carbon fldw calculated from
minus dead material
(kg C ha-l)

cumulative

net

assimilation

CFLV

Conversion Factor from CH20 to dry matter for Leaves
(kg d.m. ~kg CH20)
.

CFGR

As CFLV, grains

CFRT

As CFLV,

CFSC

As CFLV, for flowers and comb

CFST

As CFLV, tor stem

CIN

Carboinfllw calculated from
weight mi~us initial weight
(kg C ha-i)

~

lor

I

D

D

Zero plane displacement in crop
(m)

roots

I

standing

living

vegetation

li

DATE

Julian date

DEC

Declination of the sun
(rad)

DELT

Timestep of integration

DEPLNR

Soil Depletion group number

C02E

External do2 concentration
(vppm)

DGRRT

Daily extension rate of roots
(m d-1)

C02 I

C02 conceitration in substomatal cavity

DIMENSION

FORTRAN statement (= STORAGE), to allocate memory to array
variable

COMMON

Statementito have subroutines share memory with
program or with other subroutines

DL

Day length

CONTINUE

FORTRAN statement

COS(X)

Function [to calculate
between brackets

COSB

Cosine of,declination of the sun

l

(vppm)

I
the

main

(h)

!

I

l

l

COSINE

of

expression

following

DLE

Effective daylength: sun )8 degrees above horizon

DLP

Daylength for photoperiodic reactions: sun from 4
under horizon

DLV

Dead leaf area

degrees

I
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I
(ha ha-1)1

ENDJOB

CSMP-statement to indicate end of simulation

DO

FORTRAN slatement to start a loop of calculations

ENDPRO

End of procedure

DRYP

Drying po~er of the air
(J m-2 d-f)

EPS

Emission-factor (in SUBROUTINE EVATR)

EPSS

Soil emission-factor

DSLR

Days sincl last rain
ERLS(1-10)

DVR

Developmeft rate
(d-1)

Effective root length in each soil layer
(m)

ERSL

Evaporation resistance soil (leaf width analogue)

DVR1

I

t

I

f
As DVR, not
influenced by temperature or daylength, before

anthesis

I

DVR2

AS DVRl, after anthesis

DVRC

DVR witho~t influence of temperature or daylength but with
influence!of development stage

I

DVRDT

Influencelof daylength on DVR as function of daylength

DVRED

Effect ofldaylength on DVR

DVRET

Effect ofjtemperature on DVR

(m)

ETM

Effect of temperature on maintenance respiration

EVATR

Subroutine to calculate evporation

EVCRD

Transpiration of canopy due to drying power air
(mm d-1)

EVCRR

Transpiration of canopy due to absorbed radiation
(mm d-1)

EVP

Penman evaporation
(mm d-1)

EVPD

Drying power of air part of EVP
(mm d-1)

EVPR

Radiation part of EVP

~

\.0
\.0

DVRTT

DVS

Influencejof temperature on DVR
daily temperature

I Stage,
Developmental

as

function

of

average

0 at germination, 1 at anthesis, 2 at

maturaty

!

DVSI

Initial

DtS,

DWAT(l-10)

Rate of wJter flow into (+) or out off (-) a soil layer
(m3 ha-l)

(mm d-1)

when not •tarting at germination
EVSL(1-10)

Evaporation from each soil layer
(mm d-1)

EVSLC

Constant to derive EVSL from DSLR

EVSLD

Potential soil evaporation due to the drying power of air
(mm d-1)

EVSLE

Potential soil evaporation as influenced by standing crop
(mm d-1)

EVSLP

Actual evaporation from soil when DSLR less than 2 days
(mm d-1)

EVSLR

Potential soil evaporation due to radiation
(mm d-1)
Evaporation rate from soil; has to be equal to AEVAP

EDVS

Effect ofjiDVS on m:intenance re•piration

EDVST

EDVS, tab lated against DVS

EESL

Extinctio4 coefficient of evaporation in soil

EFRAIN

Effective Rain
(mm d-1) ~

EVSLT

End of suJroutine or program

EVSLTT

I!

(m-1)

END

& transpiration

I'

I

(mm d-1)
Accumulated evaporation from starting
onwards

day

of

simulation

LIST OF ACRONYMS
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1

files

or

fraction

of

EVSLW

Actual ev poration from soil when DSLR more than 2 days
(mm d-1) l!

FNT

Net C02 assimilation, used in RESIST
(kg ha-l hr-1)

EXP(X)

Function ;o calculate e to the power X

FORMAT

FORTRAN statement to define layout of output to
to terminal or other devices

EXTERNAL

FORTRAN sJatement to search for functions outside
library ~

FOV

Fraction overcast

FRAIN

Incoming rain
(mm d-1)

FRC02

Internal C02 concentration
external C02 concentration

FRGR

Fraction of total shoot growth to grains

FRLLD

Fraction loss of leaves due to dying

FRLV

Fraction of total shoot growth to leaves

FRRE

As FRLV, reserves

FRSC

As FRLV, flowers and comb

FRSH

As FRLV, shoot as fraction of total growth

FRST

As FRLV, stem

FRTR

Potential crop
evaporation

FRTRAN

Cumulative transpiration as fraction of cumulative
lost form the soil by evapotranspiration

FRTRNR

Cumulative transpiration as fraction of total rainfall

FUNCTION

CSMP statement to define a relation
and an independent variable

FORTRAN

f
1

F

[

-
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(mm)

0
0
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I

i

FCLV

Fraction ¢arbon in leaf dry matter
(kg C kg d.m.)

FCGR

As FCLV, lrains

FCR

Demand fj./r carbohydrates from reserves
negative Iet photosynthesis in kg C02
(kg CH20 ~a-1 d-1)

FCRE

As FCLV, reserves

FCRS

Flow of sfarch from reserves to
photosyntfesis
(kg CH20 ia-1 d-1)

FCRT

As FCLV, roots

FCSC

As FCLV, flowers and comb

FCSG

As FCLV, 1rains

FCST

As FCLV, rtem

FINISH X=Y

CSMP func:ion to stop calculations when X exceeds value of
Y (Y should be an actual number)

FINTIM

Time at wfich calculations have to stop

FIRST

Procedurel•.lfor calculation of initial conditions

FIXED

CSMP func ion to indicate that parameter is integer

FLD

Field capAcity of the soil
(cm3 cm-3)

FNET

Net C02 alsimilation rate per
RESIST
(kg C02 ha-l leaf hr-1)

to

compensate

of

stomata

as

1

I

compensate

negative

net

!

I

transpiration

as

fraction

between

of

a

Penman
water

dependent

~

!

G

i

I

I

I

unit

leaf

area,

used

GCO

Growth rate of flowers and comb
(kg d.m. ha-l d-1)

GGR

Growth rate of grain
(kg d.m. ha-l d-1)

GLV

Growth rate of leaves
(kg d.m. ha-l d-1)

GOTO nnn

FORTRAN

in

statement

to

continue

calculation

at

given

j!

LIST OF ACRONYMS
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labelnum er

INSP

I:
r~te

GRE

Growth
of reserves
(kg d.m.l' ha-l d-1)

GRES

Growth r~te of reserves without taking into
by reall,.ation and re•piration
(kg d.m. ha-l d-1)

account

loss

I

GRT

LIST OF ACRONYMS
Sunheight when
there
photoperiodic reactions
(degrees)

is

just

Growth rite of •temo
(kg d.m. ' ha-l d-1)

GT

Greater t~an; FORTRAN statement

for

£

FORTRAN statement to
integer

indicate

that

a

parameter

INTGRL(X,Y) CSMP function to take the integral starting
rate Y

GST

ligth

enough

INSW(X,Y,Z) CSMP function to take value Y if X ' 0 and value Z if X
or
0.
INTEGER

Growth r~e of root•
(kg d.m. ~ ha-l d-1)
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from

is

an

X with

J

I
!

K

H

I

~AD in SUBROUTINE EVATR

L

HD

Call for

HU

Call for LUAA in SUBROUTINE EVATR

HUAA

Humidity pf the air in units caracterized by HUAD

HUAD

Indicatorl: of dimensions of HUAA (1= dew point;
bulb;3= ~ ar; 4= mm Hg; 5= % relative humidity)

0

~uring

2=

As HUAA,

HUMN

Minimum
DATE

humidity

(when

available),

table

against

HUMX

Maximum dlily humidity
DATE

(when

available),

table

against

1

Leaf Area Index
(ha ha-l)

LAT

Latitude
(degrees)

LLA

Rate of loss of leaf area because of dying of leaves
(ha ha d-1)

LLV

Rate of loss of dry matter of leaf
leaves
(kg ha d-1)

LLVT

relation of relative loss of leaf dry matter to DVS

LRT

Rate of loss of dry matter of roots
(kg ha-l d-1)

LRTT

Relation of relative loss of root dry matter to DVS

LST

Rate of loss of dry matter of stem because of dying
(kg ha-l d-1)

LSTT

Relation of relative loss of stem dry matter to DVS

LT

Less Than; FORTRAN statement

wet

HUAL

d~ily

LAI

daytime

I

I

I

I

Counter in DO-LOOP

!DATE

Integer vllue of julian date

IF

FORTRAN sfatement

INITIAL

CSMP: parb of the program where
being cal~ulated or defined
~

I

because

of

dying

I;

I

I

initial

conditions

are

of
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M

METHOD

cs~w stat~ment to indicate method of integration

MIXL

Mixing lebgth of vegetation
(m)

~

I
minimum

MNT

Daily
(oC)

MNTT

Table of

MULT

Factor tol account for higher windspeed in daytime (= 1.667
1
for calc.lations
at daytime; 0.333 for calculations at
night)
!

MXT

Daily maxlmum temperature
(oC)
~

MXTT

Table of rxT against date

~

PARAM X

CSMP statement to indicate that X is a constant

PCGA

Rate of canopy photosynthesis, actual value
(kg C02 ha-l d-1)

PCGAT

PCGA accumulated over time
(kg C02 ha-l)

PCGC

As PCGA, daily total gross for clear sky
(kg C02 ha-l d-1)

PCGO

As PCGC, for overcast sky
(kg C02 ha-l d-1)

PCGP

As PCGA, not restricted by water shortage
(kg C02 ha-l d-1)

PEA

PEl, for incoming light
(kg C02 ha-l h-1 (J m-2 s-1)-1)

PEl

Initial efficiency of use of incident light by
leaves
(kg C02 ha-l·h-1 (J m-2 s-1)-1)

PGRRT

Potential extension rate of roots
(m d-1)

PHC3

Intermediate variable in calculation of PCGC

temperature

~T against DATE

I

N

I

0
N

LIST OF ACRONYMS
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individual

N

Number oflsoil layers

PHC4

As PHC3

Nl

N+ 1

PHCH

As PHC3

NOT(X)

t
i
CSMP stat~ment
to take the value 1 if X= or

PHCHl

As PHC3

PHCH2

As PHC3

PHCH

As PHC3

PHCL

As PHC3

PH03

Intermediate variable in calculation of PCGO

PHOH

As PH03

PHOHl

As PH03

PHOL

As PH03

PHOTO

SUBROUTINE to calculate potential canopy photosynthesis

PI

Value of pi equal to 3.14159265

PMAX

Maximum rate of photosynthesis of single leaves
(kg C02 ha-l h-1)

I

value 0

if
i

x>o.

<O

and

the

0

I
OLW

FUNCTION to calculate long vave radiation

OUTDEL

CSMP stat~ment to choose timestep
output

i
I

of

printing

graphical

p

I
PAGE GROUP

CSMP statlment to get the same scale for printed variables
I
in the gr1phical output

I

LIST OF ACRONYMS

PMAXP

Maximum

l
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P~

PMXTT

Influence~ of

PRDEL

As OUTDE4 for printed output

PRINT

CSMP stattment to list a set of variables to be printed

PROCED

Part of a program not sorted internally but
block in he program

[,

RCSLT

RCSLL tabulated against volumetric water content of
soil layer (WVLl) and fraction overcast

RD

Boundary layer resistance of leaves
(m s-1)

RDN

Intermediate variable in calculation of RDTC and RDTO

RDRAIN

Rate of drainage of water out of profile
(mm d-1)

RDRL

Measured light intensity as
(=relative light intensity)

RDTAV

Average total radiation intensity used in
stomatal resistance of topmost leaves
(J m-2 s-1)

RDTC

Radiation, daily global total for standard clear sky
(J m-2 d-1)

RDTM

Radiation, daily total global as
(J m-2 d-1)

RDTO

As RDTC, for standard overcast sky
(J m-2 d-1)

sorted

PROCEDURE

As PROCEDl:

PRTPLOT

CSMP funcl ion to obtain graphical output versus time

as

a

REAL

FORTRAN statement to list real variables

I

QlO of malntenance respiration

QCl

Dummy call in CCHECK

QWl

Dummy calt in WCECK

I
t~

w

RECT

CSMP statement to
indicate
rectilinear
integration with constant time step

REDIST

Rate of reallocation of reserves after flowering
(kg starch ha-l d-1)

REFT

Reference temperature for maintenance processes
(oC)

fraction

of

Angot's

value

calculation

R

r

~easured

method

RA

RD plus RTURB
(m s-1)
t

RAINF

Procedurelto calculate EFRAIN in dependence of runoff

RAINT

Rain tabulated against DATE

RESIST

SUBROUTINE for calculation of stomatal resistance

RAN

In
intercepted radiation by the surface
for whichltranspiration or evaporation is being calculated
(J m-2 d-1)

RETURN

FORTRAN statement to go from end of subroutine back
place in main program where subroutine was called

Reflection coefficient

RGCR

RC

Growth respiration rate of crop
(kg C02 ha-l d-1)

RCCRV

Reflection coefficient of canopy for visible radiation

RGGR

As RGCR, grains
(kg C02 ha-l d-1)

RCLVV

As RCCRV,ifor leaves

RCRT

Cumulative respiration of crop
(kg C02 h~-1)

I

RGLV

As RGCR, for leaves
(kg C02 ha-l d-1)

RCSLL

Reflectiol coefficient of soil for total radiation

!

RGRE

As RGCR, reserves
(kg C02 ha-l d-1)

I
SUBROUTINE EVATR:
!

'

I

n

I

of

Q

QlO

0

first

temperature on PMAXP

1

[
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of

to
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RGRT

As RGCR, !or roots
(kg C02 hl-1 d-1)

RMST

As R...~CR, for stem
(kg ha-l d-1)

RGSC

As RGCR, !or comb and flowers
(kg C02 h!-1 d-1)

RMSTD

As RMLVD, for stem

RS

RGSG

As RGCR, !or grains
(kg C02 ht-1 d-1)

Stomatal resistance
(m s-1)

RSl

Stomatal resistance of topmost leaves before anthesis
(m s-1)

RS2

As RSl, after anthesis

RSMIN

Minimum stomatal resistance
(m s-1)

RTD

Rooting depth

RGST

As RGCR, for stem
(kg C02 h!-1 d-1)

RHMNT

Daily minlmum relative humidity tabulated against DATE

RHMXT

Daily maximum relative humidity tabulated against DATE

RLRE

Growth relpiration of

li

reserves

when

reallocation

takes

place
(kg C02 h -1 d-1)
RLW

Long wavelradiation balance between incoming and
long waveiradiation (thermal)
(J m-2 d-i)

(m)

RTDI

RTL{l-10)

Incoming long wave radiation
(J m-2

RLWO

Outgoing long wave radiation
(J m-2 d-~)

d-})

Rooted part

of

each soil layer

(m)

!

RLWI

Initial rooting depth
(m)

outgoing

RTURB

Turbulent resistance
(m s-1)

RUNOF

Fraction of rain lost by runoff

RUNOFT

RUNOF against rain intensity

!

0

+:--

I

RMCR

Rate of m!intenance respiration of the crop
(kg ha-l d-1)

RMGRD

Maintenanle respiration coefficient for grains

RMLV

As RMCR, for leaves
(kg ha-l 4-l)

RMLVD

Maintenan!;e respiration coefficient for leaves
(kg CH20 ,g-1 d.m. d-1)

RMRT

As RMCR, or roots
(kg ha-l ~ -1)

R..."ffi.TD

As RMLVD,Ifor roots

RMSC

As RMCR, for comb and flowers
(kg ha-l ~-1)

RMSCD

As RMLVD,!for comb and flowers

RMSG

As RMCR, tor grains
(kg ha-l a-1)

RMSGD

As RMLVD,,for grains

s

!

i
~

SCIFL

Intermediate variable
between CFL and CIN

to

calculate

relative

difference

SDPF

FUNCTION to calculate soil depletion factor

SENEST

Influence of DVS on PMAX, tabulated against DVS

SIN(X)

Function to calculate sine of X (X in radians)

SINB

Sine of declination of the sun

SINL

Sine of latitude

SINLD

Intermediate variable in calculation of daylength

SLA

Specific leaf area
(m2 kg-1 d.m.)
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WDLV

(mm)
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Width of leaves
(m)

TRP

Potenti41 rate of transpiration of the crop
(mm

d-11

WDRT

As WCO, weight of dead roots

TRRM

Transpil• ation rate per unit effective root length
(mm m-1 .d-1)

WDS

Wind speed
(m s-1)

TWOVAR

As AFGEN, but with two independent variables

WDSM

Measured wind speed (m s-1)

WDST

WDS tabulated against DATE

WFL

Waterflow into soil
(m3 ha-l)

WGR

As WCO, grains

WGRI

As WCOI, grains

WGRM

As WCOM, grains

WGRM1

As WCOMi, grains

WGRMiT

As WCOMiT, grains

WL(l-10)

Water content of soil layers
(m3 ha-l)

WLFL(l-11)

Water fluxes into the soil layers 1-10 and out of 10
(mm d-1)

WLI(l-10)

Initial water content of the soil layers
(m3 ha-l)

WLMiT

Measured volumetric water content
average of three replicates
(cm3 cm-3)

WLMT

Measured water content of
three replications
(m3 ha-l)

WLMTi

As WLMT, for each observation; 1 ranging from 1 to 3

WLOLV

Rate of loss of leaves due to dying
(kg ha-l d-1)

WLP

Wilting point
(cm3 cm-3)

WLT

Calculated water content of total profile
(m3 ha-l)

WLV

Calculated weight of green leaves
(kg ha-l)

!

I

u

'
v

VAR(l-10)

Water a ailable for evaporation in each soil layer,
of layej taken into account
(m3 ha- )

VP

FUNCTIOt.!.' to calculate vapour pressure

VPA

Actual
(mbar)

J

depth

• pour pressure in the air
1

I

0
0'\

w
I
I
SUBROUTINE to check water balance
.

I

wCHECK
WCL

wco

Volumetrl_c water content of air-dry soil
(cm3

em-~)

Calculat~ d weight
(kg

ha-l~

of comb and flowers

I

reo

WCOI

Initial

WCOM

Measurediwco as average of three replicates

WCOMi

Measuredl';.·WCO for each observation; i ranging from 1 to 3

WCOMiT

As WCOMi

I

tabulated against DATE

I
procedure

WCONT

Name

WCR

Calcu1atf. d weight of the crop
(kg ha-l

!

I

i

I
f

to calculate water content of profile

total

of

soil

profile

as

layer

i

as

average

of

LIST OF ACRONYMS

I
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content

of

the

WVLl

Calculated volumetric water
layer
li
(cm3 em-h)

WVLij

Measuredlvolumetric water content in
against ~ATE; in replication j
(cm3 cm-3)

layer

WVMij

Measuredii volumetric
replicat.on j
(cm3 cm-l)

in

first

soil

I

water

content

i,

layer

tabulated

ij

I

I
X

X

Intermediate variable in calculation of PCGC and PCGO

y

y

!

Intermed~ate

variable in calculation of PCGC and PCGO

0
00

I

z

z

Intermedjate variable in calculatioo of PCGC and PCGO

ZNOT

Roughness length

ZR

ReferencJ height
(m)
I:

(m)

'

I

t

I

II
I'

I
f:

I
[
[:

I

in
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